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(54) Title: TOUCH SENSOR DETECTOR SYSTEMS AND METHOD

(57) Abstract: A touch sensor detector system and method incor

FIG. 1 porating an interpolated sensor array is disclosed. The system and
method utilize a touch sensor array (TSA) configured to detect
proximity/contact/pressure (PCP) via a variable impedance array
(VIA) electrically coupling interlinked impedance columns (IIC)
coupled to an array column driver (ACD), and interlinked imped
ance rows (IIR) coupled to an array row sensor (ARS). The ACD is
configured to select the IIC based on a column switching register
(CSR) and electrically drive the IIC using a column driving source
(CDS). The VIA conveys current from the driven IIC to the IIC
sensed by the ARS. The ARS selects the IIR within the TSA and
electrically senses the IIR state based on a row switching register
(RSR). Interpolation of ARS sensed current/voltage allows accurate
detection of TSA PCP and/or spatial location.
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PARTIAL WAIVER OF COPYRIGHT

All of the material in this patent application is subject to copyright protection under the

copyright laws of the United States and of other countries. As of the first effective filing date of

the present application, this material is protected as unpublished material.

However, permission to copy this material is hereby granted to the extent that the

copyright owner has no objection to the facsimile reproduction by anyone of the patent

documentation or patent disclosure, as it appears in the United States Patent and Trademark

Office patent file or records, but otherwise reserves all copyright rights whatsoever.

The present invention generally relates to systems and methods in the field of touch

sensor devices. Specific invention embodiments may have particular applicability to touch-

based force-sensing devices and methods for determining the location and amount of force

exerted on a pressure-sensitive surface.



PRIOR ART AND BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

In the field of touch-based force-sensing apparatus, multi-touch sensors have been

developed and are commonly used to add touch-based user input to a variety of communications

and computing appliances including computers, tablets, and similar electronics devices.

Multiple touch pressure or force-sensing relative to a force-sensing apparatus refers to the

ability of a computing system using touch-based sensors to distinguish and independently track

multiple touches exerted in real-time against the sensing apparatus. Such technology enables

computing appliance operators to use multiple hands and fingers and other objects such as a styli

to provide input and enables multiple users to simultaneously interact with the sensor apparatus.

One problem with existing touch sensing systems is a requirement for accuracy in

determining the precise location and nature of the force exerted against the sensing surface.

Moreover, there is a market demand for larger devices having larger touch-screen areas for

entering touch-based instruction to operate computing programs and applications. There is also a

need for small sensors (such as touch sensors for mobile devices) with improved tracking

resolution. Therefore, there is motivation in the art to seek touch-sensing technologies that

remain accurate and may still be economically feasible for manufacture and operation.

Therefore, what is clearly needed is a force-sensing apparatus that can be provided in a

larger footprint with less electronics and that may sense the presence and location of, as well as

the amount of force exerted with every touch in a multi-touch sequence of input operation.

O fo
One of the greatest challenges in creating a multi-touch sensor for user interface

applications is that most people are capable of extremely precise movements, and expect the

touch sensor to faithfully capture their input. For a good user experience, a touch panel for

finger interaction usually requires accuracy on the order of 0.5mm, while interaction with a

stylus requires even higher accuracy on the order of 0.1mm. Furthermore, most users want

larger device surfaces to interact with. This is evidenced by the increasing sizes of smart-

phones, and the growing popularity of devices with larger touch surfaces such as tablet

computers and touch displays.

Furthermore, the complexity of consumer electronic devices tends to increase over time

while prices tend to decrease, which suggests that any touch sensor device used for consumer



electronics applications must be inexpensive to manufacture and must have a high performance

to price ratio. Thus, a sensor that can track touches very precisely over a large area, and can be

manufactured at a reasonable price point is needed. Finally, users want extra dimensions of

interactivity. This technology provides not only precise touch tracking over large surfaces at a

reasonable price point, but also measures the extra dimension of force for every touch, which can

increase the level of interactivity and control in many user interface applications.

Deficiencies in the Prior Art

The prior art as detailed above suffers from the following deficiencies:

• Prior art sensor systems require individual column drive and row sense circuitry for each

row/column in the sensing array.

• Prior art sensor systems consume significant dynamic power in scanning the sense array

because each column must be driven and each row sensed to detect pressure/presence at a

given column/row intersection in the sensing array.

• Prior art sensor systems require significant electronics integration to support large area

sensing surfaces.

• Prior art sensor systems are not capable of sensing contact and pressure with the same

device.

• Prior art sensor systems require relatively complex manufacturing processes to achieve

high spatial sensing resolutions.

• Prior art sensor systems are generally not compatible with standard PCB manufacturing

processes and methods.

• Prior art sensor systems are not amenable to construction in non-planar formats.

• Prior art sensor systems require relatively complex calibration procedures to achieve

accurate sensor positioning data.

• Prior art sensor systems do not produce a linear relationship between sensor data and

detected spatial positioning within the array.

• Prior art sensor systems are not conducive to the design of non-rectangular sensor shapes

due to non-linearity which results when you create a non-rectangular sensor.

• Prior art sensor systems do not allow scanning the sensor at various resolutions while

maintaining linearity.



While some of the prior art may teach some solutions to several of these problems, the

core deficiencies in the prior art systems have not been addressed.

Accordingly, the objectives of the present invention are (among others) to circumvent the

deficiencies in the prior art and affect the following objectives:

(1) Provide for a touch sensor detector system and method that does not require

individual column drive and row sense circuitry for each row/column in the

sensing array.

(2) Provide for a touch sensor detector system and method that reduces dynamic

power consumption when scanning the sense array by reducing the number of

columns that must be driven and the number of rows sensed to detect

pressure/presence at a given column/row intersection in the sensing array.

(3) Provide for a touch sensor detector system and method that does not require

significant electronics integration to support large area sensing surfaces.

(4) Provide for a touch sensor detector system and method that is capable of sensing

contact and pressure with the same device.

(5) Provide for a touch sensor detector system and method that does not require

complex manufacturing processes to achieve high spatial sensing resolutions.

(6) Provide for a touch sensor detector system and method that is compatible with

standard PCB manufacturing processes and methods.

(7) Provide for a touch sensor detector system and method that is amenable to

construction in non-planar formats.

(8) Provide for a touch sensor detector system and method that does not require

complex calibration procedures to achieve accurate sensor positioning data.

(9) Provide for a touch sensor detector system and method that produces a linear

relationship between sensor data and detected spatial positioning within the array.

(10) Provide for a touch sensor detector system and method that allows creation of

non-rectangular sensors that maintain accuracy and linearity across the entire

sensor.

( 11) Provide for a touch sensor detector system and method that allows scanning at

varying resolutions while maintaining full accuracy and linearity.



While these objectives should not be understood to limit the teachings of the present

invention, in general these objectives are achieved in part or in whole by the disclosed invention

that is discussed in the following sections. One skilled in the art will no doubt be able to select

aspects of the present invention as disclosed to affect any combination of the objectives

described above.

BRIEF S RY OF THE E T

The present invention addresses several of the deficiencies in the prior art in the

following manner. Rather than utilizing individual column drivers within a touch sensor array

(TSA) to individually drive the TSA columns to convey current for individual row sensors to

detect, the present invention interconnects groups of TSA columns into interlinked impedance

columns (IICs). These IICs are driven using one of a number of electrical column driving

sources (CDS) under control of a column switching register (CSR). When the TSA internal

variable impedance array (VIA) detects a sensor event, individual columns and rows of the VIA

are electrically coupled. This event enables current conduction from the IICs to interlinked

impedance rows (IIR) within the VIA. The IIRs are then selected by a row switching register

(RSR) and sensed by an analog-to-digital converter (ADC).

A computer control device (CCD) permits the TSA to be continuously scanned using

different configurations of CSR/RSR state as well as CDS driving parameters. These scans

permit the CCD to gather differential sensor data within the VIA internal to the TSA and

interpolate this information to gather a more accurate indication of the sensor profile associated

with the current TSA state. For example, the TSA may be configured for scanning at one

resolution and then rescanned using a different resolution to determine both the focal point of

contact with the TSA but also movement of this focal point over time and across each TSA scan.

Within this context, a focal point of one scanning pass may also be used to determine a vector of

travel when compared to the focal point of subsequent scanning passes. This sensor profile may

include information on the exact location of the focal point of sensor activity on the TSA surface

as well as other information regarding a more accurate indication of sensor detection present at

or near the TSA surface.

In some preferred invention embodiments, the present invention may be applied to the

creation of a low-cost, multi-touch, high resolution, force sensing touch sensor that can be

manufactured using traditional PCB manufacturing methods as well as additive printing



techniques. The present invention utilizes the concept of an interpolating array which allows a

high tracking resolution without requiring a large number of drive and sense lines to be

connected to the sensor scan electronics (active lines). By increasing the tracking resolution

relative to the number of active drive and sense lines, the present invention allows for increased

sensor performance with reduced electronics complexity and cost as compared to other sensor

technologies. Herein are described several possible embodiments for the sensor and how it can

be adapted to different use cases such as stylus interaction and embedding below or over a

display.

In one preferred interpolating force sensing array (IFSA) embodiment, the present

invention addresses deficiencies in the prior art by adding a network of resistors to the inputs and

outputs of a force sensing array which decouples the resolution of the force sensing array from

the resolution of the drive and sense circuitry. This preferred embodiment electrically drives and

senses the sensor in a fashion that creates a bilinear interpolation kernel around each row/column

intersection. This allows reconstruction of the position of the touch at the resolution of the force

sensing array, even though the present invention drive and sense circuitry has a much lower

resolution. Interestingly, the resolution of the drive and sense circuitry only has an effect on the

distance at which two distinct touches start to look like one to the processing algorithms, and

does not have an effect on the accuracy with which a single touch can be tracked. In addition to

the interpolating resistor network, the present invention teaches several methods of construction

for the present invention sensors using known manufacturing techniques, and it shows the

implementation of the driving circuitry, the algorithms for scanning the sensor, and the

algorithms for interpreting the output. It also suggests how the present invention sensor

technology can be integrated with other sensing and display technologies.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

For a fuller understanding of the advantages provided by the invention, reference should

be made to the following detailed description together with the accompanying drawings wherein:

FIG. 1 illustrates a system block diagram of a preferred exemplary system embodiment;

FIG. 2 illustrates a flowchart depicting a preferred exemplary method embodiment;

FIG. 3 illustrates a system block diagram depicting detail of the variable impedance array

(VIA), interlinked impedance column (IIC), and interlinked impedance row (IIR);



FIG. 4 illustrates a system block diagram depicting detail of the CSR, RSR, interlinked

impedance column (IIC), and interlinked impedance row (IIR);

FIG. 5 illustrates a simplified system block diagram of a preferred exemplary system

embodiment;

FIG. 6 illustrates a simplified flowchart depicting a preferred exemplary method

embodiment;

FIG. 7 illustrates an exemplary non-orthogonal VIA configuration;

FIG. 8 illustrates exemplary radial and elliptical VIA configurations;

FIG. 9 illustrates an exemplary voltage-mode column drive circuitry schematic;

FIG. 10 illustrates an exemplary voltage-mode column drive circuitry schematic

employing a stacked switching design;

FIG. 11 illustrates an exemplary voltage-mode column drive circuitry schematic

employing a non-stacked switching design;

FIG. 12 illustrates an exemplary voltage-mode row switching circuitry schematic;

FIG. 13 illustrates an exemplary voltage-mode row switching circuitry schematic

incorporating sense line grounding enable logic;

FIG. 14 illustrates an exemplary current-mode column drive circuitry schematic;

FIG. 15 illustrates an exemplary current-mode column drive circuitry schematic

employing a stacked switching design;

FIG. 16 illustrates an exemplary current-mode row switching circuitry schematic;

FIG. 17 illustrates an exemplary variable impedance device that may be used for IIC

and/or IIR impedance elements;

FIG. 18 illustrates an exemplary active variable impedance array (VIA) element

structure;

FIG. 19 illustrates a system block diagram depicting detail of the CSR, RSR, interlinked

impedance column (IIC), and interlinked impedance row (IIR) in an embodiment utilizing

variable frequency excitation for the VIA and switched filtering detection in the row sense

elements;

FIG. 20 illustrates an exemplary VIA depicting a variable frequency scan configuration;

FIG. 2 1 illustrates an exemplary VIA full resolution scan configuration;

FIG. 22 illustrates an exemplary VIA half resolution scan configuration;



FIG. 23 illustrates an exemplary VIA quarter resolution scan configuration;

FIG. 24 illustrates an exemplary VIA mixed resolution scan configuration;

FIG. 25 illustrates a system block diagram depicting a preferred exemplary invention

embodiment employing a pen/stylus input;

FIG. 26 illustrates a perspective diagram depicting a preferred exemplary invention

embodiment employing a pen/stylus input;

FIG. 27 illustrates a schematic diagram depicting a preferred exemplary pen/stylus circuit

useful in many preferred invention embodiments;

FIG. 28 illustrates a perspective assembly view of a preferred exemplary pen/stylus

circuit useful in many preferred invention embodiments;

FIG. 29 illustrates top, bottom, and side views of a preferred exemplary pen/stylus circuit

useful in many preferred invention embodiments;

FIG. 30 illustrates a preferred invention embodiment employing a pen/stylus and depicts

input from hand/finger and pen/stylus inputs;

FIG. 31 illustrates sensed areas of sensed input associated with FIG. 30;

FIG. 32 illustrates sensed areas of sensed input associated with FIG. 30 categorized as

pressure (P) inputs and stylus (S) inputs;

FIG. 33 illustrates a representative IFSA circuit with four active column electrodes and

five active row electrodes incorporating two interpolating electrodes between each pair of active

electrodes;

FIG. 34 illustrates interpolation in a 3 active column by 3 active row area of a sensor

wherein the sensor has two interpolating electrodes between each pair of active electrodes (thus

having an N value of 2) wherein is depicted a moment in time during a sensor scan, columns -3

and +3 are grounded, and column 0 is driven with a voltage (Vd), while rows -3 and +3 are

grounded and the current flowing from row 0 (Is) is measured;

FIG. 35 illustrates a sensitivity distribution for the 7x7 array of sensor elements shown in

FIG. 34 as it is being scanned using the present invention drive scheme;

FIG. 36 illustrates a 3D representation of the sensitivity distribution of the 7x7 array of

sensors shown in FIG. 34 as it is being scanned using the present invention drive scheme and

depicts linear sensitivity falloff for sensor elements as they get farther away from the intersection

at location (0,0) along both the X and Y axes;



FIG. 37 illustrates an exemplary shunt-mode force sensor with substrate indicated in

stripes, drive/sense electrodes indicated with +/- respectively, and FSM indicated in black;

FIG. 38 illustrates an exemplary double-sided thru-mode force sensor with substrate

indicated in stripes, drive/sense electrodes indicated with +/- respectively, and FSM indicated in

black;

FIG. 39 illustrates an exemplary single-sided thru-mode force sensor with substrate

indicated in stripes, drive/sense electrodes indicated with +/- respectively, and FSM indicated in

black;

FIG. 40 illustrates an exemplary sandwich thru-mode force sensor with substrate

indicated in stripes, drive/sense electrodes indicated with +/- respectively, and FSM indicated in

black;

FIG. 4 1 illustrates cross-section and top-down views of a thru-mode sensor with

segmented FSM (sandwich thru-mode configuration) wherein: with the top-down view, the

substrate of the top layer and force sensing layer (indicated by a pattern of fine dots) are

transparent to allow the viewing of the pattern of column electrodes, FSM, and the row

electrodes inside; the dashed line indicates the location of the cross-section relative to the sensor;

and the patches of force sensing material align to the intersections of the rows and columns, thus

creating a force sensing element at the intersection of each row and column electrode;

FIG. 42 illustrates cross-section and top-down views of a thru-mode sensor with FSM-

coated electrodes wherein: with the top-down view, the substrate of the top layer is transparent to

allow the viewing of the pattern of column electrodes, FSM, and the row electrodes inside; the

dashed line indicates the location of the cross-section relative to the sensor; and either the rows,

the columns, or both can be coated with FSM (creating a sensor with either a single-sided or

double-sided thru-mode configuration);

FIG. 43 illustrates cross-section and top-down views of a thru-mode sensor with thin

FSM electrodes wherein: with the top-down view, the substrate of the top layer and the force

sensing layer (indicated by a pattern of fine dots) are transparent to allow the viewing of the

column electrodes and the row electrodes inside; the dashed line indicates the location of the

cross-section relative to the sensor; and the thin FSM can also be replaced with a patterned FSM

or a pseudo-random patterned FSM wherein all of these configurations are variants of the

sandwich thru-mode configuration;



FIG. 44 illustrates detail of a thru-mode sensor top layer wherein the diagram is flipped

relative to FIG. 4 1 (4100) - FIG. 43 (4300) to show the electrode pattern and how the

interpolation resistors are mounted;

FIG. 45 illustrates detail of a thru-mode sensor bottom layer. The layer in this diagram is

in the same orientation as in FIG. 4 1 (4100) - FIG. 43 (4300);

FIG. 46 illustrates detail of a segmented FSM layer wherein the segments of FSM

material are shown in black and the substrate holding the FSM material in place is white with a

pattern of fine dots and each segment aligns with a single sensor element (at the intersection of a

row and column electrode), ensuring that there is no cross-talk between sensor elements. This is

the same FSM layer as shown in FIG. 4 1 (4100) that depicts the FSM layer being used in a thru-

mode sensor configuration. This type of FSM configuration can also be used as the force

sensing layer in any shunt-mode sensor configuration;

FIG. 47 illustrates detail of a thin FSM layer wherein the FSM material is shown in black,

is contiguous, and covers the entire sensor area containing row and column electrodes. Because

the material is thin, the in-plane resistance is very high which reduces the possibility of cross-talk

between sensor elements. This is the same FSM layer as shown in FIG. 43 (4300) which shows

the FSM layer being used in a thru configuration can also be used as the force sensing layer in

any shunt-mode sensor configuration;

FIG. 48 illustrates detail of a patterned FSM layer wherein the patches of FSM material

are shown in black and the substrate holding the FSM material in place is shown in white.

Because the pattern is finer than the scale of individual sensor elements, cross-talk between

neighboring sensor elements is minimized. This can be used instead of the thin FSM layer

shown in FIG. 47 (4700) in a thru-mode sensor configuration. This type of FSM configuration

can also be used as the force sensing layer in any shunt-mode sensor configuration;

FIG. 49 illustrates detail of a pseudo-random patterned FSM layer wherein the patches of

FSM material are shown in black and the substrate holding the FSM material in place is shown

in white. This is similar to the patterned FSM, but a random or pseudo-random pattern is used,

which may be easier to manufacture than the patterned FSM layer. This can be used instead of

the thin FSM layer shown in FIG. 48 (4800) in a thru-mode sensor configuration. This type of

FSM configuration can also be used as the force sensing layer in any shunt-mode sensor

configuration;



FIG. 50 illustrates a cross-section and top-down view of a shunt-mode interpolating array

sensor which consists of a top patterned FSM and a bottom layer which carries interpolating

resistors and both row and column electrodes. In the top-down view, the patterned FSM layer is

cut away to reveal the exposed row and column electrodes which lie below the FSM, forming

shunt-mode sensor elements. The dashed line indicates the location of the cross-section relative

to the sensor. Traces on the reverse side of the bottom layer (not visible in the top-down view)

interconnect the exposed row electrodes using vias (represented by circles). The traces on the

reverse side of the bottom layer are shown in more detail in FIG. 52 (5200);

FIG. 51 illustrates a cross-section and top-down view of a shunt-mode sensor with force

sensor element electrodes patterned in an inter-digitated finger pattern, which is intended to

improve sensitivity. Other elements in this design are similar to those described in FIG. 50

(5000);

FIG. 52 illustrates a detail of the reverse side of the bottom layer for sensors shown in

FIG. 50 (5000) - FIG. 5 1 (5100). The areas with a striped pattern are conductors which

interconnect the row electrodes. Vias, which are represented by circles, connect to the row

electrodes on the opposite side;

FIG. 53 illustrates a cross-section and top-down view of a shunt-mode sensor with

double-width row electrode pad, which halves the number of vias necessary by sharing vias

between adjacent sensor elements, and also increases the space around each via which may aid

manufacturing. Other elements in this design are similar to those described in FIG. 50 (5000).

The traces on the reverse side of the bottom layer are shown in more detail in FIG. 55 (5500);

FIG. 54 illustrates a cross-section and top-down view of a shunt-mode sensor with

double-width row electrode pads and inter-digitated finger row electrode pattern. This design

has the same manufacturing advantage as the previous design and the inter-digitating finger

pattern, similar to that shown in FIG. 5 1 (5100), and is intended to improve sensitivity. Other

elements in this design are similar to those described in FIG. 5 1 (5100). The traces on the

reverse side of the bottom layer are shown in more detail in FIG. 55 (5500);

FIG. 55 illustrates a detail of the reverse side of the bottom layer for sensors shown in

FIG. 53 (5300) - FIG. 54 (5400). The areas with a striped pattern are conductors which

interconnect the row electrodes. Vias, which are represented by circles, connect to the row

electrodes on the opposite side;



FIG. 56 illustrates a cross-section and top-down view of shunt-mode sensor with

diamond-shaped row and column electrode pattern. This pattern is intended to make the

sensitivity distribution around each row/column intersection more symmetric. It may also

improve manufacturability by reducing the precision needed when creating vias. Other elements

in this design are similar to those described in FIG. 50 (5000). The traces on the reverse side of

the bottom layer are shown in more detail in FIG. 57 (5700);

FIG. 57 illustrates a detail of the reverse side of the bottom layer for sensor shown in

FIG. 56 (5600). The areas with a striped pattern are conductors which interconnect the row

electrodes. Vias, which are represented by circles, connect to the row electrodes on the opposite

side;

FIG. 58 illustrates a cross-section and top-down view of a shunt-mode oval sensor with a

hole in the center. The FSM layer is removed to expose the row and column electrode pattern.

Circles represent vias that interconnect with the bottom conductor pattern shown in FIG. 60

(6000);

FIG. 59 illustrates a design of a FSM layer for an oval sensor shown in FIG. 58 (5800).

This design shows a segmented FSM sensor pattern, but other types of FSM patterns including

the ones shown in FIG. 47 (4700) - FIG. 49 (4900) can be used;

FIG. 60 illustrates detail of a reverse side of the bottom layer for the oval sensor shown in

FIG. 58 (5800). The areas with a striped pattern are conductors which interconnect the row

electrodes. Vias, which are represented by circles, connect to the row electrodes on the opposite

side;

FIG. 6 1 illustrates diamond pattern shunt-mode IFSA with bridges. This pattern is

created by creating pattern of rows and columns (the columns are contiguous but the row pattern

has breaks) (6101); depositing insulating material in areas where columns travel between rows

(6102); and depositing patches of conductive material that bridges the pads belonging to each

row without electrically connecting to the columns (6103);

FIG. 62 illustrates how an IFSA sensor designed with cuts and bend lines can be bent into

complex shapes. In this example, the pattern on the left can be bent to form a sensor for a robot

fingertip as shown on the right;

FIG. 63 illustrates four cross-sections of possible IFSA Sensor stackups;



FIG. 64 illustrates four cross-sections of possible IFSA Sensor stackups which include a

display;

FIG. 65 illustrates a top right front perspective view of a preferred exemplary invention

embodiment as applied to a tablet form factor interface application context;

FIG. 66 illustrates a top right rear perspective assembly view of a preferred exemplary

invention embodiment as applied to a tablet interface application context;

FIG. 67 illustrates a top right front perspective view of a base component of a preferred

exemplary invention embodiment as applied to a tablet interface application context;

FIG. 68 illustrates a top right front perspective view of a PCB/battery component of a

preferred exemplary invention embodiment as applied to a tablet interface application context;

FIG. 69 illustrates a top view of a PCB/battery component of a preferred exemplary

invention embodiment as applied to a tablet interface application context;

FIG. 70 illustrates a top right front perspective view of a pressure membrane component

of a preferred exemplary invention embodiment as applied to a tablet interface application

context;

FIG. 7 1 illustrates a top right front perspective view of an overlay component of a

preferred exemplary invention embodiment as applied to a tablet interface application context;

FIG. 72 illustrates a top right front perspective view of a bezel component of a preferred

exemplary invention embodiment as applied to a tablet interface application context;

FIG. 73 illustrates a front cross section view of a preferred exemplary invention

embodiment as applied to a tablet interface application context;

FIG. 74 illustrates a detail perspective view of a USB connector in a preferred exemplary

invention embodiment as applied to a tablet interface application context;

FIG. 75 illustrates a detail perspective side cross section view in a preferred exemplary

invention embodiment as applied to a tablet interface application context;

FIG. 76 illustrates a side cross section view of a preferred exemplary invention

embodiment as applied to a tablet interface application context;

FIG. 77 illustrates an exemplary system block diagram schematic for a pressure sensitive

touch pad embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 78 illustrates an exemplary top copper layout for a pressure sensitive touch pad

embodiment of the present invention;



FIG. 79 illustrates an exemplary bottom copper layout for a pressure sensitive touch pad

embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 80 illustrates an exemplary via layout for a pressure sensitive touch pad embodiment

of the present invention;

FIG. 8 1 illustrates a top view of an exemplary embodiment of a present invention

capacitive sensor layout employing a single-sided diamond pattern with bridges;

FIG. 82 illustrates a sectional view of an exemplary embodiment of a present invention

capacitive sensor layout employing a single-sided diamond pattern with bridges;

FIG. 83 illustrates a top view of an exemplary embodiment of a present invention

capacitive sensor layout employing a double-sided pattern with straight rows and columns;

FIG. 84 illustrates a sectional view of an exemplary embodiment of a present invention

capacitive sensor layout employing a double-sided pattern with straight rows and columns;

FIG. 85 illustrates an exemplary touch sensor tablet contacting a drinking cup to produce

a pressure profile;

FIG. 86 illustrates the TSM data obtained by the CCD by scanning the TSA, and the

associated pressure regions detected;

FIG. 87 illustrates an approximate reconstruction of the forces seen by individual force

sensing elements in the VIA obtained by performing an upsampling operation of the TSM and

the associated pressure regions detected;

FIG. 88 illustrates exemplary individual detected ellipse data computed by the CCD

based on the TSM data;

FIG. 89 illustrates an exemplary touch sensor tablet contacting a paintbrush to produce a

pressure profile;

FIG. 90 illustrates the pressure profile of the TSM data obtained by the CCD by scanning

the TSA;

FIG. 9 1 illustrates the associated pressure regions detected based on the pressure profile;

FIG. 92 illustrates exemplary individual detected ellipse data computed by the CCD

based on the TSM data.



While the present invention is susceptible of embodiment in many different forms, there

is shown in the drawings and will herein be described in detailed preferred embodiments of the

invention with the understanding that the present disclosure is to be considered as an

exemplification of the principles of the invention and is not intended to limit the broad aspect of

the invention to the embodiment illustrated.

The numerous innovative teachings of the present application will be described with

particular reference to the presently preferred embodiment, wherein these innovative teachings

are advantageously applied to the particular problems of a TOUCH SENSOR DETECTOR

SYSTEM AND METHOD. However, it should be understood that this embodiment is only one

example of the many advantageous uses of the innovative teachings herein. In general,

statements made in the specification of the present application do not necessarily limit any of the

various claimed inventions. Moreover, some statements may apply to some inventive features

but not to others.

C / R Order Not tive

The present invention may utilize a variety of different configurations of interlinked

impedance columns (IIC) and interlinked impedance rows (IIR). In many preferred

embodiments there will be two or more IICs and two or more IIRs, thus permitting a reduction of

both the number of VIA externally accessible columns and rows by a factor of two or more in the

column and row orientations. However, some preferred invention embodiments may utilize a

singular inter-column impedance element or a singular inter-row impedance element in one or

more columns/rows. Thus, the terms IIC and IIR encompass the condition in which only one

dimension of the VIA incorporates an interlinked impedance element.

M
The present invention may utilize a wide variety of sources to drive the VIA sensor

columns, including but not limited to: DC voltage source; AC voltage source; arbitrary

waveform generator (AWG) voltage source; DC current source; AC current source; and arbitrary

waveform generator (AWG) current source. Note that the use of AWG sources in this context



may include a wide variety of signaling waveforms that may be dynamically defined/generated

using conventional waveform generation techniques well known in the electrical arts.

v
The present invention may utilize a wide variety of electrical sources and electrical sinks

within the column switching register (CSR) and row switching register (RSR) to configure

stimulation and/or sensing of the VIA. Within this context, the present invention anticipates the

use of CSR sources selected from a group consisting of: open circuit; zero potential voltage

source; voltage source defined by the CSR; current source defined by the CSR; voltage derived

from the CDS; and current derived from the CDS. Within this context the present invention

anticipates the use of RSR sinks selected from a group consisting of: open circuit; zero potential

voltage source; voltage source defined by the RSR; current sink defined by the RSR; and the

input to an ADC.

ff /

The resistors depicted in the exemplary IIC and IIR functionality described herein may be

fixed resistors (possibly of varying values) and/or may include variable resistors that in some

circumstances may be configured based on the CSR and/or RSR. Within this context, the

resistors depicted are to be considered as one potential example of a general impedance, which

may include any combination of resistance, capacitance, and/or inductance. Other types of

impedance elements such as capacitive or inductive elements, active elements (or active

circuitry) as well as combinations of these may be substituted for the depicted resistors with no

loss of generality in the scope of the claimed invention. Thus, in the context of the IIC and IIR

circuitry, any form of impedance may be substituted for the illustrated resistor elements, and may

include variable impedance elements including active components such as MOSFETs and other

semiconductor devices.

Inter-Colurrtn/lnter-Row Impedance Count Not mit ve

The present invention uses inter-column impedances and inter-row impedances in

conjunction with inter-column and inter-row interpolation within the VIA to implement the touch

sensor detector system and method. The number of impedances between each column and each

row is typically configured as two or more, but in some circumstances the VIA may be directly

mapped to achieve conventional scanning of all VIA columns/rows via access to internal nodes

within the series IIC and IIR impedance strings.



The present invention will be discussed in terms of rows/columns when addressing a

typical configuration in which the touch sensor array (TSA) is configured as a conventional array

of variable impedance sensors (VIA). However, the terms "row" and "column" may be

interchanged in many invention embodiments without departing from the overall spirit and scope

of the claimed invention.

Sensor Array Geometry Not Limitive

The present invention anticipates a wide variety of sensor array geometries that may be

used depending on the application context. While rectangular construction arrays of variable

impedance elements may be advantageous in some preferred invention embodiments, the use of

other geometries including polygons, circles, ellipses, and other planar and non-planar shapes are

also anticipated. The application of the disclosed technology to both two-dimensional and three-

dimensional shapes is anticipated within this broad scope of sensor geometry.

VIA P Not
The present invention anticipates that in some applications the VIA sensor array may be

partially populated such that a sensor element may only be present in a subset of the overall VIA

structure. For example, a sensor configuration in which the VIA further comprises physical

columns electrically coupled to physical rows via a pressure-sensitive sensor element located at

the intersections of the physical columns and the physical rows is anticipates wherein the

pressure-sensitive sensor element is present in only a subset of the intersections to form a shaped

sensor array. This permits a reduction in overall VIA sensor manufacture and creates the

possibility of custom sensor applications and shapes/physical configurations which in some

circumstances may have varying degrees of sensor density across the VIA array.

y
The present invention illustrates in many preferred embodiments the use of an analog-to-

digital converter (ADC). This ADC may be implemented in some embodiments as a voltage

mode converter and in other embodiments as a current mode converter. Furthermore, some

preferred ADC embodiments may incorporate frequency detection/filtering so as to enable

frequency discrimination within the analog-to-digital conversion process.



Sensor Element Not Limitive

The present invention may be applied to a wide variety of variable impedance array

(VIA) touch sensor technologies such as pressure sensors, capacitance sensors, optical sensors,

photo-sensitive sensors, and RF-based sensor technologies. These technologies may in some

circumstances be combined to form hybrid sensor systems. In some circumstances, the sensor

array may detect near-field events that do not necessarily touch the sensing surface of the VIA

sensors. Within this context, the individual sensing elements may also be referred to as "sensor

elements" within this document.

Post-Processing Not Limitive

The present invention in many preferred embodiments generates a Touch Sensor Matrix

(TSM) representing information collected from the VIA. This TSM data structure may be

transmitted by the computing control device (CCD) to a digital data processor (DDP), or locally

processed by the CCD to perform a variety of application-specific functions.

The Touch Sensor Matrix (TSM) representing information collected from the VIA may

be collected and/or processed as an entire entity or may in some circumstances be collected

and/or processed in a piece-meal fashion. This may occur (for example) in situations where an

area of the touch sensor detector is scanned and VIA information collected and processed from

this partial region of interest. Similarly, this partial information may be transmitted by the

computing control device (CCD) to a digital data processor (DDP), or locally processed by the

CCD to perform a variety of application-specific functions associated with the partially scanned

area of the detector. Thus, any transfer or processing of the TSM assumes that a partial transfer

or processing of the matrix is also anticipated.

Conceptual Overview

The present invention relates to the field of multi-touch touch sensors, which are

commonly used to add touch input to computers, tablets, and other electronic devices. Multi-

touch sensing refers to the ability of a touch sensor to distinguish and independently track

multiple touches, which allows users to interact with the sensor using multiple hands, fingers, or

other objects (such as styli) simultaneously, and also allows for multiple users to interact with the

sensor simultaneously. While many touch sensing technologies only allow for the determination



of the presence/absence of a touch and its position, the present invention technologies also have

the ability to determine the amount of force that is being exerted at each touch point.

The present invention also relates to the field of pressure-sensitive arrays which are often

used in industrial and medical applications to measure pressure distributions over an area and to

detect variations in pressure, including contact areas, peaks, and minima in a pressure

distribution.

fi
Within the context of a conventional touch sensor array, a variable impedance array

(VIA) senses touches at a particular resolution (at the resolution of the sensor elements). This is

the highest resolution of data possible if every row and column of the VIA were to be

individually connected to driving/sensing electronics. Within the context of the present

invention, interpolation blocks (interlinked impedance columns (IIC) and interlinked impedance

rows (IIR)) allow the VIA sensors to be scanned at a lower resolution. Because of the

configuration of the IIC and IIR, the sensor hardware can properly downsample the signal in the

VIA (in a linear fashion). As a result, the scanned values in the lower-resolution array (touch

sensor matrix (TSM) data structure) extracted from this VIA sensor data resemble that of a

linearly downsampled sensor response. This downsampling allows reconstruction of the

positions, force, shape, and other characteristics of touches at the resolution of the VIA (and even

possibly at a higher resolution than the VIA) in software.

As an example, on a VIA sensor array constructed with 177 column electrodes and 97

row electrodes having a 1.25mm pitch, it could be possible in theory to build electronics with

177 column drive lines and 97 row sense lines to support sensing of this entire VIA. However,

this would be prohibitive in terms of cost and it would be very difficult to route that many row

and sense lines on a conventional printed circuit board (PCB) in a space efficient manner.

Additionally, this 177x97 VIA sensor configuration would require scanning 177x97 = 17169

intersections, which with a low power microcontroller (such as an ARM M3) would result in a

maximum scan rate of approximately lOhz (which is unacceptably slow for typical user

interaction with a touch screen). Finally, assuming 16-bit ADC values, storage for these touch

screen values would require 17169x2 = 34KB of memory for a single frame, an excessive

memory requirement for small microcontrollers that may only be configured with 32KB of

RAM. Thus, the use of conventional row/column touch sensor technology in this context



requires a much more powerful processor and much more RAM, which would make this solution

too expensive and complex to be practical for a consumer electronics application.

The gist of the invention is that rather than scanning the exemplary sensor array described

above at the full 177x97 resolution, the system is configured to scan at a lower resolution, but

retain the accuracy and quality of the signal as if it had been scanned at 177x97. To continue

discussion of the example sensor array above, the drive electronics on a typical present invention

embodiment for this sensor array would require only 45 column drivers and 25 row drivers. The

interpolation circuit allows the system to scan the 177x97 array using only a complement of

45x25 electronics. This cuts the number of intersections that must be scanned down by a factor

of 16 to 45x25 = 1125. This configuration allows scanning the sensor at 150 Hz and reduces

memory consumption in a RAM-constrained microcontroller application context. Although the

ability to resolve two touches that are 1.25mm together (or to see exactly what is happening at

each individual sensor element) is lost, it is still possible to track a touch at the full resolution of

the VIA sensors because of the linearity of the row/column interpolation performed by using the

IIC and llR.

System Overview (

A general view of a preferred exemplary system embodiment in a typical application

context is depicted in FIG. 1 (0100), wherein a user (0101) interacts with a graphical user

interface (GUI) (0102) that incorporates a computer (typically consisting of a mobile or non-

mobile computing device and herein collectively described as a digital data processor (DDP))

(0103) executing machine instructions read from a computer useable medium (0104). In this

application context, the preferred exemplary touch sensor detector (0110) system embodiment

incorporates a touch sensor array (0111) that comprises a variable impedance array (VIA)

(0112).

The VIA (0112) may utilize a resistive or capacitive array consisting of rows and

columns of sensor elements that may be arranged in a conventional orthogonal orientation, or in

some circumstances, the VIA (0112) may be configured wherein the row/columns are not

orthogonal to each other (as depicted in the example illustrated in FIG. 7 (0700)). The VIA

(0112) has interlinked impedance columns (IIC) (0113) and interlinked impedance rows (IIR)

(0114) at its edges that may be configured to electrically connect, stimulate, or sense two or more



columns/rows (via internal electrical column/row nodes within the (IIC) (0113) and (IIR) (0114))

in various configurations of connectivity.

The IIC (0113) and IIR (0114) are controlled by an array column driver (ACD) (0115)

and array row sensor (ARS) (0116). The ACD (0115) is responsible for selecting the

configuration of the IIC (0113), the electrical sources that are used to drive the IIC (0113), and

the selection of columns that are electrically driven within the IIC (0113). The ARS (0116) is

responsible for selecting the configuration of the IIR (0114), the electrical sinks that are

connected to the IIR (0114), and the selection of rows that are electrically sensed within the IIR

(0114) . The ACD (0115) and ARS (0116) are controlled with drive/sense control circuitry

(0117) that may include individual column switching registers (CSR) and row switching registers

(RSR), as well as digital-to-analog converters (DAC) used to drive the IIC (0113) via the ACD

(0115) and/or analog-to-digital (ADC) converters used to sense the configured IIR (0114) status

through the ARS (0116).

The sensed results of reading analog signals from the ARS (0116) may be converted to

digital by the drive/sense control circuitry (0117) and presented to a digital interface (0118) for

transmission to the computing system (0103) and interpretation by operating system software in

the context of application software running on the computer (0103). A wide variety of computer

systems (0103) and associated applications are anticipated in this system context.

The system as depicted differs from the prior art in that configuration of the IIC (0113)

and IIR (0114) as determined by the ACD (0115) and ARS (0116), permits the VIA (0112)

sensing elements to be interfaced with less complex electronics (fewer column drivers and fewer

row sensors) while still providing spatial granularity that is comparable to the physical

row/column spacing present in the VIA (0112). By manipulation of the IIC (0113) and IIR

(0114) configuration and the use of appropriate software in the drive/sense control circuitry

(0117), VIA (0112) sensing elements may be interpolated through a coarser hardware interface

that does not require active circuitry to support each individual row and column within the VIA

(0112). This interpolation capability is a combination of various hardware configurations of the

IIC (0113) and IIR (0114) in combination with a variety of software techniques within the

drive/sense control circuitry (0117) that may be used to refine the raw data collected by the ARS

(0116).



Within this context, a variety of methods of electrically driving the VIA (0112) columns

and sensing the VIA (0112) rows is anticipated including both DC and AC signaling as well as

the use of both voltage mode and current mode drive/sensing methodologies.

An exemplary present invention method can be generally described in the flowchart of

FIG. 2 (0200) as incorporating the following steps:

(1) Configure interlinked impedance columns (IIC) within variable impedance array

(VIA) (0201);

(2) Configure interlinked impedance rows (IIR) within VIA (0202);

(3) Electrically stimulate IIC with column driving electrical source (CDS) (0203);

(4) Sense electrical response in IIR with ADC and convert to digital format (0204);

(5) Store IIR converted digital format response in a touch sensor matrix (TSM) data

structure (0205);

(6) Determine if predetermined CDR/IIC/IIR variations have been logged to the TSM,

and if so, proceed to step (8) (0206);

(7) Reconfigure CDS/IIC/IIR for the next VIA sensing variant and proceed to step (3)

(0207);

(8) Interpolate TSM values to determine focal points of activity within the VIA (0208);

(9) Convert focal point activity information into user interface input command sequence

(0209); and

(10) Transmit user interface input command sequence to a computer system for action and

proceed to step (1) (0210).

This general method may be modified heavily depending on a number of factors, with

rearrangement and/or addition/deletion of steps anticipated by the scope of the present invention.

Integration of this and other preferred exemplary embodiment methods in conjunction with a

variety of preferred exemplary embodiment systems described herein is anticipated by the

overall scope of the present invention.

iA C/ R Detail (0300)

Additional detail of the variable impedance array (VIA) (0310), interlinked impedance

columns (IIC) (0320), and interlinked impedance rows (IIR) (0330) is generally depicted in FIG.

3 (0300). Here the VIA (0310) includes columns (0312) and rows (0313) of an array in which



individual variable impedance array elements (0319) may interconnect within the row/column

crosspoints of the array. These individual variable impedance array elements (0319) may

comprise active and/or passive components based on the application context, and include any

combination of resistive, capacitive, and inductive components. Thus the VIA (0310) array

impedance elements (0319) are depicted generically in this diagram as generalized impedance

values Z.

It should be noted that the physical VIA columns (0312) and VIA rows (0313) are

connected together via interlinked impedance columns (IIC) (0320) and interlinked impedance

rows (IIR) (0330), respectively. The IIC (0320) and IIR (0330) are configured to reduce the

number of columns and rows that are connected to the column drive sources (0321, 0323, 0325)

and the row sense sinks (0331, 0333, 0335). As such, the combination of the IIC (0320) and IIR

(0330) will reduce the external components necessary to interface to the VIA columns (0312)

and VIA rows (0313). Within the context of the present invention, the number of IIC (0320)

interconnects will be configured to allow the reduction of the number of column drive sources

(0321, 0323, 0325) to less than the number of physical VIA columns (0312) (thus the number of

external IIC columns is typically less than the number of internal IIC columns), and the IIR

(0330) interconnects will be configured to allow the reduction of the number of row sense sinks

(0331, 0333, 0335) to less than the number of physical VIA rows (0313) (thus the number of

external IIR rows is typically less than the number of IIR rows). This reduction is achieved by

having one or more IIC (0320) elements (0329) in series between each VIA physical column

(0312) and one or more IIR (0330) elements (0339) between each VIA physical row (0313).

Thus, the XxY VIA sensor (0310) is translated to an electrical interface only requiring P column

drivers and Q row sensors. The present invention constrains

P < X (i)

and

Q ≤ Y (2)

with many preferred embodiments satisfying the relations



or

Note that within the context of these preferred embodiments, there may be circumstances where

the IIC may incorporate a plurality of interlinked impedances with the IIR incorporating a

singular interlinked impedance element, and circumstances where the IIC may incorporate a

singular interlinked impedance element with the IIR incorporating a plurality of interlinked

impedance elements.

The IIC (0320) impedance elements (0329) are configured to connect individual VIA

columns (0312). These IIC (0320) impedance elements (0329) may comprise active and/or

passive components based on the application context and include any combination of resistive,

capacitive, and inductive components. Thus the IIC (0320) impedance elements (0329) are

depicted generically in this diagram as generalized impedance values X. As depicted in the

diagram, the individual VIA columns may either be directly driven using individual column

drive sources (0321, 0323, 0325) or interpolated (0322, 0324) between these directly driven

columns.

The IIR (0330) impedance elements (0339) are configured to connect individual VIA

rows (0313). These IIR (0330) impedance elements (0339) may comprise active and/or passive

components based on the application context and include any combination of resistive,

capacitive, and inductive components. Thus the IIR (0330) impedance elements (0339) are

depicted generically in this diagram as generalized impedance values Y. As depicted in the

diagram, the individual VIA rows may either be directly sensed using individual row sense sinks

(0331, 0333, 0335) or interpolated (0332, 0334) between these directly sensed rows.

The column drive sources (0321, 0323, 0325) are generically illustrated as being

independent in this diagram, but may be combined in some configurations utilizing a series of

switches controlled by a column switching register (CSR) that defines the type of column drive

source to be electrically coupled to each column that is externally accessible to the VIA sensors

(0310). Variations of AC/DC excitation, voltage sources, open circuits, current sources, and

other electrical source driver combinations may be utilized as switched configurations for the

column drive sources (0321, 0323, 0325). The CSR may be configured to both select the type of



electrical source to be applied to the VIA sensors (0310) but also its relative

amplitude/magnitude.

The row sense sinks (0331, 0333, 0335) are generically illustrated as being independent

in this diagram but may be combined in some configurations utilizing a series of switches

controlled by a row switching register (RSR) that defines the type of row sense sinks to be

electrically coupled to each row that is externally accessible to the VIA sensors (0310).

Variations of AC/DC excitation, voltage sources, open circuits, current sources, and other

electrical sense sink combinations may be utilized as switched configurations for the row sense

sinks (0331, 0333, 0335). The RSR may be configured to both select the type of electrical sink

to be applied to the VIA sensors (0310), but also its relative amplitude/magnitude.

Column/Row Switching Logic (0400)

Further detail of the CSR and RSR column/row source/sink operation is depicted in FIG.

4 (0400) wherein the VIA (0410) is interfaced via the use of the IIC (0412) and IIR (0413)

impedance networks to column drive sources (0421, 0423, 0425) and row sense sinks (0431,

0433, 0435), respectively. The column switching registers (CSR) (0420) may comprise a set of

latches or other memory elements to configure switches controlling the type of source drive

associated with each column drive source (0421, 0423, 0425), the amplitude/magnitude of the

drive source, and whether the drive source is activated. Similarly, the row switching registers

(RSR) (0430) may comprise a set of latches or other memory elements to configure switches

controlling the type of sense sink associated with each row sense sink (0431, 0433, 0435), the

amplitude/magnitude of the sink, and whether the sink is activated.

As mentioned previously, the IIC (0412) and IIR (0413) impedance networks may

comprise a wide variety of impedances that may be static or actively engaged by virtue of the

configuration of the CSR (0420) and RSR (0430), respectively. Thus, the CSR (0420) and RSR

(0430) may be configured in some preferred embodiments to not only stimulate/sense the VIA

(0410) behavior, but also internally configure the interlinked nature of the VIA (0410) by

reconfiguring the internal column cross-links and the internal row cross-links. All of this

behavior can be determined dynamically by virtue of control logic (0440) that may include a

microcontroller or other computing device executing machine instructions read from a computer-

readable medium (0444). Within this context, the behavior of the analog-to-digital (ADC)

converter (0450) may be controlled in part by the configuration of the CSR (0420) and/or RSR



(0430), as well as the control logic (0440). For example, based on the configuration of the CSR

(0420) and RSR (0430), the ADC (0450) may be configured for specific modes of operation that

are compatible with the type of sensing associated with the CSR (0420) / RSR (0430) setup.

Simplified System Embodiment Q500

The generalized concepts depicted in FIG. 1 (0100) - FIG. 4 (0400) may be simplified in

some system designs as depicted in FIG. 5 (0500). Here a VIA sensor (0510) is depicted in

which the interlinked impedance columns (0520) form a reduced electrical interface to the

physical VIA sensor columns (0512) that comprise the VIA sensor array (0510). Similarly, the

interlinked impedance rows (0530) form a reduced electrical interface to the physical VIA sensor

rows (0513) that comprise the VIA sensor array (0510). Note in this example that the number of

physical VIA columns (0512) need not be the same as the number of physical VIA rows (0513).

Furthermore, the number of column interpolation impedance components (X) serially connecting

each column of the VIA (0510) need not be equal to the number of row interpolation impedance

components (Y) serially connecting each row of the VIA (0510). In other words, the number of

interpolated columns (0522, 0524) need not be equal to the number of interpolated rows (0532,

0534).

The control logic (0540) provides information to control the state of the column switches

(0521, 0523, 0525) and row switches (0531, 0533, 0535). The column switches (0521, 0523,

0525) define whether the individual VIA columns are grounded or driven to a voltage potential

from a voltage source (0527) that may in some embodiments be adjustable by the control logic

(0540) to allow on-the-fly adjustment (0541) which can be used to compensate for potential non-

linearities in the driving electronics. Similarly, the row switches (0531, 0533, 0535) define

whether an individual VIA row is grounded or electrically coupled to the signal conditioner

(0560) and associated ADC (0550).

In the configuration depicted in FIG. 5 (0500), the VIA sensors (0510) comprise

uniformly two interpolating impedances between each column (X) and three interpolating

impedances between each row (Y). This illustrates the fact that the number of interpolating

columns need not equal the number of interpolating rows in a given VIA. Furthermore, it should

be noted that the number of interpolating columns need not be uniform across the VIA, nor does

the number of interpolating rows need be uniform across the VIA. Each of these parameters may

vary in number across the VIA.



Note also that the VIA sensors (0510) need not have uniformity within the row or column

interpolating impedances and that these impedances in some circumstances may be defined

dynamically in number and/or value using MOSFETs or other transconductors. In this

exemplary VIA sensor segment it can be seen that one column (0523) of the array is actively

driven while the remaining two columns (0521, 0525) are held at ground potential. The rows are

configured such that one row (0533) is being sensed by the signal conditioner (0560) / ADC

combination (0550) while the remaining rows (0531, 0535) are held at ground potential.

Simplified Method (06001

A method associated with the simplified schematic of FIG. 5 (0500) is depicted in FIG. 6

(0600). Here the column driver, column sources, and row sinks are simplified as depicted in

FIG. 5 (0500) with a corresponding reduction in overall method complexity. This simplified

exemplary present invention method can be generally described in the flowchart of FIG. 6 (0600)

as incorporating the following steps:

(1) The control logic drives one active column electrode at a time (0601), while

grounding all the other active column electrodes (0602).

(2) For each powered drive electrode, the control logic connects one sense electrode at a

time to the conditioning circuit (0603), while grounding all the other active row

electrodes (0604). This creates multiple possible current paths through the force

sensing elements near the intersection of the powered drive electrode and the sense

electrode, which is connected to the conditioning circuit. Force applied to the sensor

creates a signal that is proportional to the force and the distance of the force to the

intersection.

(3) The signal passes through the conditioning circuit which may perform current to

voltage conversion (0605), optional filtering, and/or amplification and generates an

analog output signal (0606).

(4) The ADC converts the signal output from the signal conditioning circuitry into a

digital value and stores it into an array in memory (0607). This is repeated for each

intersection (steps (0601)-(0607)) between the active row and active column

electrodes (0608).



(5) After the full sensor is scanned, the control circuit may optionally process the array in

memory to further filter the signal, normalize the signal into known units, extract

features such as touches, and track touches over time (0609).

(6) The control circuitry may interact with external components to exchange data. It may

also choose to change scan parameters in order to optimize for power, speed, or

latency for subsequent scans. It may also respond to a user request or decide to shut

down or sleep between scans (0610).

This general method may be modified heavily depending on a number of factors, with

rearrangement and/or addition/deletion of steps anticipated by the scope of the present invention.

Integration of this and other preferred exemplary embodiment methods in conjunction with a

variety of preferred exemplary embodiment systems described herein is anticipated by the

overall scope of the present invention.

As depicted in FIG. 7 (0700), the VIA may be configured in a non-orthogonal

configuration in some preferred embodiments with no loss of generality in the invention

teachings. This drawing depicts the general concept that a wide variety of VIA sensor element

layouts are possible using the present invention teachings and as such, the interpolation

techniques taught herein are not limited to a particular VIA layout or coordinate system.

Exemplary Ra ia /E f pticaf VIA 0800

As depicted in FIG. 8 (0800), the VIA may be configured in a radial configuration in

some preferred embodiments with no loss of generality in the invention teachings. While the

radial configuration depicted is circularly symmetric with respect to the origin of the VIA, some

preferred invention embodiments as depicted may configure this as an elliptical array by

stretching/contracting/rotating one or more axes of the VIA array.

Exemplary Voltage-Mode Column Drive Circuitry (09 0)- 00)

While the column drive circuitry may take a wide variety of forms consistent with the

present invention teachings, one exemplary form is generally illustrated in FIG. 9 (0900). Here

the ACTIVATE COLUMN signal (0910) is presented to an inverter chain (0901, 0902) and then

provided with tri-state connectivity via the transmission gate (0903) to the IIC column drive

signal (0920) that is connected to the IIC interpolation structure within the VIA. The

transmission gate (0903) is designed to actively couple the output of the inverter chain (0902) to



the IIC column drive (0920) when the ENABLE SWITCH signal (0930) is active. The tri-state

inverter (0904) provides the necessary signal inversion to ensure that the transmission gate

(0903) is capable of bidirectional current flow. Note that the column drive voltage (0940) may

be different than other voltages supplied to the inverters shown, as the P2 MOSFET may be

configured as a power driver, depending on the column application specific configuration of the

inverter chain (0901, 0902).

It should be noted as depicted in FIG. 10 (1000) that other embodiments of this tri-state

switch configuration are possible wherein stacked MOSFET switches may be used in

combination to provide for both the activation and tri-state drive control functions shown in FIG.

9 (0900). In this example, inversion circuitry for the ACTIVATE and ENABLE signals has been

omitted for clarity. The major difference in the embodiment of FIG. 10 (1000) exists in the

requirement for additional headroom voltage requirements (the supply voltage must be higher)

and the use of a unified supply voltage for all switching operations. The configuration of FIG. 9

(0900) is preferable in many applications because dynamic power consumption associated with

switching the VIA will be on the order of

with P representing the dynamic power consumption, C representing the reactive VIA load

capacitance, V representing the switched voltage differential, and f representing the switching

(scanning) frequency. Thus, a reduction in switched voltage across the VIA sensors can

drastically reduce the amount of power consumed by the touch sensor scanning operation. By

using different driving voltages within the embodiment of FIG. 9 (0900) (i.e., reducing the

column drive voltage (0940)), a considerable reduction in overall power consumption can be

realized.

The stacked driving approach depicted in FIG. 10 (1000) may be modified to form a non-

stacked IIC column driver as generally depicted in FIG. 11 (1100). Here the addition of logic

driving the output CMOS inverter permits lower overall voltage operation for the system. This

logic configuration is often incorporated in microcontroller tri-state GPIO circuitry.



While the row sense circuitry may take a wide variety of forms consistent with the

present invention teachings, one exemplary form is generally illustrated in FIG. 12 (1200). Here

the IIR row sense signal line (1210) is electrically coupled to the ADC input (1220) via a

MOSFET switched ground shunt (1201) coupled to a transmission gate (1202). When the

ENABLE SWITCH signal (1230) is active, the MOSFET shunt (1201) is disabled and the

transmission gate (1202) is activated via inverter (1203), which couples the selected IIR row

sense signal line (1210) to the ADC (1220). When the ENABLE SWITCH signal (1230) is

inactive, the MOSFET shunt (1201) is enabled, which grounds the IIR row sense signal line

(1210) and disables the transmission gate (1202) which decouples the selected IIR row sense

signal line (1210) from the ADC (1220).

It should be noted that in some circumstances this switching circuitry may involve more

than simple passive signal switching and may incorporate active amplification/filtering devices

to condition the IIR row sense signal line (1210) before presentation to the ADC (1220).

Implementation of this type of switched active buffering is well within the skill of one of

ordinary skill in the electrical arts.

The circuitry depicted in FIG. 12 (1200) may be augmented and modified as depicted in

FIG. 13 (1300) to incorporate a GROUND ENABLE signal (1340) and associated logic gate

(1341) to permit optional disablement of IIR row sense line grounding in situations where the

row sense line is not being sensed or grounded such as in multi-resolution scanning operations.

Circuit components (1301, 1302, 1303, 1310, 1320, 1330) in this embodiment generally

corres ond to elements (1201, 1202, 1203, 1210, 1220, 1230) in FIG. 12 (1200).

- FIG. 12 (1200) may also in some invention embodiments be implemented using a current-

mode approach as generally depicted in FIG. 14 (1400) and FIG. 15 (1500). These schematics

generally depict a structure and function similar to that of FIG. 9 (0900) - FIG. 12 (1200), but

incorporating a current-mode driving approach wherein the P5/P6 devices form a current mirror

that mirrors current drawn by Rl when N6 is activated by the ENABLE signal (1430).

As generally depicted in FIG. 15 (1500), a variety of methods may be used to ground the

IIC column lines, either by using a single MOSFET (as a non-ideal current sink), or by using a



more conventional current mirror based current sink. Note that since the current forced in these

configurations (1450, 1550) may be "dialed in" using a computer controlled device (Rl) (as

generally depicted in FIG. 17 (1700)), this embodiment may be useful in situations where power

consumption must be minimized.

Exemplary Current-Mode Row Sense Circuitry 00)

The exemplary voltage-mode row sense circuitry generally depicted in FIG. 12 (1200) -

FIG. 13 (1300) may also in some invention embodiments be implemented using a current-mode

approach as generally depicted in FIG. 16 (1600). This schematic generally depicts a structure

similar to that of FIG. 12 (1200) - FIG. 13 (1300) but incorporating a current-mode sensing

10 approach. Here the IIR row sense signal (1610) supplies a current that is either shunted by

switch N l (1601) or mirrored (1602) by the combination of N2, N4, and N5 to supply a sink

current that is converted by the current mode ADC (1620). The ENABLE signal (1630) is used

to gate the shunt switch (1601) via inverter (1603) and provide an enable for the current mirror

(1602) via N2.

Exemplary Variable Interpolation Resistors 1700)

The impedances interconnecting the individual columns (IIC) and the individual rows

(IIR) may be configured as fixed resistors (possibly of different values within each column

and/or row), but may also be configured as variable resistances as by using MOSFETs as linear

conductors configured as voltage modulated transmission gates as depicted in FIG. 17 (1700).

2 0 Here the DACs may be used to modulate the effective resistance of the X and/or Y impedance

elements under control of a microcontroller or other computing device. One skilled in the art

will be familiar with a wide variety of DAC hardware implementations that are compatible with

this design approach.

Active Circuitry Variable impedance Array Elements (1 00

2 5 The variable impedance array (VIA) typically incorporates an impedance element that is

passively structured, such as a resistor, capacitor, inductor, or other passive device combination

involving these primitive elements. However, some preferred invention embodiments may

utilize active circuitry associated with the passive VIA component. An example of this active

circuitry construction is depicted in FIG. 18 (1800) wherein a VIA active sensor element (1810)

3 0 includes a passive VIA sensor element (1811) that is augmented with an active circuitry (1812)

which interlinks a VIA/IIC column (1813) and VIA/IIR row (1814).



One possible exemplary embodiment of this concept is depicted with the VIA active

sensor element (1820) comprising a passive VIA sensor element (1821) that is augmented with a

MOSFET (1822) that interlinks a VIA column (1823) and row (1824). One skilled in the art will

recognize that the VIA cell (1811, 1821) may comprise a wide variety of variable impedance

elements, and that the active circuitry (1812, 1822) may comprise a wide variety of active

circuitry consistent with coupling an individual VIA column (1813, 1823) and VIA row (1814,

1824).

Exemplarv Variable Frequency Excitation/Detection (1 0 2 G

As generally depicted in FIG. 19 (1900), the present invention may utilize selectable

frequency generation within the CSR (1920) to excite the VIA (1910). While this architecture

generally mimics that depicted in FIG. 4 (0400), the addition of a selectable filtering element

(1960) permits individual excitation frequencies to be filtered from the VIA (1910) and then

detected by the ADC (1950) before being processed by the control logic (1940). In some

circumstances, the selectable filtering element (1960) may be incorporated within the ADC

(1950). In this example, the CSR (1920) AC excitation may take the form of one or more

singular frequencies or a plurality of frequencies. The use of an arbitrary waveform generator

(AWG) in this configuration for the generation of the CSR (1920) frequencies is anticipated in

some embodiments.

Note that the use of multiple excitation frequencies within the CSR (1920) along with

parallel multiple frequency detection by the programmable filter (1960) may permit multiple

areas of the VIA (1910) to be detected simultaneously. This in conjunction with appropriate

control logic (1940) software/firmware can allow multiple touch areas to be properly detected

and also permit the use of varying frequencies to detect finer registration within the VIA (1910).

This multi-frequency approach may also be used in some circumstances to reduce the power

required to operate the touch sensor detector system.

An example of this multi-area frequency-based scanning approach is depicted in FIG. 20

(2000) wherein the VIA is excited with various frequencies along the columns, and by selective

filtering of frequency information on the row sensors, the VIA can be sensed based on frequency

in addition to variations in individual VIA sensor element impedance. Note that this may in

some circumstances permit multiple areas of the VIA surface to be associated with different



sensing mechanisms, such as pressure, proximity, interaction with a capacitively coupled stylus,

etc.

The present invention anticipates that by varying the IIC column excitation and IIR row

sensing IIR configurations, that a variety of scanning resolutions may be obtained from a given

invention embodiment. Several examples of this variable scan resolution capability are

illustrated in FIG. 2 1 (2100) - FIG. 24 (2400). In these examples, the solid horizontal/vertical

lines represent active rows/columns in the VIA, and the dashed lines represent interpolated

rows/columns within the VIA. Each row/column may be considered in either an active state

(columns are driven/grounded and rows are sensed/grounded) or in a disconnected state (high

impedance state).

FIG. 2 1 (2100) illustrates a scenario in which a full resolution scan is configured and all

columns are driven and all rows are sensed during a scan. A half resolution scan is depicted in

FIG. 22 (2200) wherein every other row/column is connected and driven/sensed during a scan.

A quarter-resolution scan is depicted in FIG. 23 (2300) wherein every fourth row/column is

connected and driven/sensed during a scan. Finally, FIG. 24 (2400) illustrates the concept of a

mixed-mode scan in which a portion of the VIA is scanned at full resolution and the remaining

portion of the VIA is scanned at a lower resolution. The ability to vary scan resolutions greatly

aids in power conservation for the overall touch sensor system by reducing the dynamic power

loss associated with scanning each column/row of the VIA. One skilled in the art will recognize

that the example of FIG. 24 (2400) may be configured to perform a full resolution scan at a

number of discrete areas within the overall VIA structure.

Pen/Stylus Embodiment 2500 43200

Qv(?rvi(?w (2 QQ

As generally depicted in FIG. 25 (2500) - FIG. 32 (3200), the present invention may

incorporate the use of a user (2501) pen/stylus (2520) as a GUI (2502) input in addition to the

touch sensor detector. As depicted in the block diagram of FIG. 25 (2500), this alternate

embodiment provides for similar functionality as depicted in FIG. 1 (0100), but with the addition

of a pen/stylus (2520) that may communicate with the touch sensor detector (TSD) / touch sensor

array (TSA) (2510) and/or the computer system (2503) under control of machine instructions

read from a computer readable medium (2504).



As generally depicted in FIG. 26 (2600), the use of an active capacitive stylus (2620) in

this configuration permits the stylus (2620) to emit a signal (such as a selected AC frequency)

(2621) that is then detected by the TSA (2610) and used in a one-dimensional scanning approach

to determine the X and Y positions of the stylus separately. As depicted in this diagram, the

computer system (2601) may be configured to wirelessly communicate (2602) with the TSA

(2610) as well as wirelessly communicate (2603) with the stylus (2620) in this configuration.

As depicted in the diagram, in some circumstances the active capacitive stylus (2620)

may be configured to receive wireless transmissions (2622) from an individual VIA sensor

element (2623) and communicate this information to the computer system (2601) wirelessly. In

this fashion the VIA may be used to communicate information (location, pressure, detected

capacitance, proximity, etc.) to the stylus (2620) which is then relayed to the computer system

(2601).

Exemplary Stylus Schematic (2700)

A block diagram schematic of an exemplary active capacitive stylus is depicted in FIG.

27 (2700), wherein a power source (typically a 1.5V battery) (2701) is boost converted by a

power control module (2702) under control of a low power microcontroller (2703) to supply

power to the system. The microcontroller operates to control an oscillator (2704) that drives a

PCB antenna (2705) with signals designed for reception by the TSA after transmission by the

stylus tip (2706). Radiation coupling between the oscillator (2704) and stylus tip (2706) is

typically capacitive but may be aided by the on-board PCB antenna (2705). The type of signal

emitted by the oscillator (2704) may be controlled by the microcontroller (2703) in some

circumstances by optional user input (2707) that may take the form of a TSA within the stylus

body, or optional keyboard switches or capacitive sensors contained within the stylus body. This

user input (2707) may put the stylus into different modes of operation that convey distinct

information to the TSA through the stylus tip (2706). Thus, the stylus tip (2706) may convey

information such as pressure/location to the TSA, but also provide mode indicators based on the

state of the oscillator (2704) output.

In conjunction with the stylus (2706) communication modes to the TSA, the stylus may

also be configured with a wireless interface (WiFi, BLUETOOTH®, etc.) that may make use of

the oscillator (2704) and/or PCB antenna (2705) to communicate with the TSA electronics



and/or the computing device to which the TSA electronics communicates as depicted in FIG. 26

(2600).

Exemplary stylus construction details are provided in FIG. 28 (2800) - FIG. 29 (2900)

wherein the stylus comprises top (2801) and bottom (2802) enclosure shells that are configured

with mating threads (2803) for assembly. Within this two-piece shell structure, a battery (2804)

supplying power and PCB (2805) containing the active electronics are contained along with a

stylus tip (2806) that is designed to make contact with the protective cover overlaying the TSA.

An optional mechanical switch (2807) may be included to support power control to the stylus or

as a means of changing operating modes of the stylus. Springs (2808, 2809) may be included to

affect battery (2804) contact as well as permit the stylus tip (2806) to freely move when placed

in contact with a flat surface such as that of the TSA protective cover.

Associated with the microcontroller (2703) in the stylus there may also be a variety of

user input mechanisms (such as switches or other inputs) (2807) that may allow modification of

the operating modes of the stylus. An example of this is illustrated in FIG. 28 (2800) wherein

bands (2811, 2812, 2813, 2814, 2815) on the outer surface of the bottom enclosure shell (2802)

are sensed by capacitive coupling to determine user switch inputs to the microcontroller and thus

set the operating mode of the stylus. While other mode selection methods are possible, this is

just one example of the ability of the stylus to operate in a variety of modes with the TSA.

FIG. 29 (2900) provides additional detail on the internal construction of the stylus,

including the PCB, spring loaded contacts to the stylus tip, and provision for PCB trace antennas

to aid in both communication with the TSA and/or a computing system using the TSA as an

input device.

Ex m l ry Inp t PrQfil ? ( QQH QQ

As depicted in FIG. 30 (3000) - FIG. 32 (3200), the present invention may integrate the

use of hand/finger gestures on a tablet surface (3110, 3210) as well as pen/stylus input to

produce pressure/presence profiles (3120, 3220) as depicted in FIG. 3 1 (3100) and FIG. 32

(3200). As depicted in FIG. 30 (3000), the system may be used to collect pressure information

from various user fingers (or other parts of the user hand) as well as the stylus/pen input. As

depicted in FIG. 3 1 (3100), these inputs may form a pressure map in which each

hand/finger/stylus input is associated with a pressure profile in the TSA. These pressure profiles



can be distinguished as coming from the user hand/fingers (P) or the stylus (S) as depicted in

FIG. 32 (3200), because the stylus in this instance is an active capacitance stylus as previously

discussed and is emitting wireless information to the TSA during operation. Note that in FIG. 32

(3200) the system may be configured to distinguish between pressure inputs (defined as ellipses

in these diagrams) (P) as compared to stylus inputs (S), thus permitting a different dimensional

plane of inputs to the same TSA. This additional plane of information may be used by

application software running on the remote computer system to affect a variety of operating

modes or controls within the application software.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 1FSA EMBODIMENT (3300)-(6400)

Overview

While the present invention may be implemented using a wide variety of sensor

technologies in the VIA, one preferred collection of exemplary embodiments utilize pressure-

sensitive sensors to form an interpolating force sensing array (IFSA). The following discussion

details this pressure-sensitive class of preferred embodiments and provides detailed exemplary

construction contexts. Note that while the IFSA embodiments are detailed below, the techniques

used in their construction may be equally applied to other types of sensor technologies such as

capacitive, electromagnetic, etc.

In accordance with the above general description, the present invention IFSA

embodiment describes systems and methods for constructing a high resolution force sensing

array, an interpolating circuit that allows the drive and sense circuitry to have a lower resolution

than the force sensing array, a circuit and accompanying algorithms for scanning the sensor and

processing the resulting signals, and methods of incorporating this sensor into various devices.

An IFSA sensor typically consists of the following components. Further detail and

clarification on each component can be found in the detailed description which follows.

• Sensing Area. A sensing area consisting of row and column electrodes and a grid of

force sensing elements where each element is connected between one row and one

column electrode.

• Interpolation Resistors. A series of interpolation resistors connecting to the column and

row electrodes and the drive/sense circuit.



• Drive Circuit. A drive circuit, which consist of a series of digital and/or analog switches

and associated control logic attached to the active columns.

• Sense Circuit. A sense circuit, which consist of a series of digital and analog switches

and associated control logic attached to the active rows.

• Voltage/Current Source. A voltage or current source, which provides drive voltage /

current to the drive circuit.

• Signal Conditioning. An optional signal conditioning component, which conditions,

filters, or transforms the signal coming out of the sense circuit.

• Control Circuit. A control circuit, typically a microcontroller or ASIC, which generates

the sequence of control signals necessary to scan a sensor. The control circuit may also

incorporate an internal or external ADC for conversion of sensor signals from analog to

digital format, a processor and memory to process and interpret the signals, and 10 logic

to communicate with external components, such as a host processor.

Note that the rows and columns in the circuit may be interchanged, but for the purposes

of illustration, the present invention connects the drive circuit to the columns and the sense

circuit to the rows. Also note that the components are shown separately for the purposes of

illustration. The functions of these components may be merged and/or separated in an actual

implementation. Some examples of this would include merging the interpolation resistors with

the sensing area, incorporating the voltage source into the drive circuitry, placing the ADC

external to the control circuit, etc. For clarity, the present invention calls the column and row

electrodes that directly connect to the drive and sense circuitry active column and active row

electrodes, while those that connect to the drive and sense circuits through the interpolation

resistors are called interpolating column and rows electrodes.

During operation, the control circuit repeatedly scans the sensor to retrieve two

dimensional "images" of the force distribution on the sensor. Each scan cycle is called a frame.

Below is an overview of the steps that happen during each frame. Further detail and clarification

on each step can be found in the detailed description.

(1) The control logic drives one active column electrode at a time, while grounding

all the other active column electrodes.

(2) For each powered drive electrode, the control logic connects one sense electrode

at a time to the conditioning circuit, while grounding all the other active row



electrodes. This creates multiple possible current paths through the force sensing

elements near the intersection of the powered drive electrode and the sense

electrode which is connected to the conditioning circuit. Force applied to the

sensor creates a signal that is proportional to the force and the distance of the

force to the intersection.

(3) The signal passes through the conditioning circuit which may perform current to

voltage conversion, filtering, and/or amplification, and generates an analog output

signal.

(4) The ADC converts the signal output from the signal conditioning circuitry into a

digital value and stores it into an array in memory. This is repeated for each

intersection between the active row and active column electrodes.

(5) After the full sensor is scanned, the control circuit may process the array in

memory to further filter the signal, normalize the signal into known units, extract

features such as touches, and track touches over time.

(6) The control circuitry may interact with external components to exchange data. It

may also choose to change scan parameters in order to optimize for power, speed,

or latency for subsequent scans. It may also respond to a user request or decide to

shut down or sleep between scans.

(7) The signals sent out to external circuitry are used by hardware and/or software

specific to the product in which IFSA is used to perform the desired task.

The components and processes described work in concert to enable the sensor to capture

pressure distributions, process the data, and output meaningful information to enable a wide

variety of applications. The foregoing purposes, features, and advantages of the invention as

well as the detailed design, implementation, and manufacturing of the invention are clarified and

discussed in more detail in the detailed description of the invention provided herein.

The following discussion will describe on a conceptual level how an IFSA sensor is

constructed and how that construction enables interpolation. As described earlier, an IFSA

sensor has a set of active row and column electrodes, which are connected to the drive and sense

circuitry. In between each pair of active row and column electrodes, there are one or more



interpolating electrodes. Although the number of interpolating electrodes between each row and

column pair can vary, most IFSA sensor designs will keep this number constant and reference it

as the number N .

FIG. 33 (3300) depicts an example of an IFSA circuit with four active column electrodes,

five active row electrodes, and two interpolating electrodes between each pair of column and row

electrodes. Thus, with circuitry that would normally only be able to read a 4x5 sensor, the

present invention is able to read forces from a 10x13 array of force sensing elements. With this

arrangement, the present invention has tripled the effective tracking resolution of the sensor in

both X and Y dimensions compared to the number of rows and columns that are hooked up to the

readout electronics. Furthermore, by increasing the number N of interpolating row and column

electrodes, the present invention can further increase the tracking resolution of the sensor, with

the only limit being the capability of the manufacturing process used to create the sensor.

Force Sensing Elements

At the intersection of each pair of row and column electrodes is a force sensing element,

represented in the present invention schematic as a variable resistor. A variety of different

materials, configurations, and manufacturing methods can be used to create the force sensing

elements, which are described in a later section. Most force sensing elements that would be used

in IFSA sensors respond in a similar fashion to applied force — as force is applied, the resistance

decreases. However, the relationship between resistance and force is typically non-linear. For

this reason, rather than measuring resistance, it is preferable to measure the conductance of a

sensor, which is the inverse of the resistance. As pressure is applied, the conductance increases

in a linear or near-linear fashion. If the constant of proportionality (which corresponds to

sensitivity) is assigned the variable k, the amount of force applied at a particular sensor element

F, and the conductivity of the sensor element C, then the present invention can model the

conductivity C of the sensor with respect to force F with the following equation:

C = kF (6)

If a voltage is applied across the force sensing element, Ohm's law states that the amount of

current I that will flow through the force sensing element will be proportional to the force times

the voltage V:

I = kFV (7)



Connected in between each pair of neighboring electrodes (both active and interpolating)

is an interpolation resistor. Although some sensor embodiments may have varying values for the

resistance values of the interpolating resistors, for the sake of this example, assume that all the

interpolating resistors have the same resistance value Ri. These resistors form a series of

resistive divider circuits which, as shall be seen, enable the interpolating property of the sensor.

Interpolation in Action

Activity that occurs when the present invention scans an intersection of the IFSA sensor

is detailed as follows. At any point in the scan of a sensor, one active column electrode is driven

to a known voltage Vd, while its neighboring column electrodes are connected to ground.

Simultaneously, the current Is flowing out of one active row electrode is measured while

neighboring row electrodes are connected to ground. As mentioned earlier, the number of

interpolating electrodes between a given pair of active column or row electrodes can vary across

the sensor, but for the purposes of illustration, assume that the present invention sensor

embodiment is constructed with a consistent number of interpolating electrodes between each

pair of active column and row electrodes. This number is referenced herein as N .

When the voltage Vd is applied by the drive electronics, each force sensing element in

the area between the two grounded column electrodes and the two grounded row electrodes

contributes some current to the total sensed output current Is in a fashion that is linear with

respect to the force on the element and the distance from the row-column intersection. To

understand how each of these force sensing elements contributes to the final output value,

reference FIG. 34 (3400), which depicts a subsection of an IFSA sensor (such as the sensor in

FIG. 33 (3300)) during the moment in time of a sensor scan where the row/column intersection

at the center of the diagram is being scanned. This sensor has two interpolating electrodes

between each pair of active row and column electrodes (N = 2). In this figure, the present

invention assigns each column electrode (whether it is active or interpolating) an x coordinate

based on its distance from the current powered electrode (which is column electrode 0 in this

example). In this figure, the leftmost, central, and rightmost electrodes are active electrodes.

They are numbered -3, 0, and 3, respectively (for a general sensor with a different N, they would

be numbered -(N+1),0 and (N+l)). In between them are two groups of interpolating electrodes.

These electrodes are numbered -2 and - 1 (-N through - 1 generally) and 1 and 2 ( 1 through N



generally). We assign each row electrode a y coordinate based on its distance from the currently

sensed electrode (which is row electrode 0 in this example) in a similar fashion. Finally, the

present invention assigns a coordinate of (X,Y) to each force sensing element at the intersection

of column X and row Y.

Remember that all the neighboring column and row electrodes around the driven and

sensed electrode are driven to ground. Thus, column electrodes -3 and 3 are grounded, and so

are row electrodes -3 and 3 . In the remainder of this section, the present invention shows that

this sets up a distribution of sensitivity around the intersection of column 0 and row 0, which

falls off in a linear fashion along both X and Y directions.

On the drive side, the set of interpolating resistors which interconnect the interpolating

electrodes in between the driven active electrode and the neighboring active electrodes, which

are grounded, form a series of voltage dividers. These resistors all have the same resistance

value of Ri. Thus, the present invention can express the voltage at each of these column

electrodes Vc as a function of x as:

Between each row and column electrode is a force sensing element as described earlier.

The current flow through the force sensing element varies in proportion to the applied force and

the applied voltage. If a given column electrode is at a voltage of Vc(X) as described above, the

constant of proportionality of the force sensing element is k, and if the present invention assumes

that the sense side of the force sensing element is at a potential of 0 volts (it will be described

later why this is a reasonable assumption), the current If(X,Y) that flows through the force

sensing element at location (X,Y) is:

On the readout side, the interpolating resistors in between each pair of active electrodes

also act as a series of resistive dividers, except in this case, they split the current flowing into an

electrode through the force sensing element between the neighboring active electrodes, which are

both at ground potential. In this example, one of these electrodes is being sensed and the



neighboring active electrode is being grounded. The contribution to the current at the active

sense electrode from force sensing element (X,Y) can be expressed as:

Now, substituting the equation for If(X,Y) into the equation above, and then substituting the

equation for Vc(X) into the resulting equation, the following equation is produced for Ic(X,Y):

Because k, Vd, and N are all constant, it is seen that the contribution to the output current that is

read out from the intersection of an active row and column electrode is proportional to the force

F(X,Y) applied to location (X,Y) and the distance in X and Y of the force sensing element from

the row-column intersection.

Because the voltage divider circuit between the columns and the current divider between

the rows both behave linearly, the current contribution from each sensing element is additive, so

the final sensed current Is for a given row-column intersection can be expressed as:

This formula models how each row/column intersection behaves with respect to a

distribution of forces applied to the sensing elements around that intersection (note that there is

some nonlinearity that is not modeled by this formula, but the effects are typically negligible, as

described later). To understand what is happening more clearly, the present invention can

compute the percent contribution that each sensing element contributes relative to the element at

(0,0) to a reading at the intersection of an active row and column. We calculate this for each of

the 49 force sensing elements at each row/column intersection of the sensor in FIG. 34 (3400).

FIG. 35 (3500) depicts the results of these calculations, which are the relative contributions of

the 7x7 array of force sensing elements depicted in FIG. 34 (3400). This sensitivity distribution

is visualized in three dimensions in FIG. 36 (3600).



Because the same distribution happens at every scanned intersection of an active row and

column, each sensing element contributes its signal to the active row/column electrode

intersections around it in a fashion that is linearly related to its distance from those intersections.

Because the falloff of the contributions in X and Y is linear, the present invention can use linear

interpolation, applied to the array of force values read out from each intersection of an active row

and column to accurately calculate the centroid of a force distribution applied to the sensor.

Furthermore, the resolution with which the present invention can track that centroid is

proportional not to the resolution of the active sensing lines, but to the resolution of the

interpolating lines. Thus, simply by increasing N, the present invention can increase the tracking

resolution of the present invention sensor.

Non-Linearitv Due to Current Flow Through Force Sensing Element

In deriving the equations above, the effect of current flow through the force sensing

element was not taken into account. This current causes a drop in the voltage Vc at the drive

side of the force sensing element and an increase in the voltage at the sense side of the force

sensing element above ground potential. Thus, less current than predicted by the equations will

flow through the sensor, yielding a slightly reduced sensitivity.

More problematic is that the resulting current flow through the interpolating resistors

skews their voltages and affects the response of other nearby force sensing elements.

Fortunately, this problem can be mitigated by picking low resistance values for the interpolating

resistors and designing the force sensing elements to have significantly higher resistance values

in their useful operating range. This ensures that the scale of this effect is relatively small and

does not significantly affect the accuracy of the sensor. Beneficially, increasing the resistance of

the force sensing elements also reduces overall power consumption.

Force Se sin Calculations

Qyeryjew

A variety of preferred invention embodiments utilize a pressure-sensitive array as part of

the VIA structure. Within this application context, a variety of force calculations may be

incorporated within the control logic in conjunction with the overall interpolation function that is

applied across multiple columns and rows of the VIA. The following discusses these

calculations in detail and provides a reference point for implementation of a wide range of



invention embodiments utilizing this form of VIA structure as the basis of the interpolation

process.

The force and position of a touch are computed with arithmetic operations on the two-

dimensional array of sensor values read out from a sensor. In a force sensing sensor, the sensor

values correspond to force, and in a capacitive sensor, they may correspond to a capacitive

signal. These calculations are generally known to those familiar with signal processing for touch

sensors.

While the present invention cannot reconstruct the forces on the individual sensor

elements after doing a scan at a lower resolution (such as the active electrode resolution), the

present invention can reconstruct higher-order information such as the force and position of a

touch at the full resolution (such as the VIA resolution) of the sensor. Several reasons that the

present invention achieves this result are as follows:

• the interpolation network allows the sensor to be downsampled in a linear fashion; and

• the computational methods used to compute force and position of a touch are linear in

nature.

The THEORY OF OPERATION section above described the first capability by showing

mathematically that the present invention approach creates a linear downsampling of the sensor

signal. The remainder of this section will explain the second aspect by providing more detail on

the methods used to compute the force and position of a touch.

Because the downsampling is happening in hardware and the math used for the

calculation are both linear, the accuracy that the present invention gets from scanning the sensor

at a lower resolution is the same as if the present invention were to scan it at the full resolution of

the sensor elements. Furthermore, this is also true no matter how small or how big a touch is

(whether it covers a single sensor element or many sensor elements). The only thing the present

invention loses is the ability to distinguish two touches that are closer together than the "Nyquist

period" of the present invention scan.

This is important because it means that the present invention can sense at a high

resolution, using low resolution scan electronics, without sacrificing accuracy. Or, the present

invention can boost the accuracy of a low resolution sensor without introducing extra electronics.

The only calculation that is not mathematically preserved is the area (because after

interpolation, there is no way to tell exactly how many sensor elements were activated).



However, this generally is not a problem since there are ways to approximate the area

calculation.

While it is possible to use a method such as spline interpolation to approximately

reconstruct the force values sensed by each of the sensor elements, the present invention may not

opt to do this in firmware. The reason is that this would be very computationally expensive and

would in many ways defeat the benefits of scanning the sensor at a lower resolution. Instead, the

present invention typically performs the math described below on the low resolution scan image

and because of the linearity property, the present invention achieves the same result as if it had

done the math on the full resolution scan image.

Note that some preferred invention embodiments may up-sample the two-dimensional

force array in firmware to better estimate the position of the touch, or to implement multi-

resolution scanning. However, on the PC side, the present invention may utilize spline

interpolation to up-sample the low-resolution force image back to the resolution of the sensor

elements for the purpose of achieving aesthetic visualization of the VIA data. The following is a

summary of how the present invention calculates the force and position of a touch.

The force of a touch is the sum of all force values of the touch. Note that in this section,

mathematical operations on the TSM data read out from the sensor are being described. N, X

and Y refer to the dimensions of the TSM matrix and the (X,Y) coordinates of the data in the

matrix, and F(X,Y) refers to data at coordinate (X,Y) in the TSM. They do NOT refer to

interpolating electrodes.

N N

TotalForce= (13)
x= y =

The total force is referred to as F
total

in this application.

Calculating the Touch Position

The position of a touch in the X dimension is the force-weighted average of the X

positions of the touch. Similarly, the position of a touch in the Y dimension is the force-

weighted average of the Y positions of the touch.



N N

X Position = ∑ ∑ x F (x,y) ( 4 )
total x = y =

N N

Position = y F {x,y) ( 5 )
total x = y =

The X and Y positions are referred to as µχ and µγ in the remainder of the document.

Calculating the Touch Shape

The shape of a touch is estimated with an ellipse that surrounds the touch. The

calculation of the ellipse is similar to the calculation of the standard deviation of a Gaussian

distribution of values, except that it is performed in two dimensions. The calculation starts by

computing a 2x2 covariance matrix:

XX X Y
(16)

X Y YY

In this matrix, XX, YY, and XY are the variances of the matrix along X, Y, and the XY

diagonal. From this matrix, we can compute eigenvectors, which determine the major and minor

axes of the matrix, and eigenvalues, which determine the length of the major and minor axes.

ttotal x=0 =0

(18)
Ft,otal x=0 =0

F total x =

From here, the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the covariance matrix can be found using

simple mathematics which can be found in any linear algebra textbook. What is important to

note, is that the length of the major and minor axes can be computed by taking a square root of

the first and second eigenvalues and multiplying by a factor. This factor determines what



percentage of the touch will be surrounded by the ellipse (a factor between 2 and 3 is typically

used to surround 95% to 99% of the ellipse along X and Y dimensions).

The square root in the calculation results in an approximately linear relationship between

the input to this algorithm and the output values, preserving the benefit of the linear behavior of

the present invention sensor. Finally, the lengths of the major and minor axes can be multiplied

together to estimate area.

As illustrated above, the math used to compute the force, position, and shape of a touch is

not affected by the level of interpolation applied to the sensor.

Multiple Touches

When there are multiple touches, a watershed algorithm is used to segment the area of the

sensor into separate regions, each region containing a single touch. Abstractly, the algorithms

described above are performed separately on each region to compute statistics for each touch.

The area of a touch is just the number of force values greater than a certain threshold, t .

The area of a touch will be affected by the level of interpolation since the number of readings

that are greater than a threshold will decrease as the level of interpolation increases. This

primarily affects touches with a small area, for which not enough data points are available to

reconstruct the touch area accurately. To ameliorate this, a calculation which that is herein

termed "soft area" may be used, which uses a soft cutoff instead of a hard threshold for t . This

provides a better estimate for area than the calculation above. In general, the area of a touch is

not as important to user interface applications as force and position, thus the decrease in the

accuracy of area calculations as a result of downsampling is acceptable to users.

Summary of Benefits

To summarize, the benefits of the present invention approach to pressure sensing can be

viewed in two different ways:

• For a sensor design that is starting out with a high resolution sensor, the present invention

approach allows the sensor to be scanned with lower resolution electronics, while



preserving the accuracy of the calculations of (X,Y) position, force, and shape. In this

case, the cost, complexity, and power consumption of the system is reduced without

sacrificing touch-tracking performance.

• Another way to view the present invention approach is for a design that is starting with a

low resolution sensor. In this case, the present invention approach allows the resolution

of the sensor to be increased while keeping the resolution of the sensing electronics the

same. Thus, the accuracy of the sensor is improved, without increasing the cost,

complexity, and power consumption of the electronics.

Construction Details (3700145800)

Force Sensing Materials

There is a variety of different materials that can be used to create a force sensing material

(FSM). These include conductive rubber, conductive foam, conductive plastic (such as

KAPTON®), and conductive ink. These materials are usually made by mixing conductive

particles such as carbon particles with insulating particles such as a polymer. The conductive

particles can include things such as metal particles (which include silver, gold, and nickel), and

materials such as graphene, carbon nanotubes, silver nanowires, and organic conductors.

Transparent FSMs can be created as well by mixing a transparent conductive material

into a transparent nonconductive carrier. Transparent conductive materials include indium tin

oxide (ITO), transparent organic conductive particles, or a material that is too small to see, such

as graphene, carbon nanotubes, silver nanowires, or metal nanoparticles (which include silver,

gold, and nickel). Transparent non-conductive materials for making transparent FSMs include

PET, Polyimide, Polycarbonate, or a transparent rubber such as silicone. Alternately, the

transparent conductive materials can be deposited onto the surface of a transparent substrate such

as a polymer, glass, or ultra-thin flexible glass.

What these materials have in common is a high bulk resistance (at a level between a

conductor and insulator), a rough surface (at a microscopic scale), and some amount of

flexibility. As a result, when the material contacts a conductor, the resistance at the interface

will decrease as the force pushing the force sensing material against the conductor is increased.

Some of these materials may also experience a change in bulk resistance as force is

applied as a result of conductive particles coming closer together. However, this effect is

typically small compared to the change in surface resistance. For the purposes of this disclosure,



the present invention will call all materials with the properties described above force sensing

material (FSM), and the present invention shall call the layer which contains/carries the force

sensing material a force sensing layer (FSL).

Force Sensing Element

Between each row/column electrode intersection is a force sensing element which creates

a variable resistance. There are several different configurations possible for force sensing

elements as depicted in FIG. 37 (3700) - FIG. 40 (4000). The two most common configurations

are what the present invention call shunt-mode and thru-mode.

In the shunt-mode configuration, there are two substrates. The top substrate is coated

with FSM, while the bottom substrate consists of two electrodes (FIG. 37 (3700)). As the two

substrates are squeezed together, the FSM allows current to flow between the two electrodes,

causing a variable drop in resistance. In essence, the FSM acts as a shunt between two

electrodes. To increase sensitivity, the two electrodes can be patterned to form a set of inter-

digitated conductive fingers.

The second common configuration is called thru-mode, where the two electrodes are

patterned onto two separate substrates, and the FSM is between them. There are three variants of

this configuration. We call the first variant double-sided thru-mode. In this configuration the

electrodes on the top and bottom substrate are coated with FSM (FIG. 38 (3800)). A force

sensitive interface is formed between the two layers of FSM. Squeezing the two layers together

causes a variable drop in resistance.

The single-sided thru-mode variant is similar to the double-sided thru-mode, except only

one of the two electrodes is coated with FSM (FIG. 39 (3900)). Typically, it does not matter

which of the two electrodes, the top or the bottom, is coated with FSM. The final variant is

called the sandwich thru-mode. In this variant, the FSM is not deposited onto the electrodes.

Instead, it forms a layer in between the two electrodes (FIG. 40 (4000)). Thus, there are

two force sensing interfaces formed between the top electrode and the FSM, and between the

bottom electrode and the FSM. However, from the perspective of the sensor circuitry, these two

force sensing elements act the same as a single force sensing element.

Forge Sensing Arryy onstr ti'on (37QQ)-(4QQQ)

IFSA Sensors are generally constructed as a two-dimensional array of force sensing

elements at the intersection of a set of column and row electrodes. Interpolating resistors are



connected between each pair of adjacent column electrodes and each pair of adjacent row

electrodes. The active column and row electrodes are then connected to the drive and sense

circuitry (FIG. 33 (3300)).

The sensor elements can be built using a variety of different thru-mode or shunt-mode

configurations (FIG. 37 (3700) - FIG. 40 (4000)). Because a sensor array has many sensor

elements near to each other, it may be necessary to electrically isolate the sensor elements so that

a signal generated at one element has a minimal effect on neighboring elements.

The differences between the possible sensor configurations are primarily in the shape of

the electrodes, the way that the force sensing material is applied over or between the electrodes,

and the way that the force sensing material is patterned to avoid/reduce interaction between

nearby sensor elements. The choice of the sensor element design has an impact on the overall

sensor construction and vice versa.

Thru-Mode Configurations (4100)-(4300)

Some possible thru-mode configurations are depicted in FIG. 4 1 (4100) - FIG. 43

(4300)). The array in FIG. 4 1 (4100) is built with the sandwich thru-mode configuration, where

the force sensing layer is sandwiched between two substrates which carry the row and column

electrodes which face inwards towards the force sensing layer. A force sensing element is

formed at each intersection of row and column electrodes. In these figures, the force sensing

material is segmented so that each force sensing element has its own electrically isolated patch of

force sensing material. FIG. 43 (4300) depicts an alternate arrangement where a very thin layer

of contiguous force sensing material is sandwiched between the row and column electrodes.

Alternatively, a material with a pattern (FIG. 48 (4800)) or pseudo-random pattern (FIG. 49

(4900)) of force sensing material can be sandwiched between the row and column electrodes

depicted in FIG. 43 (4300). The array in FIG. 42 (4200) is built with the doubled-sided thru-

mode configuration, where each row and column electrode is coated with force sensing material.

One possible variation of this (which is not shown) is to coat only the top electrodes or only the

bottom electrodes with force sensing material.

$hunt-Mode Configurations ($QQQ)-($7QQ)

Some possible shunt-mode configurations are depicted in FIG. 50 (5000) - FIG. 57

(5700). All of these configurations consist of a double-sided circuit board with exposed

electrodes on the top side and a force sensing layer that is placed on top of the exposed



electrodes. In the shunt mode-configuration, the column and row electrodes cannot both

completely reside in the same layer because they would intersect and electrically short with each

other. To address this issue, in these examples, the row electrodes are interconnected with

horizontal traces on the back of the PCB. The traces on the back can be seen in FIG. 52 (5200),

FIG. 55 (5500), and FIG. 57 (5700). Vias are used to connect between the resulting "pads" on

the front of the PCB to the traces on the back. This collocates a portion of each row electrode

with each column electrode on the front surface, creating the two electrical terminals of the

shunt-mode force sensing element. As a result, an array of sensor elements is formed by the

pattern of electrodes on the upper surface of the circuit board and the layer of force sensitive

material that comes down on top of the pattern. A variety of force sensing materials and patterns

of FSM may be used to create the force sensing layer as described later. Also, the electrode

patterns themselves can be varied as shown in FIG. 50 (5000) - FIG. 57 (5700).

FIG. 50 (5000) illustrates a simple pattern where each sensing element consists of two

rectangular areas of exposed conductor (the force sensing layer is cut away to show the

conductor pattern and the alignment of the patches of force sensing material to the pattern). FIG.

5 1 (5100) is a variant of this, where inter-digitating fingers are added to the two rectangular areas

to increase sensitivity of each force sensing element. FIG. 52 (5200) depicts the pattern of row

conductors on the back side of these two designs. FIG. 53 (5300) illustrates a variant of FIG. 50

(5000) where every other sensor element is flipped horizontally. This has the effect of halving

the number of vias necessary to create the circuit and increasing the space between vias, which

reduces manufacturing cost and can help to increase sensor density. FIG. 54 (5400) depicts a

design which combines the inter-digitating fingers of the design in FIG. 5 1 (5100) and the

flipped columns of the design in FIG. 53 (5300). FIG. 55 (5500) depicts the back-side of these

two designs. FIG. 56 (5600) depicts a variation of the design in FIG. 50 (5000) where the area

around each via is widened into to a diamond-shape. This design may reduce manufacturing cost

and increase sensor density by widening the conductor area around each via. It may also help

make the sensor more accurate/linear with respect to touch position. FIG. 57 (5700) depicts the

back-side of this design.

Force Sensing Layer (FSL) Design

The force sensing layer (FSL) is composed of, or carries, the force sensing material.

There are a variety of possible designs for this layer for both thru-mode and shunt-mode



configurations. The main difference between these designs is the way in which they provide

electrical isolation between adjacent sensor elements. With each of the designs, there are

tradeoffs in terms of difficulty/cost of manufacture, difficulty of alignment/assembly with the

other sensor layers, and level of electrical isolation between adjacent elements.

One way to electrically isolate force sensing elements is to create a segmented force

sensing layer (FIG. 46 (4600)). In this arrangement, there is a single patch of FSM that aligns to

each sensing element. The gap between the patches avoids electrical interconnection. This

approach offers the best isolation, but requires accurate alignment between sensor layers.

Another way to electrically isolate sensor elements is to use a patterned force sensing layer

which has a fine pattern of FSM patches (FIG. 48 (4800)). This pattern is at a smaller scale than

the force sensing elements themselves. Thus, multiple patches of FSM will contribute to the

sensitivity of each sensor element. This configuration removes the need to have accurate

alignment between the FSL and the force sensing elements of the sensor. In this configuration,

isolation is not perfect, as some of the FSM patches may form electrical connections to

neighboring sensor elements, but is good enough to prevent significant cross-talk between

neighboring sensor elements.

Another similar configuration uses a pseudo-random pattern of FSM patches (FIG. 49

(4900)) which have a smaller scale than the sensor elements. This pattern introduces some

randomness into the patterned FSM approach which may help to improve sensor consistency.

There is another way to create an array of force sensing elements without needing to pattern the

force sensing layer. This approach employs a very thin layer of FSM. Because the layer is very

thin, it has a high resistance in the plane of the material, compared to the resistance in the

direction perpendicular to the layer. Thus, although the FSM allows current paths between

sensor elements, the resistance between them is so high that the effect of this current is

negligible. Because the FSM is not patterned, it does not need to be aligned to the other sensor

layers.

Another method of isolating sensor elements is to coat the row and/or column electrodes

with force sensing material. FIG. 42 (4200) depicts what this looks like when applied to a thru-

mode sensor. Note that this design does not need a layer in between row and column electrodes.

The coating of force sensing material may be segmented, patterned, or patterned with a pseudo

random pattern. Alternatively, a very thin layer of force sensing material, which has negligible



in-plane resistance, can be deposited over the entire pattern of conductors. For shunt-mode

sensors, a similar approach would be to coat the electrodes on the upper layer of the PCB with

FSM. In this case, the top layer can employ one of the FSM patterns described above, or it may

just use a patterned conductive layer, since force sensitivity would be provided by the bottom

layer.

Finally, it is possible to create a sensor where the electrodes themselves have force-

sensing characteristics. For instance, an electrode patterned from carbon nanotubes may conduct

very well, but may have a rough surface structure which results in an analog pressure response.

Interchangeabilitv of Row and Columns

From an electrical perspective, either the row or column electrodes can be used as the

drive side, with the other side acting as the sense side. Similarly, from the perspective of sensor

construction, row and column electrodes may be swapped. Thus, in thru-mode configurations,

the rows can be on the top layer and the columns can be on the bottom layer and similarly, in the

shunt-mode configuration, the columns can be routed through the back-side and the rows can be

patterned onto the front-side of the circuit board. Although these choices may have some effect

on sensor performance, they would typically be based on factors such as ease of sensor layout,

mechanical considerations, and electrical interactions with external components. For example, it

may be advantageous to place the drive side closer and the sense side farther from sources of

electrical noise, such as a display.

Non-Rectangular Sensor Arrays (5800)-(6000)

With IFSA technology, non-rectangular arrays such as those depicted in FIG. 58 (5800) -

FIG. 60 (6000) can be created. The array in FIG. 58 (5800) - FIG. 60 (6000) is rounded, with a

circular opening in the center. To create such a non-rectangular array, the present invention

starts with a normal rectangular array as described earlier and removes sensor elements that fall

outside of the desired final shape. At the same time, all the row and column electrodes must

remain electrically connected; however, in areas where senor elements have been removed, the

present invention can squeeze down the row and column electrodes to hug the outline of the

shape since there are no sensor element there. A non-rectangular thru-mode sensor can be made

in the same manner. The resulting non-square sensor is scanned electrically in the same way as

the original square sensor, and it will also perform the same as a square sensor, so there is no



difference from the perspective of the electronics and software. The only difference is that this

new sensor just will not be sensitive to touches in areas where sensor elements were removed.

For the purposes of reducing manufacturing cost, the set of fixed interpolation resistors

between adjacent row and column electrodes would typically be located on the same substrate as

the sensing area. However, some embodiments could have the interpolation resistors located in a

separate location.

The resistances can be provided by any of a number of known ways of creating a resistor,

including a resistor component, a printed carbon strip, or another type of resistive material. The

value of all the resistors is preferably well controlled and within a known target range. This is

especially easy to do with discrete surface mount resistors, which come in a wide variety of sizes

and are available with an accuracy level of 1% or better. The resistance level of the row and

column interpolation resistors can be the same or different, and is chosen depending on the

requirements of the drive and readout circuitry. Typically, higher value interpolating resistors

reduce power consumption, but cause a loss in accuracy (because of the nonlinearities mentioned

earlier), and vice versa.

When a carbon strip is used, it can simply be printed across the adjacent electrodes. As

long as the spacing between the electrodes is fairly constant and the width and height of the strip

is consistent, the resulting resistance value between electrodes will be consistent as well. The

resistance level can be controlled by varying the composition of the resistive ink or the

width/height of the printed strip. The consistency can be further improved by trimming the

resistors after the manufacturing step with a method such as laser trimming.

In the illustrations, the interpolating resistors are placed in the area between the sensing

area and the drive/sense electronics. In practice, interpolating resistors can be placed anywhere,

as long as they electrically interconnect adjacent row electrodes and adjacent column electrodes.

For example, they can be placed on the opposite side of the sensor, away from the drive/sense

electronics. They can also be placed on the back-side of the PCB (using vias to make the

connection), interspersed within the sensing area between the sensing elements, and even

embedded within the PCB itself. Finally they can be located in a combination of different

locations on a single sensor. For example, some interpolating resistors for the row electrodes

may be to the left side of the sensing area, while others may be on the right side.



The conductive layers for the sensors can be manufactured with a wide variety of

manufacturing processes. All materials, including the FSM are chosen to withstand expected

environmental and mechanical conditions for a given application such as repeated flexing, heat,

and humidity.

Arguably, the most straight-forward is to use a standard rigid and/or flexible PCB

manufacturing process to form the electrodes on a substrate. The process typically starts with an

FR4 (for rigid) or KAPTON® (for flex) base material which is coated with a layer of contiguous

copper. The copper is then etched to create a pattern of copper conductors. Typically these need

to be plated with an inert material, such as gold, to avoid oxidation.

Alternative plating processes such as ENIG (Electroless Nickel Immersion Gold) or a

layer of screen-printed carbon can be used to reduce the cost of plating. In such circuits,

standard surface-mounting (SMT) processes can be used to attach the interpolating resistors. For

shunt-mode sensors, vias can be formed using a standard process which involves drilling holes

and then plating to form connections between two layers. Via filling can be used to fill the

resulting holes and leave a smooth surface.

Another approach is to use a printed electronics (PE) process where conductive particles

are deposited onto a substrate such as PET or Polyimide (KAPTON®) in an additive fashion.

Some common conductive materials used in these applications consist of carbon nanotubes,

silver nanowires, and polymer inks that are filled with conductive particles. One commonly used

material for printed electronics consists of a polymer ink loaded with silver particles, which is

typically deposited with a screen printing process. Because materials such as this can degrade as

a result of mechanical stress, oxidation, or reaction with other gases/compounds, they may be

passivated by over-coating with carbon or a force sensing material. Furthermore, because it is

difficult to solder to such a circuit, a printed carbon strip can be used to create interpolation

resistors. For thru-mode sensors created with a printed electronics (PE) process, a very similar

construction can be used as with rigid/flexible PCB sensors. For the shunt-mode sensors, vias

can be created in a fashion similar to how vias are created on a PCB - by drilling holes through

the substrate with a drill or laser, followed by an overprint of a conductive material. An

alternative is to print the bottom conductor layer, followed by printing an insulator layer with

holes in the equivalent places where vias would be on a rigid/flex PCB sensor. Next, the top



conductor layer is printed. The holes in the insulator layer allow the pads in the top conductive

layer to bridge electrically with the conductive traces on the bottom layer. This creates the same

electrical structure, but both conductor layers end up on the top side of the substrate separated by

a thin layer of insulator (with holes in the locations of the vias).

Yet another method for making shunt-mode sensors is to print the top-side of the sensor

pattern first, which may be similar to any of the patterns described earlier for making shunt-mode

sensors. As before, the columns are connected within the pattern itself. However, the rows are

connected by small bridges. The bridges can be created by depositing a small area of insulator

material in each area where a column electrode lies in between two portions of a row electrode.

Next, a small conductive "bridge" is deposited over the insulator, connecting the two adjacent

portions of a row electrode. This sequence (6101, 6102, 6103) is generally depicted in FIG. 6 1

(6100).

Other approaches for forming electrodes can include vapor-deposition of metals or

conductive materials such as carbon nanotubes. Patterning can be done by a variety of methods

including depositing through a stencil, offset press, laser etching, or transfer processes. IFSA

sensors can also be created using techniques for making cloth. Conductive thread coated with

FSM can be used to create the row and column electrodes. Row electrodes would run in one

direction while column electrodes would run in the other direction, forming the warp and weft of

a fabric. A force sensing element would be formed at the intersection of each row and column

electrode simply as a result of two or more threads coated with FSM touching each other at right

angles. At the edges of the cloth, resistive elements interconnect the row and column electrodes,

and a connection to the electronics is created using conductive material which attaches at regular

intervals to the edge of the force sensing array. In this design, the resistive elements would

typically be made of a printed resistive rubber/paint, or a resistive thread that is tightly wound or

knotted over the row threads and over the column threads to form an electrical connection.
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To create fully transparent sensors, transparent materials may be used for the force

sensing materials, conductors, and various substrate layers of a sensor array.

Transparent force sensing materials have been described above. Transparent conductors

can include materials such as indium tin oxide (ITO), carbon nanotubes, graphene, silver



nanowires, fine-mesh copper, and organic conductors. Substrates can include glass, flexible

glass, and polymers such as PET, Polyimide, or Polycarbonate.

Both shunt-mode and thru-mode configurations can be created that are identical to their

non-transparent counterparts, except that all the included materials are transparent. One notable

configuration that would be straightforward to produce with available manufacturing processes is

the shunt-mode diamond-shaped sensor pattern with bridges to connect the diamonds along the

rows. See FIG. 6 1 (6100). To create the IFSA sensor, this pattern would be overlaid with a

transparent force sensing material on top.

Another option is to create a partially transparent sensor. This can be done with much

more standard materials and techniques. For example, with a shunt-mode sensor, light can shine

through the vias, and openings can be provided in the force sensing layer to let light through. A

thru-mode sensor can be manufactured with opaque electrodes on a transparent substrate, with

gaps in the force sensing material that permit light transmission. Light would be able to shine

through the gaps in the electrodes and force sensing materials.

Assembly
Final assembly of IFSA sensors consists of laminating or holding the layers together.

Typically, pressure-sensitive adhesive would be applied around the perimeter(s) of the layers.

The active area is typically left without adhesive, as air or some other non-conductive fluid (such

as mineral oil) is necessary in the active area for the force-sensing material to operate. However,

small adhesive areas may be provided within the active area of the sensor to keep the top layer

from de-laminating from the bottom. An air-gap/air-channel is typically provided to allow air-

pressure inside and outside the sensor to equalize. A filter may be added to the air-gap/air-

channel to prevent particles or moisture from entering the active area. Sensors may be

hermetically sealed for operation in harsh environments. The top and/or bottom layer may be

laminated to other layers such as a display, midframe, or other sensor. Sensor assembly should

be done in a clean environment, such as a cleanroom, to avoid particles or other contamination

from entering the sensor which can cause inconsistent performance.
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The IFSA technology can be used to create curved or flexible sensors in several different

ways. Flexible sensors can be created by using flexible substrates such as Polyimide (also



known as KAPTON®), PET, or Polycarbonate for the circuit, and using flexible materials for the

FSM as well.

To create a sensor that is permanently curved, a flexible sensor can be laminated onto a

curved rigid surface, or it is possible to start with a flat sensor and mold it into/onto a non-flat

surface. It is also possible to directly manufacture the sensor electrodes on a curved surface

using known techniques such as Laser Direct Structuring (LDS) or by 3D printing using both

conductive and insulating materials. In the case of shunt-mode sensors, the force sensing layer

can be pre-molded into a curved shape and can be made out of a deformable material such as

molded silicone. In this case, force sensing material can be directly deposited onto, or molded

into, the force sensing layer. Alternatively, the entire force sensing layer can be made from a

flexible/deformable FSM.

There are many applications in which it is desirable for the sensor to remain flexible. For

instance, one may want to place sensors into a flexible phone/tablet, the wrist band of a watch or

bracelet, into the sole of a shoe, or into clothing. In these cases, sensors built on a flexible

substrate can be directly embedded into the application. They may also be manufactured in a

fashion similar to how cloth is manufactured, as described earlier.

The sensors can also be designed so that they can be bent/cut (without damaging the

traces) to allow them to wrap around or fold into complex shapes. For example, a robot fingertip

can be covered in an IFSA sensor by making two cuts in the sensor pattern and joining the edges

together (FIG. 62 (6200)). This shape can then be laminated or adhered to the surface of the

robot fingertip. The outside can be coated with a rubber shell to distribute force and provide a

softer touch. In the case of a shunt-mode sensor, the inside of the rubber shell can be coated with

FSM so that it can directly act as one part of the force sensing element, or the entire rubber shell

can be impregnated with conductive particles so that it behaves like an FSM.

Electronics Details

The electronics for scanning an IFSA consist of several components. These components

are meant to illustrate one embodiment of the invention. It should be clear to the reader that

alternative variations and combinations of components can be used in keeping with the spirit of

the disclosure. Furthermore, some components may be integrated together (for example, via an

integrated circuit or ASIC), can be implemented in software, or removed altogether without

substantially limiting the ability to scan the sensor.



Voltaae Source

The purpose of the voltage source is to provide a constant voltage for driving the IFSA

sensor. Active electronics, such as an amplifier or a linear/switching voltage regulator may be

used to provide the constant voltage. The voltage source may be a separate source from the

voltage source used to drive the digital portion of the circuitry, or it may be one and the same.

There may also be some current-limiting capability built into the voltage source to avoid

excessive current draw by the sensor. The current-limiting capability can be implemented

simply with a fixed resistor, can be a soft limit designed into the voltage source circuitry, or can

be implemented as a hard-cutoff when a certain current level is reached. The current-limiting

capability can also be implemented using the digital circuitry. When the microcontroller detects

an over-current condition, it can decide to shut off scanning, or modify the state of the scanning

hardware to reduce power consumption.

An analog line may be provided that can be used to monitor the voltage generated by the

voltage source. This can be used to detect and/or compensate for drops in voltage due to

excessive current draw. The compensation can be done via analog circuitry. One way to do this

is to feed this voltage into the voltage reference of the ADC used to scan the sensor.

Alternatively, this compensation can be done digitally by measuring the voltage generated by the

voltage source using an ADC and then multiplying the values read from the sensor by the

expected drive voltage divided by the measured voltage.

Drive Circuit

The job of the drive circuit is to drive each active column electrode either to ground or to

the voltage level provided by the voltage source. It accomplishes this with a series of

analog/digital switches connected to each active column electrode. The column switches may

also be provided with the ability to disconnect one or more columns (putting them into a high-

impedance state). This can be used for multi-resolution scanning. The control of the column

switches within the drive circuit is performed by the control logic, although some aspects of the

control sequences may be automated/pre-programmed. Typically, during operation, only one

column at a time is driven to the voltage provided by the voltage source, while all the other

columns are driven to ground or disconnected (in a high-impedance state). In one embodiment,

the drive circuit uses analog switches to connect the column that is being driven high to the

voltage source. In another embodiment, the drive circuit could use digital switches to perform



the same function. In yet another configuration, the drive circuit could include an integrated

voltage source. The integrated voltage source can be shared among all the column electrodes, or

there may be multiple voltage sources (as many as one for each column).

The sense circuit is similar to the drive circuit, but instead of driving rows to a particular

voltage, it either connects the row to be measured to external circuitry or connects the row to

ground. Like the column switches, the row switches may also be provided with the ability to

disconnect one or more rows (putting them into a high-impedance state), which can be used for

multi-resolution scanning. The control of the row switches within the sense circuit is performed

by the control logic, although some aspects of the control sequences may be automated/pre

programmed. During operation, typically only one row at a time will be connected to external

circuitry. However, in order to allow for faster scans, some embodiments may have multiple

copies of the signal conditioning circuitry and/or ADCs. In this case, the sense circuit could also

allow multiple rows to be connected to external circuitry at the same time. All other rows would

typically be connected either to ground or disconnected (in a high-impedance state).

The sense circuitry may have additional features to support low-power wakeup from a

touch (as described in the next section). Also, because the drive and sense circuitry is so similar

in function, it may be implemented using a common design. In other words the same chip,

ASIC, or circuit could be used as both the drive circuit and sense circuit. The drive and/or sense

circuitry can also be designed as a module that can support some fixed number of active

row/column electrodes. Larger numbers of row/column electrodes could be supported in a given

embodiment simply by increasing the number of these modules.

Si a Conditioning Circuitry

The signal conditioning circuitry takes the raw signal from the sense circuit and prepares

it for being read by an ADC. To increase the linearity of the signal produced by the sensor, it is

desirable to drive the row being read to ground potential. Thus, the most linear signal

conditioning circuit will include a transimpedance amplifier which will drive the input to ground

potential, while measuring the amount of current necessary to do so, and feeding that value to an

external ADC. A less accurate but simpler method of measuring the current is simply to use a

low resistance value pull-down resistor connected to ground, and measuring the voltage across

the resistor. In cases where this voltage is too low to be read by an ADC, this voltage can be



amplified to match the output range to the range of the ADC and reduce noise. Because the

sensor itself already has a resistive path to ground (through the interpolation resistors), even the

resistor to ground may be left out, but the resulting output signal will be even less linear.

The signal conditioning circuit can also include filtering to reduce high-frequency noise.

This can be in the form of a passive filter (such as an RC low-pass filter), an active filter (such as

an op-amp low-pass filter), or simply a capacitor to ground (since the sensor itself can provide

the R portion of the RC filter).

An amplifier can also be used to take the relatively high-impedance signal from the

sensor and turn it into a low impedance signal for the ADC, or to boost low voltages from the

sensor. A programmable gain amplifier can be used to dynamically adjust the sensitivity of the

sense circuitry, and a resistive divider can be used to reduce the voltage if it is too high for an

ADC.

All of these different approaches are known ways of pre-conditioning a signal before

feeding it into an ADC. The particular choice and arrangement of these elements depends on the

sensor accuracy required and a tradeoff between accuracy, complexity, power consumption,

circuit size, and price. The signal conditioning component can be omitted, but this may result in

reduced sensor performance. Note that the signal conditioning circuit can be an independent

circuit, or can be incorporated into the sense circuit, into the ADC, or parts of it may be broken

up among different components.

ADC

The ADC (analog to digital converter) takes a voltage level produced by the signal

conditioning circuit and converts it into a digital representation suitable for processing by a

microcontroller. Typically, a successive approximation register (SAR) ADC with at least 8 bits

of resolution is used. Greater ADC resolution results in more accurate position and force

measurements. The conversion speed of the ADC is also important as it is typically the limiting

factor for how fast a sensor can be scanned. As described earlier, multiple ADCs (along with

multiple conditioning circuits) can be used in parallel to increase scanning speed. Another factor

which affects sensor scan rate is the settling time for the sensor, drive / sense circuitry, and

conditioning circuit. Enough time must be given after switching the state of the drive or sense

circuitry for the analog input voltage to the ADC to settle. Furthermore, the ADC itself may

carry residual charge from the previous measured voltage. Sufficient acquisition time must be



given for the ADC to sample the input voltage, especially if the input impedance to the ADC is

high. Alternatively, the ADC sampling capacitor may be reset to a consistent state after each

sample to avoid any residual charge from the previous sample.

Digital filtering techniques may be used to improve the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) of the

signal read by the ADC. For example, multiple ADC readings can be combined with a technique

such as averaging, or filtered in ways such as a median filter to reduce noise. A transformation

into the frequency domain can be used to detect desired frequencies or suppress unwanted

frequencies.

Also, the digital voltage output from the ADC can be remapped into a different value

using a lookup table or a mathematical calculation to convert the signal into a more useful range,

or compensate for non-linearity in the electrical system.
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The controller is the component which performs scan sequences, collects digital values

from the ADC, optionally processes those values, and optionally sends information to an external

system via an 10 interface such as I2C, SPI, UART, USB, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, etc. Parts of the

scanning circuitry including the voltage source, drive circuitry, scan circuitry, signal

conditioning, and/or ADC can be incorporated into the controller. The controller may have a

program memory which allows code to be loaded with different control sequences/algorithms to

change the behavior of the system. Additionally, the controller can use fixed-function logic to

automate/accelerate common operations such as scanning or processing the values read from the

sensor.

Scanning Details

In addition to the basic full resolution scan of the sensor described earlier, there are

several other ways to scan an IFSA sensor that allow different tradeoffs between scan speed,

resolution, precision, power, and area. Some of these other approaches can also be used to

implement a low power wakeup mode, where the sensor can be in a very low power state, but

can still detect the presence of a touch, which can be used to wake the system or trigger a

transition into a fast/high resolution scanning state. This section describes some different ways

in which an IFSA sensor can be scanned and mentions some of the tradeoffs associated with

these approaches.



The most common way to scan the sensor is the method described earlier. It consists of

driving one column at a time, and for each column that is driven high, sensing the value on each

row one at a time. This progressively scans the intersection of every active row and every active

column electrode. When scanning a sensor element at a particular row/column intersection, all

other active column and row electrodes are grounded, creating an interpolation area around that

column and row electrode that is two times larger than the distance between adjacent active

columns and adjacent rows (FIG. 34 (3400)). The time required for the basic scan is

proportional to the number of active row electrodes times the number of active column

electrodes.
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The parallel scan is a variant of the basic scan which improves scan speed without

sacrificing resolution. Scan speed is improved by performing ADC conversion on more than one

row simultaneously. To do this, there needs to be more than one instance of the signal

conditioning and ADC circuitry operating in parallel on multiple rows.

To preserve the interpolation property, there must be at least one grounded active

electrode in between each pair of sensed electrodes. However, in embodiments where the sense

electronics grounds the sensed electrode (as described earlier, this can be accomplished by

pulling the electrode low with a transimpedance amplifier, or using a pull-down resistor with a

low resistance value), each electrode is effectively grounded when it is being scanned. This

allows, in the limit, scanning all rows simultaneously.

The advantage of the parallel scan is that it can greatly increase scan speed and reduce

power consumption, since the scan can happen in a shorter timeframe, allowing the sensor to be

powered for a shorter time. The downside is that more electronics may be required to support

this. The time required for a parallel scan is proportional to the number of active row electrodes

times the number of active column electrodes divided by the number of rows that can be sensed

in parallel.

The rate at which the sensor is scanned can be dynamically decreased to reduce power

consumption or increased to reduce input latency. One strategy to reduce power consumption is

to perform scans at a low rate, for example, 10 frames per second until a touch is detected, and



then to increase scan rate to a higher rate, for example 60 frames per second after a touch is

detected, and continue scanning at the higher rate until all touches are removed.

Another strategy that can be used to reduce power or increase scan speed is to

dynamically reduce the resolution of active rows and/or active column electrodes by putting

some active electrodes into a high impedance state, effectively disconnecting them electrically

from the drive and sense circuitry. This does not significantly reduce the resolution with which a

contact can be sensed, because the disconnected electrodes effectively act as additional

interpolating electrodes, but reduces the distance at which multiple touches can be distinguished.

For example, resolution along the X and Y axes can be cut in half by putting every other

active row and active column electrode into a high impedance state. Resolution can be reduced

further by putting larger numbers of row and column electrodes into a high impedance sate. For

example, to reduce the X and Y resolution by one quarter, one would keep every fourth active

electrode electrically connected and each set of three active electrodes between each of these

would be put into a high impedance state. As the resolution is decreased, the number of

row/column junctions that must be scanned decreases as well. This reduces power consumption

and increases scan speed. In some cases, it may be desirable to set different row and column

resolutions, or even to have different row and/or column resolutions in different areas of the

sensor. Taking this approach to the limit, the result ends up with the lowest resolution scan,

where all the columns except the first and last column and all the rows except the first and last

row are put into a high impedance state. During the scan, the present invention would drive the

first column followed by the last column, while sensing on the first row and the last row for each

powered column. In total, only four ADC values would be collected. Using these values, the

present invention would be able to compute the average X and Y position of all touches and the

total force of all the touches.

Although the present invention gives up multi-touch sensing capability by doing this kind

of scan, the present invention gains the ability to scan incredibly fast, with very little power

consumption, which can be useful in situations where very fast events are to be detected or

where power is being conserved such as in a battery powered device.
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Because scan resolution can be varied dynamically, it is possible to combine scans of

multiple resolutions in interesting ways. For example, it is possible to overlap multiple low

resolution scans (offset by different amounts in X and Y) to create a higher resolution final force

image. Low resolution scans can also be used to enable a wake-up mode, where the sensor is

scanned at a lower resolution until a touch is detected and then the resolution can be boosted to

accurately determine the position of the touch. It is also possible to perform a low resolution

scan, and then refine it by performing higher resolution scans in areas where touches are

detected. This methodology has the advantage of combining the power efficiency and high

speed of low resolution scanning with the precision of a full resolution scan.

Window-Area Scan

When the location of a touch is known in advance, or only touches in a portion of the

sensor area are of interest, it is possible to perform a scan in a small window rather than scanning

the entire sensor, simply by iterating only through the rows and columns of interest. The

window can be moved and/or sized dynamically to follow a touch, and there can even be

multiple windows that are scanned at the same time over different, possibly overlapping

locations on the sensor.

All of the scan approaches described previously scan a grid of sensor row/column

junctions. However, when it is only necessary to detect whether or not a touch has occurred

irrespective of the position, or it is necessary to track a contact in only one dimension, it is

possible to perform an even faster scan. One way to accomplish this is to power on all the

columns and then sense on one row at a time. This would provide only the Y position of a touch,

but would reduce the number of readings that need to be taken to the number of active rows in

the sensor. This can also be combined with the reduced resolution scan idea presented earlier to

reduce the number of active rows that need to be sensed, at the expense of reducing Y resolution.

An alternate way to do this is to ground all the rows and power on one column at a time.

Touches on or near the powered active column electrode will cause increased current flow from

the voltage source. One way to measure this increased current flow is by placing a small value

resistor in line between the voltage source and the drive electronics and taking a differential

voltage measurement of the voltage across that resistor.



Alternately, in cases where the voltage source voltage drops as it supplies increased

current, the present invention can measure the drop in the voltage output by the voltage source.

Doing this would provide only the X position of touch, and would reduce the number of readings

that need to be taken to the number of active columns in the sensor. This can also be combined

with the reduced resolution scan idea presented earlier to reduce the number of active columns

that need to be sensed, at the expense of reducing X resolution.

Furthermore, it is possible to make the entire sensor act as one giant pressure-sensitive

button. One way that this can be done is by modifying the sense electronics to allow all the rows

to electrically connect to a single analog input. By powering all the columns and sensing on all

the rows simultaneously, the entire sensor becomes one large pressure-sensitive button.

Alternatively, the present invention can power all the columns and ground all the rows, and

simply measure the increased flow of current to the column electrodes, or a voltage drop in the

voltage of the powered columns. Yet another way to do this is to electrically connect to the force

sensing material (this works best in designs where the force sensing material is contiguous).

This then forms one electrode, while all the rows and columns form the second electrode. In this

case, the present invention can ground all the row and column electrodes, power the FSM, and

measure current flow through the connection to the FSM, or the amount of the voltage drop on

the electrical connection to the FSM.

Many other variations of these three schemes are possible. For example, with all of these

approaches, the present invention can flip the polarity (power what is grounded and ground what

is powered), and still achieve the same result. It is also possible to measure current flow/voltage

change on either side of any of these circuits and instead of measuring the current flow/voltage

change on the powered line, the present invention can measure it on the grounded line or vice

versa.

In general, all of these approaches turn the sensor into either a linear position sensor or a

single pressure-sensitive button, which greatly reduces scan time, and increases scan speed while

sacrificing the ability to acquire a two-dimensional force image. These approaches, especially

the ones which turn the entire sensor into a single pressure-sensitive button, can be useful when a

low power wakeup is desired. For example, on a battery powered device, the present invention

may want the device to go into a low power state whenever the device has not been touched for

some time. In this state, the present invention can configure the circuit so that the present



invention can read the value of a single electrical line or a small number of electrical lines to

determine whether a touch has occurred anywhere on the sensor. Furthermore, this signal can be

fed into a hardware wakeup/compare line such that the wakeup can occur without the

intervention of any software, allowing the processing unit to be fully shut down when the sensor

has not been used for some time, and to wake back up immediately when a touch occurs.

Processing Details

In applications that require touch tracking, after acquiring a force image, the controller

typically processes that image to detect and track contacts, which are localized areas of force on

the sensor. The following set of steps can be performed to detect and track contacts.

Normalization

Either before or after the baseline subtraction step (described later), it may be desirable to

re-scale the input values into a known scale. For instance, it may be desirable to take the raw

ADC values from the sensor and map them to known forces such as grams. This can be done via

lookup tables, or using mathematical equations. A calibration step may be used at the time of

manufacture or when requested to recalibrate the mapping. The calibration may be global

(applying to the whole sensor) or can be done at various locations on the sensor. In the latter

case, the calibration values can be smoothly interpolated over the whole sensor, with the

assumption that variation is gradual over the surface of the sensor.

Baseline Subtraction

The purpose of the baseline subtraction step is to eliminate areas of non-zero pressure

which may be caused by imperfections in the sensor, imperfections in device assembly, or

persistent pressure points, such as if an object were resting on the sensor. The baseline

subtraction algorithm processes one pixel of data in the force image at a time. For each of these

pixels, it stores a baseline value, which is subtracted from the force image at each frame.

Typically, the baseline is set from the values read out from the first scan of the sensor after it is

turned on. The baseline can then be updated from time to time based on the current baseline

value and the current force sensor reading at a particular sensor location. Typically, the baseline

is updated to a value somewhere between the current baseline value and the value of the current

sensor reading. If the amount of increase/decrease in the baseline value per frame is fixed, the

baseline will change at a constant rate over time. Alternatively, the rate of increase/decrease per

frame can be set as a percentage of the difference between the current pressure reading and the



current baseline value. In this case, the baseline will change faster if the difference is greater,

and slower when the difference is small. The rate of change can be set to control the rate at

which changes in the force distribution are eliminated.

In some applications, the present invention may want the rate of change in the baseline

value at each sensor element to be different, depending on whether the baseline is increasing or

decreasing. This is because it is often desirable for the baseline to increase slower and decrease

faster so that if a user holds down on the sensor for a while, the baseline will increase slowly,

avoiding the possibility of throwing off future measurements. Furthermore, if the baseline

decreases faster than it increases, the baseline will be able to return to normal more quickly once

the user releases the touch on the sensor.

Typically, the next step after baseline subtraction in processing a pressure distribution is

blob detection. Blob detection uses an algorithm that processes the force distribution row by row

or column by column to find connected areas of pressure points that have non-zero pressure and

assigns to them a unique identifier. For each blob, statistics such as the (X,Y) position of the

centroid, area, total force, pressure, and shape of matching ellipse are calculated.

Peak separation is an optional step that can be used to further subdivide blobs that have

more than one pressure peak. Peak separation starts by finding the peaks within each blob.

Next, a breadth-first search or algorithm such as a watershed algorithm for the pixels around

each peak is performed, where only steps towards pixels with lower force values, and which are

not part of other blobs, are taken. This effectively separates the area around each peak and also

allows neighboring peaks to be found. Statistics similar as those defined for blobs can be

computed for peaks.

Algorithms may be used to adaptively split or merge peaks as desired. For example, it is

often desirable to split the peaks formed by two fingers close together, so that the fingers can be

tracked independently. At the same time, it is usually desirable to merge the peaks formed by

the different bumps in a user's palm, to allow the entire palm to be tracked as one object.

Depending on the application and situation, the present invention may choose to perform

blob detection, peak separation, or both algorithms together to detect touches. In some cases

where the present invention is not interested in tracking touches, the present invention may do



neither of these steps and simply report the array of force readings read from the sensor to the

user.
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Because there may be some inherent non-linearity in the sensor, once the present

invention has coordinates for blobs, peaks, or contacts, it may be desirable to apply a

compensation for the non-linearity to increase tracking accuracy. The compensation is

essentially a series of (X,Y) position offsets which vary depending on the location on the sensor.

These offsets can be experimentally measured or mathematically pre-computed at the

time the sensor is designed or manufactured, and stored into the sensor's memory. The

compensation will take an input (X,Y) position and remap it to a nearby output (X,Y) position.

The compensation may also take other factors such as the force or area of the contact into

account to make a more accurate adjustment. It may also be applied for some contacts, but not

others. For instance, if the user is writing with a stylus on the sensor, the present invention may

want to apply the compensation to achieve the highest possible accuracy. However, the present

invention may choose not to apply the compensation if the user is touching the sensor with their

palm, as the present invention may not care about the accuracy of the palm position since this

type of touch is relatively large and imprecise.

Contact Tracking

In order to allow software to make sense of the touches over time, it is necessary to track

touches between consecutive frames. In the contact tracking step, the present invention

iteratively matches contacts from the new frame to contacts in the old frame. Typically the

(X,Y) distance between contact centroids is the key metric used to perform the matching. Each

time a pair of contacts is matched, the contact in the new frame is given the ID of the contact in

the old frame, and a "contact moved" event is generated. Any contacts that are detected in the

new frame (that were not in the old frame) are treated as a new contact and given a new ID,

generating a "contact start" event. Any contacts that were in the old frame but are not found in

the new frame generate a "contact end" event, and the ID is subsequently recycled.

The results of the touch tracking algorithm may be fed back into the peak separation

algorithm. By doing this, the present invention can avoid touches from spuriously

appearing/disappearing where there are none as a result of the appearance of false peaks due to

noise, variation in the sensor, and/or non-smoothness in the force distribution of a touch. This



information can also help the peak separation algorithm determine which peaks should be split or

merged. For example, in the peak separation algorithm, if the present invention had detected a

touch in the previous frame, the present invention may bias the peak separation algorithm to try

to find a peak corresponding to that touch in the next frame, and if there was not a touch in a

particular location in a previous frame, the present invention may bias the peak detection not to

find a peak in that location in the next frame, or to merge it into another peak. However, this

feedback step must be implemented carefully to avoid the situation where a touch that has gone

away continues to be tracked, or the situation where a new touch is not detected because it was

not seen previously.

Communication with External Components

Typically, external hardware and/or software components are interested in receiving

either force images, contact events, or both. The communication interface handles configuration

of the sensor, and sending of force images and/or contact events. Typically, communication

starts with a hand-shake which gives the external components information about the sensor such

as its version, size, range of forces sensed, capabilities, etc., and establishes the operating

parameters of the sensor. The external components then establish what information they would

like to request. Next, a data stream is established which sends a stream of information from the

sensor at a predetermined frame rate or on the occurrence of a predetermined event. This

configuration continues until the external hardware and/or software requests a termination of the

data stream or a change in characteristics of the stream such as frame rate, resolution, what data

is being sent, etc., or the connection is broken.

Other Embodiments

A tive e i Eleqtroniqs

Instead of using resistors to create the interpolation property along rows and/or columns,

it is possible to use active electronics (consisting of transistors, op-amps, etc.), to create the

linear falloff of voltages on the drive side and the linear split of current on the sense side. The

benefit of active electronics is the ability to reduce or eliminate the non-linear interpolation

behavior described earlier, which results from a change of potential on the drive and sense

electrodes as a result of current flow through sensor elements. The active electronics may be

instantiated on a per column/row basis, or specialized circuits can be created that perform

interpolation over a series of rows or columns. For example, an IC could be designed that would



connect to each pair of adjacent active electrodes, and also to each of the interpolation resistors

between that pair of active electrodes, and create the interpolation property (either voltage falloff

or current splitting) over that set of electrodes.

Active electronics for creating the interpolation property on the drive side can be made

with a resistive voltage divider circuit (similar to the interpolation resistors) and a series of

operational amplifiers which are configured as voltage followers to generate that same voltage at

their output. The outputs of the operational amplifiers are connected to the drive electrodes (both

active and interpolating). The resistive divider circuit will in this way be electrically isolated

from the output of the sensor array, eliminating nonlinearity due to current flow through the

sensor elements.

Active electronics for creating the interpolation property on the sense side can be made

with a series of transimpedance amplifiers connected to the sense electrodes (both active and

interpolating). Each transimpedance amplifier will try to keep the sense electrode that it is

connected to at a ground potential. On its output, it will produce a voltage proportional to the

current flowing through the sense electrode. The output voltages of the transimpedance

amplifiers connected to the sense electrodes can be averaged using an averaging circuit, where

the contributions of the different electrodes are weighed differently to create a linear falloff in

sensitivity. Another way to implement the sense side is to use a transimpedance amplifier which

feeds into a transconductance amplifier at each sense electrode. The output of the

transconductance amplifier can then be fed into a series of interpolation resistors similar to those

found on a regular IFSA sensor. This combination, which can be described as a current mirror,

will produce a current at the output of the two amplifiers that is proportional to the current

flowing through the connected sense electrode, but the sense electrode will remain at a ground

potential, thereby eliminating the non-linearity.

While the embodiments described so far enable interpolation between each pair of row

and column electrodes, there may be applications where it is preferable to mix sensor regions

with interpolation and other sensor regions without interpolation, or to have interpolation along

one sensor axis but not the other.

In one embodiment, it is possible to have interpolating resistors only on the rows or only

on the columns. This would create interpolation along one axis, but not along the other, for



applications where the heightened sensing accuracy or reduced quantity of drive/sense

electronics provided by interpolation is only needed on one axis.

In another embodiment, it is possible to leave out the interpolation resistors between

some pairs of adjacent columns or some pairs of adjacent rows. This would have the effect of

breaking up the regions in which interpolation occurs, creating separate interpolating sensor

zones in proximity of each other. In this design, the electrodes on either side of the "break" in

interpolation resistors would preferably be active electrodes so that each separate interpolation

zone could be scanned all the way to its edge.

Non-lnterpolatina Force Sensing Arrays

With all of the described shunt-mode and thru-mode sensors constructions, it is also

possible to enable non-interpolating scanning. In this case, there would not be any interpolation

resistors. Instead, the multiplexing circuitry would allow the drive and sense electronics to

connect any of the electrodes. In other words, all the electrodes are non-interpolating. The

multiplexing electronics could also allow connection to multiple electrodes at the same time (for

lower resolution and multi-resolution scan modes).

With this approach, it may be possible to more accurately measure position of a contact,

to perform better disambiguation of multiple touches, and to better calculate the touch area. For

applications that involve a stylus and a finger, it may be possible to distinguish a stylus from a

finger touching the sensor simply by measuring the area of the touch.

Furthermore, the multiplexing electronics could be designed in such a way that they

could switch between an interpolating mode and a non-interpolating mode. In the interpolating

mode, only a subset of the electrodes would be connected to the drive/sense electronics, and the

rest of the electrodes would be connected via interpolating resistors as in a normal IFSA. In the

non-interpolating mode, all the electrodes would be connected to the drive/sense electronics.

This would enable an application to make use of the power, performance, and speed benefits of

interpolating sensors, and the increased resolution of non-interpolating sensors.

integration of FSA with Other Components 30 40 )

The interpolation property of IFSA sensors allows us to increase the resolution of the

sensor relative to the drive electronics. For tracking objects, such as fingers, that would typically

be much larger than the distance between sensing elements/electrodes, this approach yields very



accurate tracking. However, for objects such as a stylus, the size of the contact area may be

much smaller than the distance between sensing electrodes. In this the stylus moves

over an IFSA sensor, there may be regions (near the centers of sensor elements) where the stylus

tracking becomes discontinuous.

To improve the tracking performance for such objects, the present invention can add a

thin flexible/compressible layer over the sensor. This layer will allow the object to slightly

compress into the layer, increasing the surface area of contact, and thereby creating a more

continuous tracking response. To clarify this further, assume the present invention is attempting

to use a stylus which has a tip with a 1.25mm diameter, and the sensor the present invention is

using has a 1mm distance between nearby sensor elements. If contact is made with the sensor

directly with the stylus, only a point contact will be made, and the sensor will be able to tell only

which sensor element is being touched, but not where the stylus is between sensor elements.

Now, if the present invention adds a flexible material which is 0.625mm in thickness on top of

the sensor, and touch it with the stylus, the stylus will be able to compress slightly into the

flexible material. As it compresses into the material, the surface area of the contact will increase

to a diameter of approximately 1.25mm. Now, as the stylus moves across the surface, it will

always activate more than one sensor element. As a result, the present invention will be able to

track it at a resolution significantly higher than the 1mm pitch between sensor elements.

The only downside of this approach is that the flexible layer may be difficult to write on,

due to increased friction. To combat this, the present invention can put another thin textured

layer on top of the flexible layer to improve the surface feel. In another embodiment, the present

invention could add the flexible layer below the sensor as well, and achieve the same effect of

increasing the contact area of the stylus.

IFSA sensors can be integrated with displays in order to create a touch display.

Transparent versions of the sensors can be overlaid on top of a display. Opaque versions of the

sensor can be placed below a display. The possible display types include OLED, electrophoretic

displays (such as e-paper displays), LCD, and reflective LCD. In all of these combinations, care

must be taken to avoid bumps or particles being trapped between the layers, as these particles

can create pressure concentrations that degrade sensor accuracy.



Today, most displays are built on top of rigid substrates such as glass. However, a rigid

display may not transmit forces well enough to allow accurate touch. Thus, it is preferable to use

a flexible display. Advantageously, these display technologies can also be manufactured on

flexible substrates, such as flexible polymer film or flexible glass, creating flexible displays.

These flexible displays, when overlaid on an IFSA sensor, minimally affect IFSA sensor

performance.

It may also be possible to integrate the IFSA sensing technology into the layers of the

display itself. For instance, it may be possible to collocate the electrodes of the IFSA with the

electrodes of a display, such as an LCD display, and to collocate the FSM with some of the other

layers of the display, such as the color-filter/polarizer. As another example, it is possible to

place a transparent IFSA sensor in between the TFT panel of an LCD and a backlighting

illumination source.

In the case where it is desirable to have a display directly on top of a shunt-mode IFSA

sensor, it is possible to have the display act as the top layer. To do this, the bottom side of the

display can be directly coated with any of the already mentioned FSM materials such as printed

carbon ink. Alternatively, an FSM material such as a carbon-impregnated film can be laminated,

bonded, or fused onto the back side of the display. Also, it is possible to create a display

substrate which already has FSM impregnated into the bottom layer, so that there does not need

to be an additional printing/lamination step onto the bottom of the display. In all these cases, the

display would act as the top layer of an IFSA and it would simply have to be placed on top of a

layer with the shunt mode electrode pattern to create a combination display + IFSA sensor.

Alternately, the bottom of the display substrate can act as the top layer of a thru-mode sensor or

the bottom layer (containing electrodes) of a shunt-mode sensor. The benefit of all these options

is the possibility of increased yield, reduced cost, and reduced overall thickness.

Various layers in the display stack can also be designed to be flexible in order to improve

the resolution of stylus tracking as described in the previous section. For example, in the case

where a display has a front-light or a backlight, it may be possible to choose a light-transfer

material that is flexible and transparent such as silicone. In this case, the front-light/back-light

would help to create a better force distribution over the sensor, increasing tracking accuracy.

Additionally, this approach may help to improve display and sensor reliability by softening

accidental impacts.



IFSA sensors can be integrated with many other types of sensing technologies, including

capacitive, electromagnetic resonance (EMR), optical, acoustic, etc. Some possible sensor and

display combinations are depicted in FIG. 63 (6300) - FIG. 64 (6400). Detailed below are some

ways in which IFSA can be integrated with these sensing technologies.
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A capacitive touch sensor can be overlaid on top of an IFSA sensor. The rows and/or

columns of the IFSA sensor can even serve double-duty as row/column lines on the capacitive

sensor. This configuration can be used to increase the sensitivity of the system to very light

touch. The capacitive sensor can also be used to detect finger "hover'V'proximity" above the

IFSA sensor (it could also be used to detect proximity of palms, hands, faces, or other body

parts/conductive objects to the sensor). Another benefit of this configuration is that it would be

possible to distinguish conductive objects, such as fingers, from non-conductive objects, such as

a plastic stylus.

This is because the conductive object would have both a force signature (via the IFSA

sensor) and a capacitive signature (via the capacitive sensor), while the non-conductive object

would have only a force signature, and would be invisible to the capacitive sensor. Furthermore,

it may be possible to use the combined signal of a capacitive sensor and IFSA to improve overall

sensing accuracy and/or performance.

Because IFSA sensors can handle precise touch-tracking, the complexity and cost of the

capacitive sensor can be reduced, and the capacitive sensor can be tuned for hover/proximity

detection rather than touch detection to enable both hover (via the capacitive touch sensor) and

touch and force sensing (via the IFSA force sensor).

Because the capacitive sensor may sense a touch before it is sensed by the IFSA sensor,

the capacitive sensor can also be used as a wakeup source. This would allow the system to save

power by shutting off the IFSA sensor whenever the capacitive sensor is enabled. Conversely,

the IFSA sensor could be used to calibrate the capacitive sensor. Whenever a "contact start" or

"contact end" event is registered on the IFSA, the capacitive sensor can use these events to

calibrate its touch sensitivity. In this way, the capacitive sensor's ability to measure hover

distance/proximity can be dynamically refined at runtime.



Both mutual-capacitive and self-capacitive style capacitive sensors can be used. Mutual-

capacitive sensors consist of a set of row and column electrodes, forming a capacitor at the

intersection of each column and row. Each of these capacitors can be measured by capacitive

sensing electronics to create a grid of capacitance values. The presence of a finger creates a

capacitive coupling to ground which causes the measured capacitance between the row and

column electrodes to drop. Self-capacitive sensors consist of one or more capacitive "pads."

Each one has a connection to the sensing electronics. In a self-capacitive sensor, the capacitance

of each pad to ground is measured. This capacitance increases as a finger approaches. Mutual-

capacitive sensors are typically more accurate, but operate at a shorter range and are more

susceptible to electrical noise. Self-capacitive sensors are typically less accurate (since it is

difficult to create a high-resolution grid), but can operate at a larger range, and are typically less

susceptible to electrical noise. Either one can be used with IFSA.

Because capacitive touch sensors can be made on a similar substrate as IFSA sensors, it

may be possible to pattern all or some of a capacitive touch sensor's layers onto the unused sides

of an IFSA sensor. For instance, in a thru-mode IFSA sensor, it may be possible to pattern a set

of cap touch sense electrodes onto the top side of the top substrate and to use the electrodes on

the bottom side of the top substrate as both the IFSA and cap touch drive electrodes. In a shunt-

mode IFSA sensor, it may be possible to pattern a set of cap touch electrodes or areas onto the

top of the force sensing layer.

In one configuration, the FSM of an IFSA sensor itself can be used as a capacitive touch

sensor. In this configuration, one or more connections would be made to the FSM, and the

sensor could alternately switch between a capacitive sensing mode and a force sensing mode.

This would effectively turn the FSM into a self-capacitive sensor, which would be good for

detecting hover/proximity. In the capacitive sensing mode, the IFSA electrodes can be

grounded/floating, allowing the capacitance of the FSM to be measured without influence from

the IFSA row/column electrodes. In the force sensing mode, the FSM can be disconnected (or

put into a high impedance state), and the IFSA can be scanned as usual.

In another configuration, the electrodes of the IFSA could be used to create a mutual

capacitive sensor. In this case, the same sensor could be used for both capacitive and resistive

sensing. This approach would enable light touch and hover/proximity sensing via the capacitive

scan mode, and more accurate, higher pressure force sensing via the resistive IFSA scan mode.



The main challenge in this configuration is that the FSM could block some of the electric field.

To avoid this, the FSM could be designed to be transparent to some portion of the capacitive

field of the sensor. Alternatively, in a shunt-mode IFSA, the entire sensor could be flipped

upside down, so that the side with the electrodes becomes the side closer to the user, thus

avoiding the problem altogether.

Another difficulty with using the electrodes for both capacitive and resistive sensing is

that the interpolating resistors could interfere with capacitive measurements. To avoid this

problem, the present invention can replace the interpolating resistors with inductive components

(such as ferrite chip inductors). At low frequencies (force sensing scan) these would act as

resistors. At high frequencies (capacitive scan) these would increase their impedance and block

the capacitive signals from passing. Another way to accomplish this would be to use small ICs

instead of the resistive networks between adjacent active lines. The ICs could switch between a

resistive mode, where the interpolating lines are hooked up to each other via resistors and a

capacitive mode, where the interpolating lines are disconnected from each other or where each

active line connects to several adjacent interpolating lines. In all of these cases, the present

invention would preserve the high resolution and interpolation of the resistive scan. In the

capacitive scan mode, the scan resolution would reduce back down to the active line resolution.

Another challenge with this approach is that the presence of the FSM could interfere with

capacitive scanning. Luckily, when users are not touching or touching only lightly, the

resistance of the FSM is high. Thus, the capacitive scan mode would be minimally affected.

Furthermore, the present invention could switch between resistive and capacitive scan modes in

different areas of the sensor. In areas where no touch is detected, the scan could switch to

capacitive mode. In areas where a touch is detected, the scan mode could switch to resistive.

In the case where it is desired to combine capacitive touch, IFSA, and a display, a display

can also be placed in between a transparent capacitive touch sensor and a non-transparent IFSA

sensor, creating a touch display with both the hover and light touch capability of capacitive touch

and the precision and force sensitivity of IFSA.

Other configurations using transparent IFSAs are possible, where both the capacitive

sensor and the IFSA sensor (or a sensor combining both elements) are placed on top of the

display.



Because IFSA sensors are transparent to magnetic fields, it is possible to place an

electromagnetic sensor such as an electromagnetic resonance (EMR) sensor (often used for

stylus tracking) below the IFSA sensor and sense through it. It is also possible to place

RFID/NFC reader/writer coils below the sensor, since RFID/NFC works in a similar way by

sending electromagnetic pulses to an RFID/NFC tag/transceiver. Because magnetic fields can be

used to transmit power, it is also possible to use coils below an IFSA sensor to transmit power to

a nearby device. In fact, all of these technologies (EMR, RFID, NFC, and wireless power) can

be combined since they all use one or more conductive coils to generate a magnetic field. In the

remainder of this section, the present invention will refer to technology that enables

EMR/RFID/NFC sensing as just EMR sensing.

By combining EMR sensing with IFSA, it becomes possible not only to detect the

location and force of objects on top of the sensor, it also becomes possible to uniquely identify

objects which have an EMR/RFID/NFC tag/transceiver. It also becomes possible to transfer

power or data between the objects and the sensor. These objects can include things like

keyboards, computer mice, buttons, sliders, knobs, styli, and even mobile phones and tablets. By

placing multiple EMR/RFID/NFC transceivers into these objects, it becomes possible to sense

not just the position but also the orientation of the objects (for example, with a stylus, if a

transceiver is put into both the tip and eraser sides, it is possible to tell whether the user is writing

or erasing).

Also, it is possible to combine the information from the IFSA sensor and the EMR sensor

to extract additional information. In the case of a stylus, for example, by comparing the position

of the stylus touch and the position of the EMR transmitter, it is possible to determine the tilt

angle of the stylus. It may also be possible to combine the signal of an EMR sensor and an IFSA

sensor to improve overall accuracy and/or performance. This is possible because the EMR

sensor may have better "relative" tracking performance (in other words, it may be better at

measuring a small change in position), while the IFSA sensor may have better "absolute"

tracking performance (in other words, it may have a more accurate estimate of an object's

position, but may not be able to accurately measure very small movements). This is because

EMR sensors can be affected by the presence of ferrous objects and external magnetic fields,

which typically do not affect IFSA sensors.



Because an EMR sensor is typically manufactured on a PCB layer, it is possible to

combine the bottom PCB used for an IFSA sensor with the PCB used for the EMR sensor,

creating a 3-4 layer PCB with both functionalities. Another way to combine an IFSA sensor

with an EMR sensor is to pattern one portion of the EMR sensor (containing row or column

magnetic coils) on one unused side of the IFSA sensor and to pattern the other portion of the

EMR sensor on the other unused side of the IFSA sensor. This is most conveniently done on a

thru-mode IFSA sensor, where both the top and bottom substrate have one unused side.

The sensor combination with IFSA and EMR can also be placed below a display to create

a touch-screen with the added capabilities allowed by an EMR sensor since both EMR signals

and IFSA signals are not blocked by a display. Alternatively, it is possible to place a transparent

IFSA sensor on top of a display while placing an EMR sensor below the display.

Optical sensing technologies have been demonstrated that can track fingers or objects

optically. Some of these technologies work by shooting light beams across the surface and

detecting when one or more of the beams is interrupted. Others use an array of emitters and

receivers and detect light that bounces off of a user. This type of sensor can even be integrated

into a display such as an OLED or LCD display. Other technologies use a camera to see the

location of user's hands. Also, various ingenious designs have been shown that can compress the

optical path of these types of sensors into thin films and even display backlights.

The IFSA sensing technology can be integrated with many of these optical sensing

technologies either by placing the IFSA below the optical sensor or by placing a transparent

IFSA on top of the optical sensor. Some of the optical sensing technologies described are good

at sensing hover and proximity, but can not accurately detect when a touch has actually contacted

a surface or the force of a touch. This can be especially true in outdoor environments, where

bright sunlight can interfere with optical sensor operation. The output of the IFSA sensor and

optical sensor can be combined to create a combination that is more robust and can track objects

above the touch surface, accurately detect contact with the surface, and measure the force applied

to the surface.
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All four technologies (IFSA, EMR, capacitive, and optical touch) can be combined

together to get all the features of these technologies (force sensing, hover and light touch,



tracking/powering of EMR/NFC/RFID transceivers) in a single sensor. As described previously,

these sensors may share various layers in the stackup to reduce cost and thickness. These can

also be combined with displays to create new user interfaces, hardware devices, and unique user

experiences.

In addition to having high accuracy, scalability to large sizes, and per-touch force

sensitivity, the present invention has many other desirable characteristics. First, sensors based on

the present invention are insensitive to electrical noise, thus they do not require significant

electrical shielding and can operate robustly in many environments. This also reduces the

amount of filtering and post processing that must be done on the signals, which reduces the

complexity of the analog circuits and filtering algorithms, and reduces power consumption.

Present invention sensors provide a high dynamic range of force sensitivity from several

grams to several kilograms of force per touch point. Unlike capacitive sensors, the present

invention sensors can sense any object, such as a plastic stylus, and not just conductive objects

such as human fingers. It can also sense the fingers of users who are wearing gloves, or who

have very rough skin.

The present invention greatly simplifies the design process. The touch-separation

resolution and the touch tracking resolution of the present invention sensors can be controlled

separately and can easily be tuned to the demands of a particular application. A given sensor

configuration can be increased or decreased in size without changing the sensor characteristics,

thus a particular sensor design can be applied to a wide range of products, reducing design cost,

and time to market. Furthermore, even the shape of the present invention sensors can be changed

without changing the sensor performance. For example, a rectangular sensor design can be

easily modified to produce round, oblong, donut, peanut shaped sensors, and any other shape that

can be mapped to a two-dimensional surface. The modified sensor will have the same

performance (including touch-tracking accuracy and force sensitivity) as the original rectangular

sensor design.

The present invention sensors can be wrapped around non-flat surfaces, and can even be

manufactured directly on the exterior surfaces of devices using a variety of different

manufacturing methods. The sensors may even be incorporated into textiles and soft materials.



The present invention sensors can be manufactured with straightforward manufacturing

processes which include standard rigid or standard flexible printed circuit board (PCB)

manufacturing methods which usually involve a subtractive process or printed electronics (PE)

methods which involve the printing of conductive inks using additive processes. One major

advantage of the ability to build the sensor on a rigid or flexible PCB is that all the sensing

electronics (as well as other electronics) can be directly attached to the same PCB substrate as

the sensor itself using a standard process such as SMT (surface mount). The electronics can be

placed on the same surface as the sensor, or can be mounted on the backside of the sensor

surface. Also, some components (for example resisters) can even be embedded into the sensor

substrate. Alternately, the sensor can be added to a pre-existing circuit board design that may

have other functionality besides being a sensor. For example, one could take a TV remote or

game controller PCB (which already has a PCB with discrete buttons), a microcontroller,

transmitter, and other circuitry and add an IFSA sensor area to that same PCB with minimal

design changes.

The scanning electronics do not need any exotic components and can be built either with

off the shelf parts or with an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC). In many cases, the

scanning electronics can be implemented with a single microcontroller and some small and

inexpensive discrete components (such as resistors and capacitors).

Compared with other touch technologies, the present invention technology is inherently

low power and supports many ways to reduce that power further. For example, the present

invention supports multi-resolution scanning, which allows the user, or the software using the

sensors, to reduce scan resolution, while at the same time increasing speed and reducing power

consumption in real time. The sensor design also supports even lower power modes with

reduced functionality which can detect the presence and/or rough location of a single or multiple

touches without having to perform a full scan of the sensor. The present invention supports very

fast frame rates for applications that require fast feedback or response, such as musical

instruments.

Finally, the present invention is robust and can be designed to survive the stringent

environmental requirements of consumer, military, automotive, and industrial electronics.

Because it senses force rather than changes in capacitance, it can operate in the presence of water



or other fluids, and can be hermetically sealed, permitting it to function underwater and in the

most hostile environments.

EXEMPLARY APPLICATION CONTEXTS

The sensors presented in the present invention can be used for many different

applications. These applications fall into categories which include general purpose multi-touch

input, replacing simpler discrete controls such as buttons or sliders, and measuring pressure

distributions. In the first category are applications such as phone, tablet, laptop, and display

touch panels and also writing pads, digitizers, signature pads, track pads, and game controllers.

In the second category are applications in toys, musical instruments (such as electric pianos,

drums, guitars, and keyboards), digital cameras, hand tools, and replacing dashboard controls on

automobiles and other vehicles. In the third category are applications in scientific / industrial

measurement (such as measuring the shape or flatness of a surface), medical measurement (such

as measuring the pressure distribution of a person's feet or their movement in a bed), and

robotics applications (such as coating a robot with sensors to give it the ability to feel touch and

contact).

Furthermore, there are many other applications beyond the ones that are listed, and many

applications may use the sensors in different modalities. For example, in some applications a

sensor could be used as a general purpose input, a set of simple controls such as buttons or

sliders, and as an area pressure sensor. These different uses could be simultaneous, could be

separated in time, or could be separated in space (different areas of the sensor behave in different

ways). More importantly, the different uses of the sensor can all be enabled in software, giving

the designer/developer an incredible level of flexibility in the way that they use the sensor.

In user interface applications, the present invention sensors are extremely useful because

they can distinguish between a light touch and a press. In direct manipulation interfaces such as

smart phones or tablets, light touch is often used by users when they are moving their fingers

from one area to another, scrolling, sliding, or want more information about an on-screen item.

Heavy touch can be used for dragging, selection, activation, and engagement of a control.

Furthermore, different levels of heavy touch can be used to modulate the strength/amplitude of

an interaction. In indirect manipulation applications such as track pads, writing pads, and

digitizer pads, light touch can be used for moving a cursor onscreen and hovering over an item to

get more information, while heavy touch can be used (as a clutch) for dragging, selection,



activation, or manipulation. Finally, pressure can be used to gauge user intent. For example, in

applications where we are simulating physical controls such as buttons, sliders, and knobs (for

example, when emulating a keyboard, a recording mixer, or a generic control panel), the controls

can ignore light touch in order to allow the user to comfortably rest their hands on the interface

without accidentally activating anything.

Because of the high accuracy of the present invention sensors, they can be used to capture

fine motion. This is very important in applications such as tracking a stylus with high precision

to enable writing, drawing, sketching, painting, calligraphy, and other interactions involving a

stylus. A soft layer can be added above or below the sensor to create a nicer surface feel and to

further improve tracking accuracy. The present invention sensors can be combined with

displays. This can be done either by creating a transparent sensor and layering it on top of the

display, by incorporating the technology into the substrate of the display itself, or by layering the

sensor behind the display and feeling force through the display. This works especially well with

flexible displays.

The present invention sensor can also be combined with other sensing technologies. For

example, a capacitive touch sensor can be placed on top of the present invention sensor to enable

the detection of hover above the surface and extremely light touch.

Because the present invention sensor is transparent to magnetic fields, a

magnetic/electromagnetic sensor, such as an EMR sensor, can be placed below the present

invention sensor to enable the detection/tracking of styli or other devices with active or passive

magnetic/electromagnetic tags. A display can also be layered into any of these stack-ups. The

combination of these different sensor technologies can enable richer interactions.

Because the present invention sensors feel pressure, and pressure is easily transferred

through most deformable surfaces, the present invention sensors can also be embedded below a

variety of deformable surfaces. For example, they can be embedded underneath

flexible/deformable floors, under flexible robot skin, or under paint on a wall. They can be

embedded into the surfaces of tables, or onto mats that lay on top of tables.

The present invention sensors can also be used to add sensing to unused surfaces. For

example, they can be placed on the back of a phone, tablet, or game controller to allow extra

degrees of interaction by touching the back of the device.



Visual feedback on the screen can be used to give the users a sense of where and how

hard they are touching.

Sensors can also be placed on the back of a digital watch or other small devices, where

space for a user-interface device is extremely limited, thereby increasing the available touch-area

without increasing the size of the device.

The present invention sensor can be manufactured on a flexible substrate, allowing them

to be embedded into flexible devices.

Some example applications include creating a flexible phone or a flexible tablet, using

the sensor in the wristband of a digital watch or bracelet, and putting the sensor into the sole of a

shoe or sneaker or into clothing to track a user's motions, detect impacts or provide a portable

user-interface.

The present invention sensors can also be designed such that they can be cut or folded to

wrap around complex surfaces such as a robot fingertip. Or, they can be directly manufactured

onto complex surfaces. In short, almost any surface can be imbued with touch sensitivity by

layering one of the present invention sensors on, behind, or inside of it.

While the present invention may be embodied in a wide variety of forms based on

application context, one preferred exemplary invention embodiment as applied to a tablet form

factor. This user interface context is generally depicted in the views of FIG. 65 (6500) - FIG. 76

(7600). Here the tablet user interface (assembled in FIG. 65 (6500) and depicted in the assembly

view of FIG. 66 (6600)) is comprised of a tablet base (FIG. 67 (6700)) that supports a printed

circuit board (PCB) (including the VIA and associated control electronics) (FIG. 68 (6800) -

FIG. 69 (6900)), pressure membrane (FIG. 70 (7000)), overlay (FIG. 7 1 (7100)), and covering

bezel (FIG. 72 (7200)) with backlit LOGO indicia.

This exemplary embodiment of the invention as depicted in FIG. 65 (6500) - FIG. 66

(6600) is designed to target applications in desktops/laptops or tablet user interfaces. For

desktop/laptop use, it will typically be used by connecting it to a computer via the USB port. For

tablet use, it will typically be charged and/or configured via the USB port, but transmit data via



Bluetooth/Bluetooth LE. The device may be designed to magnetically latch to a tablet/tablet

cover, and could have interchangeable and possibly back-lit overlays.

m
As generally depicted in FIG. 66 (6600), the assembly stack for this preferred exemplary

embodiment incorporates a base (FIG. 67 (6700)), PCB/battery (FIG. 68 (6800) - FIG. 69

(6900)), membrane (FIG. 70 (7000)), overlay (FIG. 7 1 (7100)), and bezel (FIG. 72 (7200)).

Base (6700!

As generally depicted in FIG. 67 (6700), the base for this preferred exemplary

embodiment will preferably be made of a rigid material such as aluminum, with alignment pins

(6701, 6702, 6703, 6704) utilized to help align the layer stack comprising the tablet system.

PCB/Battery f6800)-f63QQ¾

As generally depicted in FIG. 68 (6800) - FIG. 69 (6900), the PCB (6910) / Battery

(6920) layer includes the following:

• Area (6911) for microcontroller, analog sensing circuits, power/battery management,

BLUETOOTH® radio, USB TX/RX, and other electronics;

• Micro-USB connector (6912);

• Sensor active-area (6913);

• Battery (Li-Poly or similar power source) (6920); and

• Alignment holes (x4) (6931, 6932, 6933, 6934).

Force Senstna Membrane (70001

As generally depicted in FIG. 70 (7000), the force sensing membrane layer includes the

following:

• Substrate (such as PET or KAPTON®);

• Force-sensing material such as FSR on the underside of the substrate; and

• Alignment holes (x4).

As generally depicted in FIG. 7 1 (7100), the overlay may be pliable, with a slippery

upper surface. It is anticipated that overlays may be swappable, with different graphics, or tactile

relief patterns. Overlays are also anticipated in some configurations to be back-lit or side-lit.



As generally depicted in FIG. 72 (7200), the covering bezel may include the following:

Graphic/logo, which can be a light-pipe, and may be back-lit with constant or changing

illumination patterns;

Opening for the overlay; and

Opening for a USB ort or other communication interface.

As generally depicted in the sectional and detail views of FIG. 73 (7300) - FIG. 76

(7600), while mechanical construction may vary widely, it is anticipated that some preferred

invention embodiments may be configured to a thickness of approximately 4.25mm. The

reduced complexity of the electronics needed to monitor the VIA results in a reduced area

required for electrical components and battery capacity and as such may result in some

configurations being significantly thinner than competing technologies.

The device may be held together by clasps between base and bezel and thin adhesive

layers between base and PCB, PCB and membrane, and membrane and bezel. The overlay may

be configured to simply drop in or may have some means of coupling to the base cavity, which

may include ma nets or clasps.

- FIG. 76 (7600) may be implemented using a microcontroller and PCB as generally depicted in

the schematic block diagram of FIG. 77 (7700) and PCB layout of FIG. 78 (7800) (top copper),

FIG. 79 (7900) (bottom copper), and FIG. 80 (8000) (via pads). This layout generally depicts a

typical VIA array that is mated with a pressure sensitive material and embedded in the tablet

form factor as generally illustrated by FIG. 65 (6500) - FIG. 76 (7600). The schematic depicted

in FIG. 77 (7700) makes use of conventional microcontroller technology with integrated host

computer communications (USB, I2C, SPI, wireless (BLUETOOTH®, BLUETOOTH LE®,

other 2.4GHz interface, etc.), UART), ADC inputs, general purpose digital I/O (GPIOs) in

conjunction with GPIO expanders and multiplexers to implement the column drivers and row

sense circuitry depicted in this document.



CAPACITIVE INTERPOLATION SENSOR (8 H 88 )

Yet another embodiment of the present invention may utilize the interpolation concepts

associated with the FSA in the context of a capacitive sensor array as depicted in FIG. 8 1 (8100)

- FIG. 88 (8800). The designs depicted in these drawings describe two exemplary

configurations:

• single-sided diamond pattern with bridges (as generally depicted in FIG. 8 1 (8100) -

FIG. 82 (8200)); and

• double-sided with straight rows and columns (as generally depicted in FIG. 83 (8300) -

FIG. 84 (8400)).

These two designs are specifically targeted for transparent capacitive sensors. This type

of sensor typically resides between a display and a protective upper layer (such as a plastic film

or glass layer). There may also be transparent shielding layers between the sensor and the

display. Note that in the case of the diamond-patterned sensor, it could also be flipped upside

down and then laminated to the display. In this case, the substrate could become the layer that

the user touches. In the case of the double-sided sensor, the two sides (rows and columns) could

be printed on separate substrates, and the substrates could then be laminated together. In this

case, we could do the same trick of flipping the sensor upside down, to have one of the substrates

act as the touch-surface.

Sin e S. e Diamond Pattern With Bridges 8 )~82 )

As generally depicted in FIG. 8 1 (8100) - FIG. 82 (8200), a capacitor sensor employing a

single-sided diamond pattern is illustrated that is formed on a substrate (8101) such as glass or

plastic. In this preferred embodiment, conductive bridges (8102) (with dielectric below to avoid

shorting with columns) are formed between transparent conductors (8103) (such as ITO, carbon

nanotubes, conductive polymer, nano-wires, patterned conductor, etc.) to form the VIA. This

array is attached to column (8104) and row (8105) interpolation resistors formed either by

depositing a resistive material or simply by leaving a thin bridge of the transparent conductor on

the substrate (8101) surface. These IIC and IIR resistors (8104, 8105) are electrically coupled

via column (8106) and row (8107) connections to active column trace lines (8108) and active

row trace lines (8109). These column (8108) and row (8109) trace lines are routed to areas



(8110) for bonding conductive flexes which interconnect with drive and sense electronics (or in

some cases configured for directly bonding electronics to the substrate (8101).

Referring to the sectional view of FIG. 82 (8200), the substrate (8201) is seen supporting

the column transparent conductors (8203) and row transparent conductors (8213). A dielectric

layer (8212) separates the column transparent conductors (8203) and row transparent conductors

(8213) and supports the conductive bridges (8202). Also depicted in this cross section are the

row trace connections (8207) and row traces (8209) that may be formed using etched or printed

conductive material.

fe Pattern With ra w y W
As generally depicted in FIG. 83 (8300) - FIG. 84 (8400), a capacitor sensor employing a

double-sided pattern with straight rows and columns is illustrated that is formed on a substrate

(8301) such as glass or plastic. In this preferred embodiment, columns (8302) and rows (8303)

are on opposite sides of the sensor (so they do not short) and may alternatively be deposited onto

separate substrates (one for rows and one for columns). The columns (8302) and rows (8303)

are formed of transparent conductors (such as ITO, carbon nanotubes, conductive polymer, nano-

wires, patterned conductor, etc.) to form the VIA. This array is attached to column (8304) and

row (8305) interpolation resistors formed either by depositing a resistive material or simply by

leaving a thin bridge of the transparent conductor on the substrate (8301) surface. These IIC and

IIR resistors (8304, 8305) are electrically coupled via column (8306) and row (8307) connections

to active column trace lines (8308) and active row trace lines (8309). These column (8308) and

row (8309) trace lines are routed to areas (8310) for bonding conductive flexes which

interconnect with drive and sense electronics (or in some cases configured for directly bonding

electronics to the substrate (8301).

Referring to the sectional view of FIG. 84 (8400), the substrate (8401) is seen supporting

the column transparent conductors (8402) and row transparent conductors (8403). Also depicted

in this cross section are the row trace connections (8407) and row traces (8409) that may be

formed using etched or printed conductive material.

One advantage of both of these designs is that they can be manufactured with the same

exact process currently used to make capacitive touch sensors. The main difference is that this

invention embodiment adds the in-between (interpolating) rows and columns and changes the



mask pattern for the transparent conductive material (usually ITO) to create little conductive

lines, which act as the interpolating resistors. The resistance can be adjusted by changing the

width of these lines. Besides changing the mask patterns (and possibly some changes to the test

procedures), there are no extra ste s involved in manufacturing these capacitive sensors.

The advantage of an interpolating capacitive sensor based on this disclosed design is that

it has much better linearity than a conventional capacitive sensor. This results in:

• much better touch and stylus tracking without needing to calibrate the sensor;

• better estimation of touch shape and area;

• better signal; and

• the ability to use much thinner cover-glass/plastic between the user's finger and the

sensor, allowing for much thinner devices.

The last point is very important in the construction of mobile/portable devices such as tablets,

cellphones, smartphones, and the like.

For an opaque capacitive sensor, it is possible to use one of these designs, and

incorporate the use of one of the IFSA conductor patterns discussed previously, and just remove

the force sensing material. The force sensing material would typically be replaced with a

dielectric such as a thin plastic film or glass in this application.

An example of the present invention as applied to a pressure sensor tablet form factor is

depicted in FIG. 85 (8500) wherein a drinking cup is contacted with the pressure sensor tablet

surface. FIG. 86 (8600) depicts a profile of the sensed pressure without interpolation and the

grid associated with the TSM read out from the TSA along with detected pressure regions. FIG.

87 (8700) depicts an approximate reconstruction of the forces seen by the individal force sensing

elements in the VIA obtained by performing an upsampling operation of the TSM. FIG. 88

(8800) depicts the individual detected ellipse data computed by the CCD based on the TSM data

depicted in FIG. 86 (8600). Note that the TSM data as illustrated in FIG. 86 (8600) can be used

to reconstruct the fine detail as seen in the upsampled data depicted in FIG. 87 (8700) and to

generate the discrete regions of detection in FIG. 87 (8700) and ellipses in FIG. 88 (8800).



An example of the present invention as applied to a pressure sensor tablet form factor is

depicted in FIG. 89 (8900) wherein a paintbrush is contacted with the pressure sensor tablet

surface. FIG. 90 (9000) depicts the pressure profile of the TSM obtained by the CCD by

scanning the TSA. FIG. 9 1 (9100) depicts the associated pressure regions detected based on the

pressure profile. FIG. 92 (9200) depicts the individual detected ellipse data computed by the

CCD based on the TSM data depicted in FIG. 90 (9000).

As can be seen from this example, the pressure sensor VIA is both sensitive and capable

of detecting shape/ellipse data associated with individual areas of the contact region. This

example also depicts the extreme sensitivity of the system using the interpolation techniques

taught by the present invention.

SYSTEM SUMMARY

The present invention system anticipates a wide variety of variations in the basic theme

of construction, but can be generalized as a touch sensor detector system comprising:

(a) touch sensor array (TSA);

(b) array column driver (ACD);

(c) column switching register (CSR);

(d) column driving source (CDS);

(e) array row sensor (ARS);

(f) row switching register (RSR);

(g) analog to digital converter (ADC); and

GO computing control device (CCD);

wherein

the TSA comprises a variable impedance array (VIA) comprising VIA columns and VIA

rows;

the VIA is configured to electrically couple a plurality of interlinked impedance columns

(IIC) within the TSA with a plurality of interlinked impedance rows (IIR) within

the TSA;

the IIC further comprises one or more individual column impedance elements (ICIE)

electrically connected in series between the VIA columns;



the IIR further comprises one or more individual row impedance elements (IRIE)

electrically connected in series between the VIA rows;

the ACD is configured to select the IIC within the TSA based on the CSR;

the ACD is configured to electrically drive the selected IIC using the CDS;

the ARS is configured to select the IIR within the TSA based on the RSR;

the ADC is configured to sense the electrical state of the selected IIR and convert the

electrical state to a sensed digital value (SDV); and

the CCD is configured to sample the SDV from the ADC at a plurality of positions within

the TSA to form a touch sensor matrix (TSM) data structure.

This general system summary may be augmented by the various elements described

herein to produce a wide variety of invention embodiments consistent with this overall design

description.

METHOD

The present invention method anticipates a wide variety of variations in the basic theme

of implementation, but can be generalized as a touch sensor detector method wherein the method

is performed on a touch sensor detector system comprising:

(a) touch sensor array (TSA);

(b) array column driver (ACD);

(c) column switching register (CSR);

(d) column driving source (CDS);

(e) array row sensor (ARS);

(f) row switching register (RSR);

(g) analog to digital converter (ADC); and

GO computing control device (CCD);

wherein

the TSA comprises a variable impedance array (VIA) comprising VIA columns and VIA

rows;

the VIA is configured to electrically couple a plurality of interlinked impedance columns

(IIC) within the TSA with a plurality of interlinked impedance rows (IIR) within

the TSA;



the IIC further comprises one or more individual column impedance elements (ICIE)

electrically connected in series;

the IIR further comprises one or more individual row impedance elements (IRIE)

electrically connected in series;

the ACD is configured to select the IIC within the TSA based on the CSR;

the ACD is configured to electrically drive the selected IIC using the CDS;

the ARS is configured to select the IIR within the TSA based on the RSR;

the ADC is configured to sense the electrical state of the selected IIR and convert the

electrical state to a sensed digital value (SDV); and

the CCD is configured to sample the SDV from the ADC at a plurality of positions within

the TSA to form a touch sensor matrix (TSM) data structure;

wherein the method comprises the steps of:

(1) under control of the CCD, configuring the IIC within the VIA;

(2) under control of the CCD, configuring the IIR within the VIA;

(3) under control of the CCD, electrically stimulating the IIC with the CDS;

(4) under control of the CCD, sensing an electrical response in the IIR with the ADC

and converting the electrical response to digital data;

(5) under control of the CCD, storing the digital data in the TSM;

(6) under control of the CCD, determining if predetermined variations in the CDR,

the IIC, and the IIR have been logged to the TSM, and if so, proceeding to step

(8);

(7) under control of the CCD, reconfiguring the CDS, the IIC, and the IIR for a new

VIA sensing variant and proceeding to step (3);

(8) under control of the CCD, interpolating the TSM values to determine focal points

of activity within the VIA;

(9) under control of the CCD, converting the focal point activity information into a

user interface input command sequence; and

(10) under control of the CCD, transmitting the user interface input command

sequence to a computer system for action and proceeding to step (1).



This general method summary may be augmented by the various elements described

herein to produce a wide variety of invention embodiments consistent with this overall design

description.

SYSTEM/METHOD VARIATIONS

The present invention anticipates a wide variety of variations in the basic theme of

construction. The examples presented previously do not represent the entire scope of possible

usages. They are meant to cite a few of the almost limitless possibilities.

This basic system and method may be augmented with a variety of ancillary

embodiments, including but not limited to:

• An embodiment wherein the CDS comprises an electrical source selected from a group

consisting of: DC voltage source; AC voltage source; arbitrary waveform generator

(AWG) voltage source; DC current source; AC current source; and arbitrary waveform

generator (AWG) current source.

• An embodiment wherein the CSR is configured to electrically couple each individual

external column of the IIC to an electrical source type selected from a group consisting

of: open circuit; zero potential voltage source; voltage source defined by the CSR;

current source defined by the CSR; voltage derived from the CDS; and current derived

from the CDS.

• An embodiment wherein the RSR is configured to electrically couple each individual

external row of the IIR to an electrical sink type selected from a group consisting of:

open circuit; zero potential voltage source; voltage source defined by the RSR; current

sink defined by the RSR; and the ADC.

• An embodiment wherein the IIC comprises a plurality of resistors electrically coupling

adjacent columns of the VIA and the IIR comprises a plurality of resistors electrically

coupling adjacent rows of the VIA.

• An embodiment wherein the VIA comprises an array of pressure-sensitive resistive

elements configured to electrically couple a row of the array with a column of the array,

wherein the electrical coupling varies based on pressure applied to the TSA.



An embodiment wherein the CCD is configured to vary the effective area of the TSA that

is sampled by the ADC by dynamically varying the configuration of the CSR and the

RSR.

An embodiment wherein the CCD is configured to analyze the TSM and produce a vector

of digital pointer values (DPV) selected from a group consisting of: a plurality of

interpolated positions on the TSA; a plurality of interpolated maximum pressure positions

on the TSA; a plurality of interpolated total forces applied to the TSA; a plurality of

interpolated total areas sensed on the TSA; a plurality of interpolated pressure positions

on the TSA; a plurality of detected shapes on the TSA; interpolated positions of a

plurality of detected ellipses on the TSA with each the ellipse comprising a major axis,

minor axis, and rotational orientation.

An embodiment wherein the ADC comprises a signal converter selected from a group

consisting of: voltage-to-digital converter; current-to-digital converter; amplifier; and

low-pass filter.

An embodiment wherein the ADC comprises a signal converter comprising either a

voltage-to-digital converter or a current-to-digital converter, wherein the signal converter

is electrically coupled to a signal conditioning circuit selected from a group consisting of:

amplifier; low-pass filter; and low-pass filter and amplifier in combination.

An embodiment wherein the VIA further comprises physical columns electrically

coupled to physical rows via a pressure-sensitive sensor element located at the

intersections of the physical columns and the physical rows wherein the pressure-

sensitive sensor element is present in only a subset of the intersections to form a shaped

sensor array.

An embodiment wherein the CCD is configured to convert the TSM to an interpolated

touch state (ITS) based on the state of the CDS, the CSR, and the RSR.

An embodiment wherein the CCD is configured to transmit the TSM to a digital data

processor (DDP).

An embodiment wherein the CSR is configured to electrically couple external columns of

the IIC to a single electrical source selected from a group consisting of: open circuit;

zero potential voltage source; voltage source defined by the CSR; current source defined

by the CSR; voltage derived from the CDS; and current derived from the CDS.



An embodiment wherein the CSR is configured to electrically couple an external column

of the IIC to a single electrical source selected from a group consisting of: open circuit;

zero potential voltage source; voltage source defined by the CSR; current source defined

by the CSR; voltage derived from the CDS; and current derived from the CDS.

An embodiment wherein the RSR is configured to electrically couple external rows of the

IIR to a single electrical sink selected from a group consisting of: open circuit; zero

potential voltage source; voltage source defined by the RSR; current sink defined by the

RSR; and the ADC.

An embodiment wherein the RSR is configured to electrically couple an external row of

the IIR to a single electrical sink selected from a group consisting of: open circuit; zero

potential voltage source; voltage source defined by the RSR; current sink defined by the

RSR; and the ADC.

An embodiment wherein the IIC comprises variable resistors interconnecting columns of

the VIA with the resistance of the variable resistors defined by the CSR.

An embodiment wherein the IIR comprises variable resistors interconnecting rows of the

VIA with the resistance of the variable resistors defined by the RSR.

An embodiment wherein the IIC comprises a plurality of impedances electrically

coupling adjacent columns of the VIA.

An embodiment wherein the IIC comprises a plurality of resistors electrically coupling

adjacent columns of the VIA.

An embodiment wherein the IIC comprises active circuitry electrically coupling adjacent

columns of the VIA.

An embodiment wherein the IIR comprises a plurality of impedances electrically

coupling adjacent rows of the VIA.

An embodiment wherein the IIR comprises a plurality of resistors electrically coupling

adjacent rows of the VIA.

An embodiment wherein the IIR comprises active circuitry electrically coupling adjacent

rows of the VIA.

An embodiment wherein the IIC comprises a plurality of MOSFETs electrically coupling

adjacent columns of the VIA.



An embodiment wherein the IIR comprises a plurality of MOSFETs electrically coupling

adjacent rows of the VIA.

An embodiment wherein the impedances interconnecting the IIC are configured

dynamically based on the CSR.

An embodiment wherein the impedances interconnecting the IIR are configured

dynamically based on the RSR.

An embodiment wherein the TSM comprises a column count that is less than or equal to

the number of columns in the VIA.

An embodiment wherein the TSM comprises a row count that is less than or equal to the

number of rows in the VIA.

An embodiment wherein the CDS is varied based on the state of the CSR.

An embodiment wherein the CDS is varied based on the state of the RSR.

An embodiment wherein the VIA comprises an array of impedance elements configured

to electrically couple a row of the array with a column of the array, wherein the VIA

impedance elements each have an impedance magnitude greater than that of the

individual column impedance within the IIC.

An embodiment wherein the VIA comprises an array of impedance elements configured

to electrically couple a row of the array with a column of the array, wherein the VIA

impedance elements each have an impedance magnitude greater than that of the

individual row impedance within the IIR.

An embodiment wherein the VIA comprises an array of impedance elements configured

to electrically couple a row of the array with a column of the array, wherein the VIA

impedance elements each have an impedance magnitude greater than that of both the

individual column impedance within the IIC and the individual row impedance within the

IIR.

An embodiment wherein the VIA comprises an array of capacitance-sensitive elements

configured to electrically couple a row of the array with a column of the array, wherein

the electrical coupling varies based on capacitance sensed by the TSA.

An embodiment wherein the VIA comprises an array of capacitance-sensitive elements

and pressure-sensitive elements that are configured collectively to electrically couple a

row of the array with a column of the array, wherein the electrical coupling varies based



on capacitance and pressure sensed by the TSA at the intersection of the array row and

the array column.

An embodiment wherein the ADC comprises a dynamically adjustable threshold detector

configured to activate based on a historical average value of the electrical state of the IIR.

An embodiment wherein the CCD is configured to vary the rate at which the CSR and the

RSR are modified and the rate at which the ADC is sampled.

An embodiment wherein the CCD is configured to analyze the TSM and produce a digital

pointer value (DPV) corresponding to an interpolated position on the TSA.

An embodiment wherein the CCD is configured to analyze the TSM and produce a digital

pointer value (DPV) corresponding to an interpolated maximum pressure position on the

TSA.

An embodiment wherein the CCD is configured to analyze the TSM and produce a digital

pointer value (DPV) corresponding to an interpolated total force applied to the TSA.

An embodiment wherein the CCD is configured to analyze the TSM and produce a digital

pointer value (DPV) corresponding to an interpolated total area sensed on the TSA.

An embodiment wherein the CCD is configured to analyze the TSM and produce a digital

pointer value (DPV) corresponding to an interpolated position of a detected shape on the

TSA.

An embodiment wherein the CCD is configured to analyze the TSM and produce a digital

pointer value (DPV) corresponding to an interpolated position of a detected ellipse

comprising a major axis, minor axis, and rotational orientation.

An embodiment wherein the CCD is configured to analyze the TSM and produce a vector

of digital pointer values (DPV) corresponding to a plurality of interpolated positions on

the TSA.

An embodiment wherein the CCD is configured to analyze the TSM and produce a vector

of digital pointer values (DPV) corresponding to a plurality of interpolated maximum

pressure positions on the TSA.

An embodiment wherein the CCD is configured to analyze the TSM and produce a vector

of digital pointer values (DPV) corresponding to a plurality of interpolated total forces

applied to the TSA.



An embodiment wherein the CCD is configured to analyze the TSM and produce a vector

of digital pointer values (DPV) corresponding to a plurality of interpolated total areas

sensed on the TSA.

An embodiment wherein the CCD is configured to analyze the TSM and produce a vector

of digital pointer values (DPV) corresponding to a plurality of interpolated pressure

positions on the TSA.

An embodiment wherein the CCD is configured to analyze the TSM and produce a vector

of digital pointer values (DPV) corresponding to a plurality of detected shapes on the

TSA.

An embodiment wherein the CCD is configured to analyze the TSM and produce a vector

of digital pointer values (DPV) corresponding to interpolated positions of a plurality of

detected ellipses on the TSA with each the ellipse comprising a major axis, minor axis,

and rotational orientation.

An embodiment wherein the TSM is sequentially stored in a three-dimensional matrix to

provide temporal indication of time-based differential pressure applied to the TSA.

An embodiment wherein the electrical state of the IIR is processed by a signal

conditioner before sensing by the ADC.

An embodiment wherein the ADC comprises a voltage-to-digital converter.

An embodiment wherein the ADC comprises a current-to-digital converter.

An embodiment wherein the CDS comprises a plurality of AC electrical sources

operating at different frequencies.

An embodiment wherein the ADC is configured to discriminate a plurality of AC

frequencies.

An embodiment wherein: multiple columns of the VIA are driven under control of the

CCD via activation of the CDS using a plurality of AC electrical sources operating at

different frequencies; and multiple rows of the VIA are sensed under control of the CCD

via the ADC.

An embodiment wherein the ADC is configured to discriminate a plurality of AC

frequencies simultaneously within the selected IIR and generates the SDV for each the

discriminated AC frequency.

An embodiment wherein the VIA comprises a non-rectangular array structure.



An embodiment wherein the VIA further comprises physical columns electrically

coupled to physical rows via a capacitive-sensitive sensor element located at the

intersections of the physical columns and the physical rows wherein the capacitive-

sensitive sensor element is present in only a subset of the intersections.

An embodiment wherein the VIA comprises an array of orthogonal row and column

sensing elements.

An embodiment wherein the VIA comprises an array of non-orthogonal row and column

sensing elements.

An embodiment wherein the VIA comprises a radial array of row and column sensing

elements.

An embodiment wherein the VIA comprises an elliptical array of row and column

sensing elements.

An embodiment wherein the impedances within the IIC are dynamically configurable

based on the state of the CSR.

An embodiment wherein the impedances within the IIR are dynamically configurable

based on the state of the RSR.

An embodiment wherein the VIA comprises a force-sensor further comprising a

transparent layer between a protective top layer and a supportive back layer.

An embodiment wherein the VIA comprises a force-sensor further comprising an

intermediate layer between a protective top layer and a supportive back layer.

An embodiment wherein the VIA comprises a force-sensor further comprising an

intermediate layer between a transparent protective top layer and a supportive back layer.

An embodiment wherein the VIA comprises a force-sensor further comprising an

intermediate layer between a protective top layer and a supportive back layer wherein one

or both of the top layer and the back layer are flexible.

An embodiment wherein the VIA comprises a force-sensor further comprising an

intermediate layer between a transparent protective top layer and a supportive back layer

wherein one or both of the top layer and the back layer are flexible.

An embodiment wherein the VIA comprises a force-sensor further comprising one or

more of a capacitive touch sensor layer, an electromagnetic resonance (EMR) sensor

layer, and an optical touch sensor layer.



• An embodiment wherein the VIA comprises a force-sensor further comprising a

capacitive touch sensor layer configured to detect proximity prior to contact with the

VIA.

• An embodiment wherein the VIA comprises a force-sensor further comprising an optical

sensor layer configured to detect proximity prior to contact with the VIA.

• An embodiment wherein the CCD is configured to collect and store VIA force pressure

sensing data and VIA capacitive touch sensing data in the TSM.

• An embodiment wherein the system further comprises an active capacitance stylus (ACS)

configured to receive a wireless signal transmitted from the IIC or the IIR.

• An embodiment wherein the system further comprises an active capacitance stylus (ACS)

configured to emit a wireless signal for detection by the IIC and the IIR.

• An embodiment wherein the system further comprises an active capacitance stylus (ACS)

configured to emit a wireless signal for detection by the IIC and the IIR wherein the

wireless signal varies based on user input to the ACS.

One skilled in the art will recognize that other embodiments are possible based on

combinations of elements taught within the above invention description.

GENERALIZED COMPUTER USABLE MEDIUM

In various alternate embodiments, the present invention may be implemented as a

computer program product for use with a computerized computing system. Those skilled in the

art will readily appreciate that programs defining the functions defined by the present invention

can be written in any appropriate programming language and delivered to a computer in many

forms, including but not limited to: (a) information permanently stored on non-writeable storage

media (e.g., read-only memory devices such as ROMs or CD-ROM disks); (b) information

alterably stored on writeable storage media (e.g., floppy disks and hard drives); and/or (c)

information conveyed to a computer through communication media, such as a local area

network, a telephone network, or a public network such as the Internet. When carrying computer

readable instructions that implement the present invention methods, such computer readable

media represent alternate embodiments of the present invention.

As generally illustrated herein, the present invention system embodiments can

incorporate a variety of computer readable media that comprise computer usable medium having



computer readable code means embodied therein. One skilled in the art will recognize that the

software associated with the various processes described herein can be embodied in a wide

variety of computer accessible media from which the software is loaded and activated. Pursuant

to In re Beauregard, 35 USPQ2d 1383 (U.S. Patent 5,710,578), the present invention anticipates

and includes this type of computer readable media within the scope of the invention. Pursuant to

In re Nuijten, 500 F.3d 1346 (Fed. Cir. 2007) (U.S. Patent Application S/N 09/21 1,928), the

present invention scope is limited to computer readable media wherein the media is both tangible

and non-transitory.



CONCLUSION

A touch sensor detector system and method incorporating an interpolated sensor array has been

disclosed. The system and method utilize a touch sensor array (TSA) configured to detect

proximity/contact/pressure (PCP) via a variable impedance array (VIA) electrically coupling

interlinked impedance columns (IIC) coupled to an array column driver (ACD), and interlinked

impedance rows (IIR) coupled to an array row sensor (ARS). The ACD is configured to select

the IIC based on a column switching register (CSR) and electrically drive the IIC using a column

driving source (CDS). The VIA conveys current from the driven IIC to the IIC sensed by the

ARS. The ARS selects the IIR within the TSA and electrically senses the IIR state based on a

row switching register (RSR). Interpolation of ARS sensed current/voltage allows accurate

detection of TSA PCP and/or spatial location.



The following rules apply when interpreting the CLAIMS of the present invention:

The CLAIM PREAMBLE should be considered as limiting the scope of the claimed

invention.

"WHEREIN" clauses should be considered as limiting the scope of the claimed

invention.

"WHEREBY" clauses should be considered as limiting the scope of the claimed

invention.

"ADAPTED TO" clauses should be considered as limiting the scope of the claimed

invention.

"ADAPTED FOR" clauses should be considered as limiting the scope of the claimed

invention.

The phrase "AND/OR" in the context of an expression "X and/or Y" should be

interpreted to define the set of "(X and Y)" in union with the set "(X or Y)" as

interpreted by Ex Parte Gross (USPTO Patent Trial and Appeal Board, Appeal

2011-004811, S/N 11/565,411, ("'and/or' covers embodiments having element A

alone, B alone, or elements A and B taken together").



Although a preferred embodiment of the present invention has been illustrated in the

accompanying drawings and described in the foregoing Detailed Description, it will be

understood that the invention is not limited to the embodiments disclosed, but is capable of

numerous rearrangements, modifications, and substitutions without departing from the spirit of

the invention as set forth and defined by the following claims.

What is claimed is:



A touch sensor detector system comprising:

(a) touch sensor array (TSA);

(b) array column driver (ACD);

(c) column switching register (CSR);

(d) column driving source (CDS);

(e) array row sensor (ARS);

(f) row switching register (RSR);

(g) analog to digital converter (ADC); and

(h) computing control device (CCD);

wherein

said TSA comprises a variable impedance array (VIA) comprising VIA columns and VIA

rows;

said VIA is configured to electrically couple a plurality of interlinked impedance columns

(IIC) within said TSA with a plurality of interlinked impedance rows (IIR) within

said TSA;

said IIC further comprises a plurality of individual column impedance elements (ICIE)

electrically connected in series between said VIA columns;

said IIR further comprises a plurality of individual row impedance elements (IRIE)

electrically connected in series between said VIA rows;

said ACD is configured to select said IIC within said TSA based on said CSR;

said ACD is configured to electrically drive said selected IIC using said CDS;

said ARS is configured to select said IIR within said TSA based on said RSR;

said ADC is configured to sense the electrical state of said selected IIR and convert said

electrical state to a sensed digital value (SDV);

said electrical state is determined by the sum of current contributions of variable

impedance elements within said VIA, where the current contribution of each

element is determined by a voltage divider formed between the columns of said

VIA, a current divider formed between the rows of said via, and the state of the

impedance element, to produce a sensed current for a given row-column

intersection with said VIA; and



said CCD is configured to sample said SDV from said ADC at a plurality of positions

within said TSA to form a touch sensor matrix (TSM) data structure.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said CDS comprises an electrical

source selected from a group consisting of: DC voltage source; AC voltage source;

arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) voltage source; DC current source; AC current

source; and arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) current source.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said CSR is configured to

electrically couple each individual external column of said IIC to an electrical source type

selected from a group consisting of: open circuit; zero potential voltage source; voltage

source defined by said CSR; current source defined by said CSR; voltage derived from

said CDS; and current derived from said CDS.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said RSR is configured to

electrically couple each individual external row of said IIR to an electrical sink type

selected from a group consisting of: open circuit; zero potential voltage source; voltage

source defined by said RSR; current sink defined by said RSR; and said ADC.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said ICIE comprises a plurality of

resistors electrically coupling adjacent columns of said VIA and said IRIE comprises a

plurality of resistors electrically coupling adjacent rows of said VIA.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said VIA comprises an array of

pressure-sensitive resistive elements configured to electrically couple a row of said array

with a column of said array, wherein said electrical coupling varies based on pressure

applied to said TSA.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said CCD is configured to vary the

effective area of said TSA that is sampled by said ADC by dynamically varying the

configuration of said CSR and said RSR.



The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said CCD is configured to analyze

said TSM and produce a vector of digital pointer values (DPV) selected from a group

consisting of: a plurality of interpolated positions on said TSA; a plurality of interpolated

maximum pressure positions on said TSA; a plurality of interpolated total forces applied

to said TSA; a plurality of interpolated total areas sensed on said TSA; a plurality of

interpolated pressure positions on said TSA; a plurality of detected shapes on said TSA;

interpolated positions of a plurality of detected ellipses on said TSA with each of said

ellipses comprising a major axis, minor axis, and rotational orientation.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said ADC comprises a signal

converter comprising either a voltage-to-digital converter or a current-to-digital

converter, wherein said signal converter is electrically coupled to a signal conditioning

circuit selected from a group consisting of: amplifier; low-pass filter; and low-pass filter

and amplifier in combination.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said VIA further comprises

physical columns electrically coupled to physical rows via a pressure-sensitive sensor

element located at the intersections of said physical columns and said physical rows

wherein said pressure-sensitive sensor element is present in only a subset of said

intersections to form a shaped sensor array.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said IIC comprises variable

resistors interconnecting columns of said VIA with the resistance of said variable

resistors defined by said CSR.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said IIR comprises variable

resistors interconnecting rows of said VIA with the resistance of said variable resistors

defined by said RSR.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said IIC comprises a plurality of

resistors electrically coupling adjacent columns of said VIA.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said IIR comprises a plurality of

resistors electrically coupling adjacent rows of said VIA.



The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said IIC comprises a plurality of

MOSFETs electrically coupling adjacent columns of said VIA.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said IIR comprises a plurality of

MOSFETs electrically coupling adjacent rows of said VIA.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein impedances interconnecting said

IIC are configured dynamically based on said CSR.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein impedances interconnecting said

IIR are configured dynamically based on said RSR.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said CDS is varied based on the

state of said CSR.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said CDS is varied based on the

state of said RSR.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said VIA comprises an array of

impedance elements configured to electrically couple a row of said array with a column

of said array, wherein said VIA impedance elements each have an impedance magnitude

greater than that of said ICIE.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said VIA comprises an array of

impedance elements configured to electrically couple a row of said array with a column

of said array, wherein said VIA impedance elements each have an impedance magnitude

greater than that of said IRIE.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said VIA comprises an array of

impedance elements configured to electrically couple a row of said array with a column

of said array, wherein said VIA impedance elements each have an impedance magnitude

greater than that of both said ICIE and said IRIE.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said ADC comprises a dynamically

adjustable threshold detector configured to activate based on a historical average value of

said electrical state of said IIR.



The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said CCD is configured to vary the

rate at which said CSR and said RSR are modified and the rate at which said ADC is

sampled.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said TSM is sequentially stored in a

three-dimensional matrix to provide temporal indication of time-based differential

pressure applied to said TSA.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said CDS comprises a plurality of

AC electrical sources operating at different frequencies.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said ADC is configured to

discriminate a plurality of AC frequencies.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein:

multiple columns of said VIA are driven under control of said CCD via activation of said

CDS using a plurality of AC electrical sources operating at different frequencies;

and

multiple rows of said VIA are sensed under control of said CCD via said ADC.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said ADC is configured to

discriminate a plurality of AC frequencies simultaneously within said selected IIR and

generates said SDV for each said discriminated AC frequency.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said VIA comprises an array of

capacitance-sensitive elements configured to electrically couple a row of said array with a

column of said array, wherein said electrical coupling varies based on capacitance sensed

by said TSA.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said VIA comprises an array of

capacitance-sensitive elements and pressure-sensitive elements that are configured

collectively to electrically couple a row of said array with a column of said array, wherein

said electrical coupling varies based on capacitance and pressure sensed by said TSA at

the intersection of said array row and said array column.



33. The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said CCD is configured to collect

and store VIA force pressure sensing data and VIA capacitive touch sensing data in said

TSM.

34. The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said system further comprises an

active capacitance stylus (ACS) configured to receive a wireless signal transmitted from

said IIC or said IIR.

35. The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said system further comprises an

active capacitance stylus (ACS) configured to emit a wireless signal for detection by said

IIC and said IIR.

36. The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said system further comprises an

active capacitance stylus (ACS) configured to emit a wireless signal for detection by said

IIC and said IIR wherein said wireless signal varies based on user input to said ACS.

37. The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said VIA comprises a non-

rectangular array structure.

38. The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said VIA comprises an array of

orthogonal row and column sensing elements.

39. The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said VIA comprises an array of

non-orthogonal row and column sensing elements.

40. The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said VIA comprises a radial array

of row and column sensing elements.

41. The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said VIA comprises an elliptical

array of row and row and column sensing elements.

42. The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said CCD is configured to transmit

said TSM to a digital data processor (DDP).



The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said CSR is configured to

electrically couple an external column of said IIC to a single electrical source selected

from a group consisting of: open circuit; zero potential voltage source; voltage source

defined by said CSR; current source defined by said CSR; voltage derived from said

CDS; and current derived from said CDS.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said RSR is configured to

electrically couple an external row of said IIR to a single electrical sink selected from a

group consisting of: open circuit; zero potential voltage source; voltage source defined

by said RSR; current sink defined by said RSR; and said ADC.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said IIC comprises a plurality of

impedances electrically coupling adjacent columns of said VIA.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said IIC comprises active circuitry

electrically coupling adjacent columns of said VIA.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said IIR comprises a plurality of

impedances electrically coupling adjacent rows of said VIA.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said IIR comprises active circuitry

electrically coupling adjacent rows of said VIA.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said TSM comprises a column

count that is less than or equal to the number of columns in said VIA.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said TSM comprises a row count

that is less than or equal to the number of rows in said VIA.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said CCD is configured to analyze

said TSM and produce a digital pointer value (DPV) corresponding to an interpolated

position on said TSA.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said CCD is configured to analyze

said TSM and produce a digital pointer value (DPV) corresponding to an interpolated

maximum pressure position on said TSA.



The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said CCD is configured to analyze

said TSM and produce a digital pointer value (DPV) corresponding to an interpolated

total force applied to said TSA.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said CCD is configured to analyze

said TSM and produce a digital pointer value (DPV) corresponding to an interpolated

total area sensed on said TSA.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said CCD is configured to analyze

said TSM and produce a digital pointer value (DPV) corresponding to an interpolated

position of a detected shape on said TSA.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said CCD is configured to analyze

said TSM and produce a digital pointer value (DPV) corresponding to an interpolated

position of a detected ellipse comprising a major axis, minor axis, and rotational

orientation.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said CCD is configured to analyze

said TSM and produce a vector of digital pointer values (DPV) corresponding to a

plurality of interpolated positions on said TSA.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said CCD is configured to analyze

said TSM and produce a vector of digital pointer values (DPV) corresponding to a

plurality of interpolated maximum pressure positions on said TSA.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said CCD is configured to analyze

said TSM and produce a vector of digital pointer values (DPV) corresponding to a

plurality of interpolated total forces applied to said TSA.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said CCD is configured to analyze

said TSM and produce a vector of digital pointer values (DPV) corresponding to a

plurality of interpolated total areas sensed on said TSA.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said CCD is configured to analyze

said TSM and produce a vector of digital pointer values (DPV) corresponding to a

plurality of interpolated pressure positions on said TSA.



The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said CCD is configured to analyze

said TSM and produce a vector of digital pointer values (DPV) corresponding to

interpolated positions of a plurality of detected shapes on said TSA.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said CCD is configured to analyze

said TSM and produce a vector of digital pointer values (DPV) corresponding to

interpolated positions of a plurality of detected ellipses on said TSA with each of said

ellipses comprising a major axis, minor axis, and rotational orientation.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said electrical state of said IIR is

processed by a signal conditioner before sensing by said ADC.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said ADC comprises a voltage-to-

digital converter.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said ADC comprises a current-to-

digital converter.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said VIA further comprises

physical columns electrically coupled to physical rows via a capacitive-sensitive sensor

element located at the intersections of said physical columns and said physical rows

wherein said capacitive-sensitive sensor element is present in only a subset of said

intersections to form a shaped sensor array.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said impedances within said IIC are

dynamically configurable based on the state of said CSR.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said impedances within said IIR are

dynamically configurable based on the state of said RSR.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 1 wherein said VIA comprises a force-

sensor that varies in resistance based on applied pressure to said force-sensor.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said VIA comprises a force-sensor

comprising one or more of a capacitive touch sensor layer, an electromagnetic resonance

(EMR) sensor layer, and an optical touch sensor layer.



The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said VIA comprises a force-sensor

further comprising a capacitive touch sensor layer configured to detect proximity prior to

contact with said VIA.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said VIA comprises a force-sensor

further comprising an optical sensor layer configured to detect proximity prior to contact

with said VIA.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said TSA further comprises a

flexible layer over said VIA.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said TSA further comprises a

flexible layer that is laminated over said VIA.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said TSA further comprises a

compressible layer over said VIA.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said TSA further comprises a

compressible layer that is laminated over said VIA.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said TSA further comprises a

tactile overlay incorporating a relief pattern.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said TSA further comprises a

pliable overlay having a slippery upper surface.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said TSA is attached to a base

comprising a rigid material.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said TSA comprises a flexible

printed circuit board (PCB).

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said TSA comprises a flexible

sensor laminated onto a curved rigid surface.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said TSA comprises a flexible

sensor laminated onto a curved rigid surface conforming to the shape of a fingertip.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said TSA comprises a flexible

display positioned above said VIA.



The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said TSA comprises a display in

which one layer of said VIA is formed on the bottom layer of said display.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said TSA comprises a display in

which said VIA is formed within internal layers of said display.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said VIA comprises a transparent

material selected from a group consisting of: indium tin oxide (ITO); transparent organic

conductive particles; graphene; carbon nanotubes; silver nanowires; and metal

nanoparticles.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said TSA comprises a transparent

VIA placed on the top of a display.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said TSA comprises a layered

structure sequence consisting of: a top surface; Interpolating Force Sensing Array (IFSA)

sensor; and rigid backing.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said TSA comprises a layered

structure sequence consisting of: a top surface; capacitive touch sensor; Interpolating

Force Sensing Array (IFSA) sensor; and rigid backing.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said TSA comprises a layered

structure sequence consisting of: a top surface; Interpolating Force Sensing Array (IFSA)

sensor; EMR sensor; and rigid backing.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said TSA comprises a layered

structure sequence consisting of: a top surface; capacitive touch sensor; Interpolating

Force Sensing Array (IFSA) sensor; EMR sensor; and rigid backing.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said TSA comprises a layered

structure sequence consisting of: a top surface; flexible display; Interpolating Force

Sensing Array (IFSA) sensor; and rigid backing.

The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said TSA comprises a layered

structure sequence consisting of: a top surface; capacitive touch sensor; flexible display;

Interpolating Force Sensing Array (IFSA) sensor; and rigid backing.



95. The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said TSA comprises a layered

structure sequence consisting of: a top surface; flexible display; Interpolating Force

Sensing Array (IFSA) sensor; EMR sensor; and rigid backing.

96. The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said TSA comprises a layered

structure sequence consisting of: a top surface; capacitive touch sensor; flexible display;

Interpolating Force Sensing Array (IFSA) sensor; EMR sensor; and rigid backing.

97. The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said VIA, said ACD, said CSR,

said CDS, said ARS, said RSR, said ADC, and said CCD are electrically coupled on a

single printed circuit board (PCB) with said PCB forming a substrate for the formation of

said VIA.

98. The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said VIA, said ACD, said CSR,

said CDS, said ARS, said RSR, said ADC, and said CCD are electrically coupled on a

single printed circuit board (PCB) with said PCB forming a substrate for the formation of

said VIA, said VIA incorporating embedded substrate resistors.

99. The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said VIA is configured using thru-

mode construction and comprises a 1mm pitch between sensor elements.

100. The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said VIA is configured using thru-

mode construction with each row and column electrode coated with force sensing

material.

101 . The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said VIA is configured using thru-

mode construction and comprises a force sensing layer positioned between two layers of

exposed traces.

102. The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said VIA is configured using thru-

mode construction and comprises a thin layer having a high per-square resistance to bulk

resistivity ratio .

103. The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said VIA is configured using thru-

mode construction and comprises sensor elements having a resistance greater than that of

the IIR impedances and the IIC impedances.



104. The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said VIA is configured using thru-

mode construction and comprises a force sensing layer that is segmented with segments

aligning to force sensing elements within said VIA.

105. The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said VIA is configured using thru-

mode construction and comprises a polymer loaded with conductive particles.

106. The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said VIA is configured using thru-

mode construction and comprises a force sensing layer that is patterned.

107. The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said VIA is configured using thru-

mode construction and comprises a force sensing layer that is patterned with a random or

pseudo-random pattern.

108. The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said VIA is configured using thru-

mode construction and comprises traces that further comprise a force sensing material.

109. The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said VIA is configured using thru-

mode construction and comprises a force sensing layer having material selected from a

group consisting of: conductive rubber; conductive foam; conductive plastic;

KAPTON® loaded with conductive particles; conductive ink; a mixture of conductive

particles with insulating particles; and carbon particles mixed with a polymer.

110. The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said VIA is configured using thru-

mode construction and comprises conductive traces that are coated with a gold plating.

111. The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said VIA is configured using thru-

mode construction and comprises conductive traces that are coated with an electroless

nickel gold (ENIG) plating.

112. The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said VIA is configured using thru-

mode construction and comprises conductive traces that are coated with a screen printed

carbon plating.

113. The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said VIA is configured using thru-

mode construction and comprises a rigid printed circuit board (PCB).



114. The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said VIA is configured using thru-

mode construction and comprises a rigid printed circuit board (PCB) comprising FR4

material.

115. The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said VIA is configured using thru-

mode construction and comprises a flexible printed circuit board (PCB).

116. The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said VIA is configured using thru-

mode construction and comprises a printed circuit board (PCB) formed using an additive

printed electronics process.

117. The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said TSA is configured using thru-

mode construction and comprises interpolation resistors further comprising discrete

surface mount resistors.

118. The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said TSA is configured using thru-

mode construction and comprises interpolation resistors further comprising discrete

surface mount resistors having an accuracy of 1% or better.

119. The touch sensor detector system of Claim 70 wherein said TSA is configured using thru-

mode construction and comprises interpolation resistors further comprising laser trimmed

resistors.



A touch sensor detector method configured to operate on a touch sensor detector system

comprising:

(a) touch sensor array (TSA);

(b) array column driver (ACD);

(c) column switching register (CSR);

(d) column driving source (CDS);

(e) array row sensor (ARS);

(f) row switching register (RSR);

(g) analog to digital converter (ADC); and

(h) computing control device (CCD);

wherein

said TSA comprises a variable impedance array (VIA) comprising VIA columns and VIA

rows;

said VIA is configured to electrically couple a plurality of interlinked impedance columns

(IIC) within said TSA with a plurality of interlinked impedance rows (IIR) within

said TSA;

said IIC further comprises a plurality of individual column impedance elements (ICIE)

electrically connected in series between said VIA columns;

said IIR further comprises a plurality of individual row impedance elements (IRIE)

electrically connected in series between said VIA rows;

said ACD is configured to select said IIC within said TSA based on said CSR;

said ACD is configured to electrically drive said selected IIC using said CDS;

said ARS is configured to select said IIR within said TSA based on said RSR;

said ADC is configured to sense the electrical state of said selected IIR and convert said

electrical state to a sensed digital value (SDV);

said electrical state is determined by the sum of current contributions of variable

impedance elements within said VIA, where the current contribution of each

element is determined by a voltage divider formed between the columns of said

VIA, a current divider formed between the rows of said via, and the state of the

impedance element, to produce a sensed current for a given row-column

intersection with said VIA; and



said CCD is configured to sample said SDV from said ADC at a plurality of positions

within said TSA to form a touch sensor matrix (TSM) data structure;

wherein said method comprises the steps of:

(1) under control of said CCD, configuring said IIC within said VIA;

(2) under control of said CCD, configuring said IIR within said VIA;

(3) under control of said CCD, electrically stimulating said IIC with said CDS;

(4) under control of said CCD, sensing said electrical state in said IIR with said ADC

as a sensed current for a given row-column intersection within said VIA and

converting said electrical state to digital data;

(5) under control of said CCD, storing said digital data in said TSM;

(6) under control of said CCD, determining if predetermined variations in said CDR,

said IIC, and said IIR have been logged to said TSM, and if so, proceeding to step

(8);

(7) under control of said CCD, reconfiguring said CDS, said IIC, and said IIR for a

new VIA sensing variant and proceeding to step (3);

(8) under control of said CCD, interpolating said TSM values to determine focal

points of activity within said VIA;

(9) under control of said CCD, converting said focal point activity information into a

user interface input command sequence; and

(10) under control of said CCD, transmitting said user interface input command

sequence to a computer system for action and proceeding to step (1).

121. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said CDS comprises an

electrical source selected from a group consisting of: DC voltage source; AC voltage

source; arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) voltage source; DC current source; AC

current source; and arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) current source.

122. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said CSR is configured to

electrically couple each individual external column of said IIC to an electrical source type

selected from a group consisting of: open circuit; zero potential voltage source; voltage

source defined by said CSR; current source defined by said CSR; voltage derived from

said CDS; and current derived from said CDS.



123. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said RSR is configured to

electrically couple each individual external row of said IIR to an electrical sink type

selected from a group consisting of: open circuit; zero potential voltage source; voltage

source defined by said RSR; current sink defined by said RSR; and said ADC.

124. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said ICIE comprises a plurality

of resistors electrically coupling adjacent columns of said VIA and said IRIE comprises a

plurality of resistors electrically coupling adjacent rows of said VIA.

125. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said VIA comprises an array of

pressure-sensitive resistive elements configured to electrically couple a row of said array

with a column of said array, wherein said electrical coupling varies based on pressure

applied to said TSA.

126. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said CCD is configured to vary

the effective area of said TSA that is sampled by said ADC by dynamically varying the

configuration of said CSR and said RSR.

127. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said CCD is configured to

analyze said TSM and produce a vector of digital pointer values (DPV) selected from a

group consisting of: a plurality of interpolated positions on said TSA; a plurality of

interpolated maximum pressure positions on said TSA; a plurality of interpolated total

forces applied to said TSA; a plurality of interpolated total areas sensed on said TSA; a

plurality of interpolated pressure positions on said TSA; a plurality of detected shapes on

said TSA; interpolated positions of a plurality of detected ellipses on said TSA with each

of said ellipses comprising a major axis, minor axis, and rotational orientation.

128. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said ADC comprises a signal

converter comprising either a voltage-to-digital converter or a current-to-digital

converter, wherein said signal converter is electrically coupled to a signal conditioning

circuit selected from a group consisting of: amplifier; low-pass filter; and low-pass filter

and amplifier in combination.



129. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said VIA further comprises

physical columns electrically coupled to physical rows via a pressure-sensitive sensor

element located at the intersections of said physical columns and said physical rows

wherein said pressure-sensitive sensor element is present in only a subset of said

intersections to form a shaped sensor array.

130. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said IIC comprises variable

resistors interconnecting columns of said VIA with the resistance of said variable

resistors defined by said CSR.

131. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said IIR comprises variable

resistors interconnecting rows of said VIA with the resistance of said variable resistors

defined by said RSR.

132. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said IIC comprises a plurality of

resistors electrically coupling adjacent columns of said VIA.

133. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said IIR comprises a plurality of

resistors electrically coupling adjacent rows of said VIA.

134. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said IIC comprises a plurality of

MOSFETs electrically coupling adjacent columns of said VIA.

135. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said IIR comprises a plurality of

MOSFETs electrically coupling adjacent rows of said VIA.

136. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein impedances interconnecting said

IIC are configured dynamically based on said CSR.

137. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein impedances interconnecting said

IIR are configured dynamically based on said RSR.

138. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said CDS is varied based on the

state of said CSR.

139. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said CDS is varied based on the

state of said RSR.



140. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said VIA comprises an array of

impedance elements configured to electrically couple a row of said array with a column

of said array, wherein said VIA impedance elements each have an impedance magnitude

greater than that of said ICIE.

141. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said VIA comprises an array of

impedance elements configured to electrically couple a row of said array with a column

of said array, wherein said VIA impedance elements each have an impedance magnitude

greater than that of said IRIE.

142. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said VIA comprises an array of

impedance elements configured to electrically couple a row of said array with a column

of said array, wherein said VIA impedance elements each have an impedance magnitude

greater than that of both said ICIE and said IRIE.

143. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said ADC comprises a

dynamically adjustable threshold detector configured to activate based on a historical

average value of said electrical state of said IIR.

144. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said CCD is configured to vary

the rate at which said CSR and said RSR are modified and the rate at which said ADC is

sampled.

145. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said TSM is sequentially stored

in a three-dimensional matrix to provide temporal indication of time-based differential

pressure applied to said TSA.

146. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said CDS comprises a plurality

of AC electrical sources operating at different frequencies.

147. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said ADC is configured to

discriminate a plurality of AC frequencies.



148. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein:

multiple columns of said VIA are driven under control of said CCD via activation of said

CDS using a plurality of AC electrical sources operating at different frequencies;

and

multiple rows of said VIA are sensed under control of said CCD via said ADC.

149. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said ADC is configured to

discriminate a plurality of AC frequencies simultaneously within said selected IIR and

generates said SDV for each said discriminated AC frequency.

150. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said VIA comprises an array of

capacitance-sensitive elements configured to electrically couple a row of said array with a

column of said array, wherein said electrical coupling varies based on capacitance sensed

by said TSA.

151. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said VIA comprises an array of

capacitance-sensitive elements and pressure-sensitive elements that are configured

collectively to electrically couple a row of said array with a column of said array, wherein

said electrical coupling varies based on capacitance and pressure sensed by said TSA at

the intersection of said array row and said array column.

152. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said CCD is configured to

collect and store VIA force pressure sensing data and VIA capacitive touch sensing data

in said TSM.

153. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said system further comprises an

active capacitance stylus (ACS) configured to receive a wireless signal transmitted from

said IIC or said IIR.

154. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said system further comprises an

active capacitance stylus (ACS) configured to emit a wireless signal for detection by said

IIC and said IIR.

155. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said system further comprises an

active capacitance stylus (ACS) configured to emit a wireless signal for detection by said

IIC and said IIR wherein said wireless signal varies based on user input to said ACS.



156. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said VIA comprises a non-

rectangular array structure.

157. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said VIA comprises an array of

orthogonal row and column sensing elements.

158. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said VIA comprises an array of

non-orthogonal row and column sensing elements.

159. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said VIA comprises a radial

array of row and column sensing elements.

160. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said VIA comprises an elliptical

array of row and row and column sensing elements.

161. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said CCD is configured to

transmit said TSM to a digital data processor (DDP).

162. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said CSR is configured to

electrically couple an external column of said IIC to a single electrical source selected

from a group consisting of: open circuit; zero potential voltage source; voltage source

defined by said CSR; current source defined by said CSR; voltage derived from said

CDS; and current derived from said CDS.

163. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said RSR is configured to

electrically couple an external row of said IIR to a single electrical sink selected from a

group consisting of: open circuit; zero potential voltage source; voltage source defined

by said RSR; current sink defined by said RSR; and said ADC.

164. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said IIC comprises a plurality of

impedances electrically coupling adjacent columns of said VIA.

165. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said IIC comprises active

circuitry electrically coupling adjacent columns of said VIA.

166. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said IIR comprises a plurality of

impedances electrically coupling adjacent rows of said VIA.



167. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said IIR comprises active

circuitry electrically coupling adjacent rows of said VIA.

168. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said TSM comprises a column

count that is less than or equal to the number of columns in said VIA.

169. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said TSM comprises a row count

that is less than or equal to the number of rows in said VIA.

170. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said CCD is configured to

analyze said TSM and produce a digital pointer value (DPV) corresponding to an

interpolated position on said TSA.

171. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said CCD is configured to

analyze said TSM and produce a digital pointer value (DPV) corresponding to an

interpolated maximum pressure position on said TSA.

172. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said CCD is configured to

analyze said TSM and produce a digital pointer value (DPV) corresponding to an

interpolated total force applied to said TSA.

173. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said CCD is configured to

analyze said TSM and produce a digital pointer value (DPV) corresponding to an

interpolated total area sensed on said TSA.

174. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said CCD is configured to

analyze said TSM and produce a digital pointer value (DPV) corresponding to an

interpolated position of a detected shape on said TSA.

175. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said CCD is configured to

analyze said TSM and produce a digital pointer value (DPV) corresponding to an

interpolated position of a detected ellipse comprising a major axis, minor axis, and

rotational orientation.

176. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said CCD is configured to

analyze said TSM and produce a vector of digital pointer values (DPV) corresponding to

a plurality of interpolated positions on said TSA.



177. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said CCD is configured to

analyze said TSM and produce a vector of digital pointer values (DPV) corresponding to

a plurality of interpolated maximum pressure positions on said TSA.

178. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said CCD is configured to

analyze said TSM and produce a vector of digital pointer values (DPV) corresponding to

a plurality of interpolated total forces applied to said TSA.

179. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said CCD is configured to

analyze said TSM and produce a vector of digital pointer values (DPV) corresponding to

a plurality of interpolated total areas sensed on said TSA.

180. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said CCD is configured to

analyze said TSM and produce a vector of digital pointer values (DPV) corresponding to

a plurality of interpolated pressure positions on said TSA.

181. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said CCD is configured to

analyze said TSM and produce a vector of digital pointer values (DPV) corresponding to

interpolated positions of a plurality of detected shapes on said TSA.

182. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said CCD is configured to

analyze said TSM and produce a vector of digital pointer values (DPV) corresponding to

interpolated positions of a plurality of detected ellipses on said TSA with each of said

ellipses comprising a major axis, minor axis, and rotational orientation.

183. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said electrical state of said IIR is

processed by a signal conditioner before sensing by said ADC.

184. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said ADC comprises a voltage-

to-digital converter.

185. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said ADC comprises a current-

to-digital converter.



186. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said VIA further comprises

physical columns electrically coupled to physical rows via a capacitive-sensitive sensor

element located at the intersections of said physical columns and said physical rows

wherein said capacitive-sensitive sensor element is present in only a subset of said

intersections to form a shaped sensor array.

187. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said impedances within said IIC

are dynamically configurable based on the state of said CSR.

188. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said impedances within said IIR

are dynamically configurable based on the state of said RSR.

189. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 120 wherein said VIA comprises a force-

sensor that varies in resistance based on applied pressure to said force-sensor.

190. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said VIA comprises a force-

sensor comprising one or more of a capacitive touch sensor layer, an electromagnetic

resonance (EMR) sensor layer, and an optical touch sensor layer.

191. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said VIA comprises a force-

sensor further comprising a capacitive touch sensor layer configured to detect proximity

prior to contact with said VIA.

192. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said VIA comprises a force-

sensor further comprising an optical sensor layer configured to detect proximity prior to

contact with said VIA.

193. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said TSA further comprises a

flexible layer over said VIA.

194. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said TSA further comprises a

flexible layer that is laminated over said VIA.

195. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said TSA further comprises a

compressible layer over said VIA.

196. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said TSA further comprises a

compressible layer that is laminated over said VIA.



197. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said TSA further comprises a

tactile overlay incorporating a relief pattern.

198. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said TSA further comprises a

pliable overlay having a slippery upper surface.

199. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said TSA is attached to a base

comprising a rigid material.

200. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said TSA comprises a flexible

printed circuit board (PCB).

201. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said TSA comprises a flexible

sensor laminated onto a curved rigid surface.

202. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said TSA comprises a flexible

sensor laminated onto a curved rigid surface conforming to the shape of a fingertip.

203. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said TSA comprises a flexible

display positioned above said VIA.

204. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said TSA comprises a display in

which one layer of said VIA is formed on the bottom layer of said display.

205. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said TSA comprises a display in

which said VIA is formed within internal layers of said display.

206. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said VIA comprises a

transparent material selected from a group consisting of: indium tin oxide (ITO);

transparent organic conductive particles; graphene; carbon nanotubes; silver nanowires;

and metal nanoparticles.

207. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said TSA comprises a

transparent VIA placed on the top of a display.

208. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said TSA comprises a layered

structure sequence consisting of: a top surface; Interpolating Force Sensing Array (IFSA)

sensor; and rigid backing.



209. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said TSA comprises a layered

structure sequence consisting of: a top surface; capacitive touch sensor; Interpolating

Force Sensing Array (IFSA) sensor; and rigid backing.

210. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said TSA comprises a layered

structure sequence consisting of: a top surface; Interpolating Force Sensing Array (IFSA)

sensor; EMR sensor; and rigid backing.

2 11. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said TSA comprises a layered

structure sequence consisting of: a top surface; capacitive touch sensor; Interpolating

Force Sensing Array (IFSA) sensor; EMR sensor; and rigid backing.

212. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said TSA comprises a layered

structure sequence consisting of: a top surface; flexible display; Interpolating Force

Sensing Array (IFSA) sensor; and rigid backing.

213. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said TSA comprises a layered

structure sequence consisting of: a top surface; capacitive touch sensor; flexible display;

Interpolating Force Sensing Array (IFSA) sensor; and rigid backing.

214. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said TSA comprises a layered

structure sequence consisting of: a top surface; flexible display; Interpolating Force

Sensing Array (IFSA) sensor; EMR sensor; and rigid backing.

215. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said TSA comprises a layered

structure sequence consisting of: a top surface; capacitive touch sensor; flexible display;

Interpolating Force Sensing Array (IFSA) sensor; EMR sensor; and rigid backing.

216. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said VIA, said ACD, said CSR,

said CDS, said ARS, said RSR, said ADC, and said CCD are electrically coupled on a

single printed circuit board (PCB) with said PCB forming a substrate for the formation of

said VIA.

217. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said VIA, said ACD, said CSR,

said CDS, said ARS, said RSR, said ADC, and said CCD are electrically coupled on a

single printed circuit board (PCB) with said PCB forming a substrate for the formation of

said VIA, said VIA incorporating embedded substrate resistors.



218. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said VIA is configured using

thru-mode construction and comprises a 1mm pitch between sensor elements.

219. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said VIA is configured using

thru-mode construction with each row and column electrode coated with force sensing

material.

220. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said VIA is configured using

thru-mode construction and comprises a force sensing layer positioned between two

layers of exposed traces.

221. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said VIA is configured using

thru-mode construction and comprises a thin layer having a high per-square resistance to

bulk resistivity ratio.

222. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said VIA is configured using

thru-mode construction and comprises sensor elements having a resistance greater than

that of the IIR impedances and the IIC impedances.

223. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said VIA is configured using

thru-mode construction and comprises a force sensing layer that is segmented with

segments aligning to force sensing elements within said VIA.

224. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said VIA is configured using

thru-mode construction and comprises a polymer loaded with conductive particles.

225. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said VIA is configured using

thru-mode construction and comprises a force sensing layer that is patterned.

226. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said VIA is configured using

thru-mode construction and comprises a force sensing layer that is patterned with a

random or pseudo-random pattern.

227. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said VIA is configured using

thru-mode construction and comprises traces that further comprise a force sensing

material.



228. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said VIA is configured using

thru-mode construction and comprises a force sensing layer having material selected

from a group consisting of: conductive rubber; conductive foam; conductive plastic;

KAPTON® loaded with conductive particles; conductive ink; a mixture of conductive

particles with insulating particles; and carbon particles mixed with a polymer.

229. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said VIA is configured using

thru-mode construction and comprises conductive traces that are coated with a gold

plating.

230. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said VIA is configured using

thru-mode construction and comprises conductive traces that are coated with an

electroless nickel gold (ENIG) plating.

231. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said VIA is configured using

thru-mode construction and comprises conductive traces that are coated with a screen

printed carbon plating.

232. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said VIA is configured using

thru-mode construction and comprises a rigid printed circuit board (PCB).

233. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said VIA is configured using

thru-mode construction and comprises a rigid printed circuit board (PCB) comprising

FR4 material.

234. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said VIA is configured using

thru-mode construction and comprises a flexible printed circuit board (PCB).

235. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said VIA is configured using

thru-mode construction and comprises a printed circuit board (PCB) formed using an

additive printed electronics process.

236. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said TSA is configured using

thru-mode construction and comprises interpolation resistors further comprising discrete

surface mount resistors.



237. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said TSA is configured using

thru-mode construction and comprises interpolation resistors further comprising discrete

surface mount resistors having an accuracy of 1% or better.

238. The touch sensor detector method of Claim 189 wherein said TSA is configured using

thru-mode construction and comprises interpolation resistors further comprising laser

trimmed resistors.



A tangible non-transitory computer usable medium having computer-readable program

code means comprising a touch sensor detector method configured to operate on touch

sensor detector system comprising:

(a) touch sensor array (TSA);

(b) array column driver (ACD);

(c) column switching register (CSR);

(d) column driving source (CDS);

(e) array row sensor (ARS);

(f) row switching register (RSR);

(g) analog to digital converter (ADC); and

(h) computing control device (CCD);

wherein

said TSA comprises a variable impedance array (VIA) comprising VIA columns and VIA

rows;

said VIA is configured to electrically couple a plurality of interlinked impedance columns

(IIC) within said TSA with a plurality of interlinked impedance rows (IIR) within

said TSA;

said IIC further comprises a plurality of individual column impedance elements (ICIE)

electrically connected in series between said VIA columns;

said IIR further comprises a plurality of individual row impedance elements (IRIE)

electrically connected in series between said VIA rows;

said ACD is configured to select said IIC within said TSA based on said CSR;

said ACD is configured to electrically drive said selected IIC using said CDS;

said ARS is configured to select said IIR within said TSA based on said RSR;

said ADC is configured to sense the electrical state of said selected IIR and convert said

electrical state to a sensed digital value (SDV);

said electrical state is determined by the sum of current contributions of variable

impedance elements within said VIA, where the current contribution of each

element is determined by a voltage divider formed between the columns of said

VIA, a current divider formed between the rows of said via, and the state of the



impedance element, to produce a sensed current for a given row-column

intersection with said VIA; and

said CCD is configured to sample said SDV from said ADC at a plurality of positions

within said TSA to form a touch sensor matrix (TSM) data structure;

wherein said method comprises the steps of:

(1) under control of said CCD, configuring said IIC within said VIA;

(2) under control of said CCD, configuring said IIR within said VIA;

(3) under control of said CCD, electrically stimulating said IIC with said CDS;

(4) under control of said CCD, sensing said electrical state in said IIR with said ADC

as a sensed current for a given row-column intersection within said VIA and

converting said electrical state to digital data;

(5) under control of said CCD, storing said digital data in said TSM;

(6) under control of said CCD, determining if predetermined variations in said CDR,

said IIC, and said IIR have been logged to said TSM, and if so, proceeding to step

(8);

(7) under control of said CCD, reconfiguring said CDS, said IIC, and said IIR for a

new VIA sensing variant and proceeding to step (3);

(8) under control of said CCD, interpolating said TSM values to determine focal

points of activity within said VIA;

(9) under control of said CCD, converting said focal point activity information into a

user interface input command sequence; and

(10) under control of said CCD, transmitting said user interface input command

sequence to a computer system for action and proceeding to step (1).

The computer useable medium system of Claim 239 wherein said CDS comprises an

electrical source selected from a group consisting of: DC voltage source; AC voltage

source; arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) voltage source; DC current source; AC

current source; and arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) current source.



241. The computer useable medium system of Claim 239 wherein said CSR is configured to

electrically couple each individual external column of said IIC to an electrical source type

selected from a group consisting of: open circuit; zero potential voltage source; voltage

source defined by said CSR; current source defined by said CSR; voltage derived from

said CDS; and current derived from said CDS.

242. The computer useable medium system of Claim 239 wherein said RSR is configured to

electrically couple each individual external row of said IIR to an electrical sink type

selected from a group consisting of: open circuit; zero potential voltage source; voltage

source defined by said RSR; current sink defined by said RSR; and said ADC.

243. The computer useable medium system of Claim 239 wherein said ICIE comprises a

plurality of resistors electrically coupling adjacent columns of said VIA and said IRIE

comprises a plurality of resistors electrically coupling adjacent rows of said VIA.

244. The computer useable medium system of Claim 239 wherein said VIA comprises an

array of pressure-sensitive resistive elements configured to electrically couple a row of

said array with a column of said array, wherein said electrical coupling varies based on

pressure applied to said TSA.

245. The computer useable medium system of Claim 239 wherein said CCD is configured to

vary the effective area of said TSA that is sampled by said ADC by dynamically varying

the configuration of said CSR and said RSR.

246. The computer useable medium system of Claim 239 wherein said CCD is configured to

analyze said TSM and produce a vector of digital pointer values (DPV) selected from a

group consisting of: a plurality of interpolated positions on said TSA; a plurality of

interpolated maximum pressure positions on said TSA; a plurality of interpolated total

forces applied to said TSA; a plurality of interpolated total areas sensed on said TSA; a

plurality of interpolated pressure positions on said TSA; a plurality of detected shapes on

said TSA; interpolated positions of a plurality of detected ellipses on said TSA with each

of said ellipses comprising a major axis, minor axis, and rotational orientation.



247. The computer useable medium system of Claim 239 wherein said ADC comprises a

signal converter comprising either a voltage-to-digital converter or a current-to-digital

converter, wherein said signal converter is electrically coupled to a signal conditioning

circuit selected from a group consisting of: amplifier; low-pass filter; and low-pass filter

and amplifier in combination.

248. The computer useable medium system of Claim 239 wherein said VIA further comprises

physical columns electrically coupled to physical rows via a pressure-sensitive sensor

element located at the intersections of said physical columns and said physical rows

wherein said pressure-sensitive sensor element is present in only a subset of said

intersections to form a shaped sensor array.

249. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said IIC comprises variable

resistors interconnecting columns of said VIA with the resistance of said variable

resistors defined by said CSR.

250. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said IIR comprises variable

resistors interconnecting rows of said VIA with the resistance of said variable resistors

defined by said RSR.

251. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said IIC comprises a plurality of

resistors electrically coupling adjacent columns of said VIA.

252. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said IIR comprises a plurality of

resistors electrically coupling adjacent rows of said VIA.

253. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said IIC comprises a plurality of

MOSFETs electrically coupling adjacent columns of said VIA.

254. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said IIR comprises a plurality of

MOSFETs electrically coupling adjacent rows of said VIA.

255. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein impedances interconnecting said

IIC are configured dynamically based on said CSR.

256. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein impedances interconnecting said

IIR are configured dynamically based on said RSR.



257. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said CDS is varied based on the

state of said CSR.

258. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said CDS is varied based on the

state of said RSR.

259. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said VIA comprises an array of

impedance elements configured to electrically couple a row of said array with a column

of said array, wherein said VIA impedance elements each have an impedance magnitude

greater than that of said ICIE.

260. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said VIA comprises an array of

impedance elements configured to electrically couple a row of said array with a column

of said array, wherein said VIA impedance elements each have an impedance magnitude

greater than that of said IRIE.

261. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said VIA comprises an array of

impedance elements configured to electrically couple a row of said array with a column

of said array, wherein said VIA impedance elements each have an impedance magnitude

greater than that of both said ICIE and said IRIE.

262. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said ADC comprises a dynamically

adjustable threshold detector configured to activate based on a historical average value of

said electrical state of said IIR.

263. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said CCD is configured to vary the

rate at which said CSR and said RSR are modified and the rate at which said ADC is

sampled.

264. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said TSM is sequentially stored in a

three-dimensional matrix to provide temporal indication of time-based differential

pressure applied to said TSA.

265. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said CDS comprises a plurality of

AC electrical sources operating at different frequencies.

266. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said ADC is configured to

discriminate a plurality of AC frequencies.



267. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein:

multiple columns of said VIA are driven under control of said CCD via activation of said

CDS using a plurality of AC electrical sources operating at different frequencies;

and

multiple rows of said VIA are sensed under control of said CCD via said ADC.

268. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said ADC is configured to

discriminate a plurality of AC frequencies simultaneously within said selected IIR and

generates said SDV for each said discriminated AC frequency.

269. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said VIA comprises an array of

capacitance-sensitive elements configured to electrically couple a row of said array with a

column of said array, wherein said electrical coupling varies based on capacitance sensed

by said TSA.

270. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said VIA comprises an array of

capacitance-sensitive elements and pressure-sensitive elements that are configured

collectively to electrically couple a row of said array with a column of said array, wherein

said electrical coupling varies based on capacitance and pressure sensed by said TSA at

the intersection of said array row and said array column.

271. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said CCD is configured to collect

and store VIA force pressure sensing data and VIA capacitive touch sensing data in said

TSM.

272. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said system further comprises an

active capacitance stylus (ACS) configured to receive a wireless signal transmitted from

said IIC or said IIR.

273. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said system further comprises an

active capacitance stylus (ACS) configured to emit a wireless signal for detection by said

IIC and said IIR.

274. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said system further comprises an

active capacitance stylus (ACS) configured to emit a wireless signal for detection by said

IIC and said IIR wherein said wireless signal varies based on user input to said ACS.



275. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said VIA comprises a non-

rectangular array structure.

276. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said VIA comprises an array of

orthogonal row and column sensing elements.

277. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said VIA comprises an array of

non-orthogonal row and column sensing elements.

278. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said VIA comprises a radial array

of row and column sensing elements.

279. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said VIA comprises an elliptical

array of row and row and column sensing elements.

280. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said CCD is configured to transmit

said TSM to a digital data processor (DDP).

281. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said CSR is configured to

electrically couple an external column of said IIC to a single electrical source selected

from a group consisting of: open circuit; zero potential voltage source; voltage source

defined by said CSR; current source defined by said CSR; voltage derived from said

CDS; and current derived from said CDS.

282. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said RSR is configured to

electrically couple an external row of said IIR to a single electrical sink selected from a

group consisting of: open circuit; zero potential voltage source; voltage source defined

by said RSR; current sink defined by said RSR; and said ADC.

283. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said IIC comprises a plurality of

impedances electrically coupling adjacent columns of said VIA.

284. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said IIC comprises active circuitry

electrically coupling adjacent columns of said VIA.

285. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said IIR comprises a plurality of

impedances electrically coupling adjacent rows of said VIA.



286. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said IIR comprises active circuitry

electrically coupling adjacent rows of said VIA.

287. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said TSM comprises a column

count that is less than or equal to the number of columns in said VIA.

288. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said TSM comprises a row count

that is less than or equal to the number of rows in said VIA.

289. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said CCD is configured to analyze

said TSM and produce a digital pointer value (DPV) corresponding to an interpolated

position on said TSA.

290. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said CCD is configured to analyze

said TSM and produce a digital pointer value (DPV) corresponding to an interpolated

maximum pressure position on said TSA.

291. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said CCD is configured to analyze

said TSM and produce a digital pointer value (DPV) corresponding to an interpolated

total force applied to said TSA.

292. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said CCD is configured to analyze

said TSM and produce a digital pointer value (DPV) corresponding to an interpolated

total area sensed on said TSA.

293. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said CCD is configured to analyze

said TSM and produce a digital pointer value (DPV) corresponding to an interpolated

position of a detected shape on said TSA.

294. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said CCD is configured to analyze

said TSM and produce a digital pointer value (DPV) corresponding to an interpolated

position of a detected ellipse comprising a major axis, minor axis, and rotational

orientation.

295. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said CCD is configured to analyze

said TSM and produce a vector of digital pointer values (DPV) corresponding to a

plurality of interpolated positions on said TSA.



296. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said CCD is configured to analyze

said TSM and produce a vector of digital pointer values (DPV) corresponding to a

plurality of interpolated maximum pressure positions on said TSA.

297. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said CCD is configured to analyze

said TSM and produce a vector of digital pointer values (DPV) corresponding to a

plurality of interpolated total forces applied to said TSA.

298. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said CCD is configured to analyze

said TSM and produce a vector of digital pointer values (DPV) corresponding to a

plurality of interpolated total areas sensed on said TSA.

299. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said CCD is configured to analyze

said TSM and produce a vector of digital pointer values (DPV) corresponding to a

plurality of interpolated pressure positions on said TSA.

300. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said CCD is configured to analyze

said TSM and produce a vector of digital pointer values (DPV) corresponding to

interpolated positions of a plurality of detected shapes on said TSA.

301. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said CCD is configured to analyze

said TSM and produce a vector of digital pointer values (DPV) corresponding to

interpolated positions of a plurality of detected ellipses on said TSA with each of said

ellipses comprising a major axis, minor axis, and rotational orientation.

302. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said electrical state of said IIR is

processed by a signal conditioner before sensing by said ADC.

303. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said ADC comprises a voltage-to-

digital converter.

304. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said ADC comprises a current-to-

digital converter.



305. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said VIA further comprises

physical columns electrically coupled to physical rows via a capacitive-sensitive sensor

element located at the intersections of said physical columns and said physical rows

wherein said capacitive-sensitive sensor element is present in only a subset of said

intersections to form a shaped sensor array.

306. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said impedances within said IIC are

dynamically configurable based on the state of said CSR.

307. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said impedances within said IIR are

dynamically configurable based on the state of said RSR.

308. The computer useable medium of Claim 239 wherein said VIA comprises a force-

sensor that varies in resistance based on applied pressure to said force-sensor.

309. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said VIA comprises a force-sensor

comprising one or more of a capacitive touch sensor layer, an electromagnetic resonance

(EMR) sensor layer, and an optical touch sensor layer.

310. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said VIA comprises a force-sensor

further comprising a capacitive touch sensor layer configured to detect proximity prior to

contact with said VIA.

3 11. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said VIA comprises a force-sensor

further comprising an optical sensor layer configured to detect proximity prior to contact

with said VIA.

312. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said TSA further comprises a

flexible layer over said VIA.

313. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said TSA further comprises a

flexible layer that is laminated over said VIA.

314. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said TSA further comprises a

compressible layer over said VIA.

315. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said TSA further comprises a

compressible layer that is laminated over said VIA.



316. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said TSA further comprises a

tactile overlay incorporating a relief pattern.

317. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said TSA further comprises a

pliable overlay having a slippery upper surface.

318. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said TSA is attached to a base

comprising a rigid material.

319. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said TSA comprises a flexible

printed circuit board (PCB).

320. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said TSA comprises a flexible

sensor laminated onto a curved rigid surface.

321. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said TSA comprises a flexible

sensor laminated onto a curved rigid surface conforming to the shape of a fingertip.

322. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said TSA comprises a flexible

display positioned above said VIA.

323. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said TSA comprises a display in

which one layer of said VIA is formed on the bottom layer of said display.

324. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said TSA comprises a display in

which said VIA is formed within internal layers of said display.

325. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said VIA comprises a transparent

material selected from a group consisting of: indium tin oxide (ITO); transparent organic

conductive particles; graphene; carbon nanotubes; silver nanowires; and metal

nanoparticles.

326. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said TSA comprises a transparent

VIA placed on the top of a display.

327. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said TSA comprises a layered

structure sequence consisting of: a top surface; Interpolating Force Sensing Array (IFSA)

sensor; and rigid backing.



328. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said TSA comprises a layered

structure sequence consisting of: a top surface; capacitive touch sensor; Interpolating

Force Sensing Array (IFSA) sensor; and rigid backing.

329. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said TSA comprises a layered

structure sequence consisting of: a top surface; Interpolating Force Sensing Array (IFSA)

sensor; EMR sensor; and rigid backing.

330. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said TSA comprises a layered

structure sequence consisting of: a top surface; capacitive touch sensor; Interpolating

Force Sensing Array (IFSA) sensor; EMR sensor; and rigid backing.

331. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said TSA comprises a layered

structure sequence consisting of: a top surface; flexible display; Interpolating Force

Sensing Array (IFSA) sensor; and rigid backing.

332. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said TSA comprises a layered

structure sequence consisting of: a top surface; capacitive touch sensor; flexible display;

Interpolating Force Sensing Array (IFSA) sensor; and rigid backing.

333. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said TSA comprises a layered

structure sequence consisting of: a top surface; flexible display; Interpolating Force

Sensing Array (IFSA) sensor; EMR sensor; and rigid backing.

334. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said TSA comprises a layered

structure sequence consisting of: a top surface; capacitive touch sensor; flexible display;

Interpolating Force Sensing Array (IFSA) sensor; EMR sensor; and rigid backing.

335. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said VIA, said ACD, said CSR,

said CDS, said ARS, said RSR, said ADC, and said CCD are electrically coupled on a

single printed circuit board (PCB) with said PCB forming a substrate for the formation of

said VIA.

336. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said VIA, said ACD, said CSR,

said CDS, said ARS, said RSR, said ADC, and said CCD are electrically coupled on a

single printed circuit board (PCB) with said PCB forming a substrate for the formation of

said VIA, said VIA incorporating embedded substrate resistors.



337. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said VIA is configured using thru-

mode construction and comprises a 1mm pitch between sensor elements.

338. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said VIA is configured using thru-

mode construction with each row and column electrode coated with force sensing

material.

339. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said VIA is configured using thru-

mode construction and comprises a force sensing layer positioned between two layers of

exposed traces.

340. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said VIA is configured using thru-

mode construction and comprises a thin layer having a high per-square resistance to bulk

resistivity ratio.

341. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said VIA is configured using thru-

mode construction and comprises sensor elements having a resistance greater than that of

the IIR impedances and the IIC impedances.

342. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said VIA is configured using thru-

mode construction and comprises a force sensing layer that is segmented with segments

aligning to force sensing elements within said VIA.

343. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said VIA is configured using thru-

mode construction and comprises a polymer loaded with conductive particles.

344. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said VIA is configured using thru-

mode construction and comprises a force sensing layer that is patterned.

345. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said VIA is configured using thru-

mode construction and comprises a force sensing layer that is patterned with a random or

pseudo-random pattern.

346. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said VIA is configured using thru-

mode construction and comprises traces that further comprise a force sensing material.



347. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said VIA is configured using thru-

mode construction and comprises a force sensing layer having material selected from a

group consisting of: conductive rubber; conductive foam; conductive plastic;

KAPTON® loaded with conductive particles; conductive ink; a mixture of conductive

particles with insulating particles; and carbon particles mixed with a polymer.

348. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said VIA is configured using thru-

mode construction and comprises conductive traces that are coated with a gold plating.

349. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said VIA is configured using thru-

mode construction and comprises conductive traces that are coated with an electroless

nickel gold (ENIG) plating.

350. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said VIA is configured using thru-

mode construction and comprises conductive traces that are coated with a screen printed

carbon plating.

351. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said VIA is configured using thru-

mode construction and comprises a rigid printed circuit board (PCB).

352. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said VIA is configured using thru-

mode construction and comprises a rigid printed circuit board (PCB) comprising FR4

material.

353. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said VIA is configured using thru-

mode construction and comprises a flexible printed circuit board (PCB).

354. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said VIA is configured using thru-

mode construction and comprises a printed circuit board (PCB) formed using an additive

printed electronics process.

355. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said TSA is configured using thru-

mode construction and comprises interpolation resistors further comprising discrete

surface mount resistors.

356. The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said TSA is configured using thru-

mode construction and comprises interpolation resistors further comprising discrete

surface mount resistors having an accuracy of 1% or better.



The computer useable medium of Claim 308 wherein said TSA is configured using thru-

mode construction and comprises interpolation resistors further comprising laser trimmed

resistors.
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